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FOREWORD 

 

Complex systems have various properties, but among them there are 

those that cannot be neglected when studying their functioning, predicting 

development, analyzing their interaction with the external environment. 

These properties include, in particular, survivability. The survivability of a 

system is understood as its ability to adapt to new unforeseen conditions of 

functioning, to resist undesirable influences while implementing the main 

function. Survivability in the traditional sense is a fundamental property of 

complex systems. Biological, social and many other systems initially have 

the property of survivability, which allows them to maintain integrity, per-

form their functions and develop despite degradation, regardless of the 

presence of adverse (destructive) influences from the external environment 

[1]. Methods and means of ensuring survivability are used in the creation of 

complex artificial objects, in particular information systems. 

Living systems are able to maintain the continuous performance of 

their main functions, temporarily or permanently refusing to perform less 

important functions, change their structure and behavior, find and perform 

new functions necessary to successfully resist adverse effects, adapting to 

the conditions of their functioning [2]. The survivability mechanisms in-

cluded in such systems are an integral part of them, and the evolution of 

systems determines the evolution of their survivability mechanisms. Thus, 

the development of systems is a factor in the development of mechanisms 

to ensure survivability. 

Within the framework of this book, an information system is consid-

ered as a set of elements of the information space that are meaningfully 

linked into a network. Accordingly, the properties of this network related to 

survivability are analyzed, including vulnerability as a characteristic of the 

violation or preservation of connectivity during a destructive impact on in-

dividual components or connections. 

Of course, an information system cannot be considered either a bio-

logical or a technical system, although individual elements of these systems 

are necessary for their existence. Most likely, information systems can be 

attributed to communication systems, the formation of which is significant-

ly influenced by the so — called ―human factor‖, which is most difficult to 

formalize. 

The main goals of the functioning of information systems include in-

forming (for example, informing about the most important aspects of a par-
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ticular process or event). At the same time, individual information systems, 

interacting with each other, are elements of the information space. 

It is known that systems are generally divided into targeted and non 

— targeted. Information systems can belong to both the first and second 

class. The survivability of artificially generated information systems is cru-

cial, for example, during advertising campaigns and other information op-

erations [3]. 

This book discusses the theoretical issues of the survivability of in-

formation systems, the modeling of destructive effects on them, the restora-

tion of information network structures after undesirable effects. At the same 

time, elements of the theories of reliability, nonlinear dynamics, percola-

tion, complex networks, phase transitions, etc. are considered, and tasks 

that are relevant for the functioning of information systems are formulated. 

The book is aimed at a fairly wide range of readers: specialists in the 

field of information technology and information security, students, graduate 

students; I would like to believe that it will also be useful to analysts who, 

when solving problems in various fields, want to take into account the fea-

tures of the modern network information space. We hope that the book will 

be useful in the preparation of training courses on theoretical and practical 

issues of survivability of information systems. 

The authors express their sincere gratitude to their colleagues and co 

— authors in the works, fragments of which are summarized in this book: 

A.A. Snarsky, M.G. Kuznetsova, E.S. Gorbachik, S.M. Braichevsky, 

V.N. Furashev, V.G. Putyatin, as well as reviewers A.yE. Litvinenko and 

V.V. Mohor for constructive discussions and comments. 

 

Alexander Dodonov, 

Dmitry Lande 

December 14
th
 2010. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the traditional sense, an information system includes infrastructure 

elements such as computers, communication lines, etc., as well as an in-

formation component (libraries, media, television, radio, billboards, and 

much more), i.e. represents some meaningful integral subset of the infor-

mation space. 

In the narrow framework of this work, in contrast to the above tradi-

tional approach, an information system is considered as some semantic en-

tity, a set of information blocks, an information cluster, the signs of a 

grouping of elements of which are not always known in advance. At the 

same time, information systems arise and develop in the information space. 

Under the information space we will understand the totality of ele-

ments that form some information unity. In this case, the elements of the 

information space can be a wide variety of information resources: docu-

ments that summarize the most diverse types of information – files, emails, 

web pages, regardless of the types and formats of their presentation. These 

information resources, in turn, can be grouped into information systems 

according to semantic features. 

The above definition of the information space is qualitative. Of 

course, the term "space" in this case does not coincide with the concept of 

"space" in mathematics or physics. Within the framework of this work, 

space is understood as a kind of common container for the information ob-

jects under consideration. As examples of successful theoretical models of 

the information space, one can cite the ―vector — spatial‖ model of G. Sal-

ton or the Barton–Kebler information aging model. The web space model 

was built at the end of the 20th century by A. Breder [4]. 

Information systems in our understanding can be interpreted as con-

tent systems (English content – content), which, as is known [5], fully satis-

fy the general definition of systems. As special cases of information sys-

tems can be considered, for example, thematic collections of documents, 

websites dedicated to 

related to some issues, or information clusters (plots) – arrays of infor-

mation messages published on various websites dedicated to one topic or 

one event [5]. With this approach, information systems actually cover a set 

of elementary content units, which, in the narrow framework of this work, 

we will call ―documents‖ without distinguishing between the concepts of 

―document‖, ―message‖, ―publication‖, etc. 
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The ―habitat‖ of information systems today is quite representatively 

represented by the web space, which, however, should not limit the range 

of issues to consideration of only this network. 

This book is devoted to such a property of information systems as 

survivability, i.e. the possibility of realizing the purpose of functioning in 

cases of adverse effects. In case of adverse impacts on the information sys-

tem, some part of the data may turn out to be unattainable, and there may 

be no possibility of restoring access to this data. The mechanisms for ensur-

ing survivability in this case can be very diverse. For example, a new in-

formation process can be generated that realizes the purpose of the func-

tioning of the information system. Such an opportunity will characterize the 

information system as tenacious. The technologies of such dynamic func-

tional rearrangements of systems are based on the mechanisms of adapta-

tion, compensation, recognition, reconstruction, reconfiguration and reor-

ganization. These mechanisms are used to support the availability, integrity 

and confidentiality of information at the level necessary to achieve the goal 

of functioning with a given quality, i.e. survivability is the necessary quali-

ty of systems focused on analytical technologies, the most important condi-

tion for achieving the goals of which is to provide users with accurate and 

most complete information at any time and where this information is need-

ed. 

Obviously, the survivability of an information system can, on the one 

hand, be considered as its objective property, which depends on the subject, 

audience, time, and on the other hand, as a characteristic that they want to 

give it in case of artificial formation, for example, during information oper-

ations. 

The property of survivability allows a complex system to remain in-

tact in extreme conditions for it, to adapt to them, changing behavior, struc-

ture, and often the purpose of functioning [6]. Vitality is difficult to notice 

under normal operating conditions . This property manifests itself in relief 

only in cases of violations in the structure of the system, failure of its com-

ponents, functional violations, and purposeful destructive influences. De-

pending on the class of systems, their complexity, degree of organization, 

as well as on the chosen level of analysis, the survivability property can be 

assessed as stability, reliability, adaptability, fault tolerance. 

The stability of a system is its ability to return to its initial state after 

the end of the influence that brought the system out of this state, it is the 

active preservation of certain characteristics by the system, regardless of 

whether they play any role in the overall system. 
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Reliability is a complex property of the system, which consists in its 

ability to perform (under certain operating conditions) the specified func-

tions, while maintaining its main characteristics within certain limits. The 

most common reliability metrics, which are usually probabilistic in nature, 

are probabilities of failure — free operation, mean time between failures, 

availability, etc. 

Fault tolerance is the property of a system to remain operational in 

the event of failure of one or more components. 

Adaptability is the property of a system to adapt to changing condi-

tions of the internal and external environment by using various adaptation 

mechanisms. 

Certain properties characterize the system in terms of the possibility 

of maintaining its functionality in the event of changes in the internal and 

external environment. If reliability characterizes the functionality of a sys-

tem under well — defined conditions, stability – under conditions of minor 

deviations, fault tolerance – in the presence and accumulation of various 

failures, then survivability – in any, including unforeseen, conditions, in 

particular, under deliberate destructive impacts. 

This book consists of six main sections, the first of which provides a 

definition of the information system, discusses its properties associated 

with goals and functions. The first section is also devoted to information 

space modeling and information systems, one of the most popular ap-

proaches is multi — agent modeling. The main models within the frame-

work of this approach are considered. 

The second section is devoted to the analysis of survivability, it con-

siders the properties of functional and structural survivability, provides var-

ious approaches to assessing survivability, in particular, game — theoretic, 

entropy, based on logical — probabilistic models, etc. 

Modern information systems are network structures of meaningfully 

related components – elements of the information space. The third section 

is devoted to the modern direction – the theory of complex networks, with-

in which such important network parameters as clustering, mediation, vul-

nerability are evaluated from the point of view of survivability, models of 

"small worlds", properties of scale — free networks, networks with weak 

links are considered. 

The issues of survivability of many networks are associated with 

such a property as ―leakage‖, which is studied in the framework of the the-

ory of percolation. The percolation threshold in many cases can be inter-

preted as the ―survivability threshold‖ of an information system. The fourth 
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section is devoted to the critical level of survivability of information net-

work structures, phase transitions, modeling attacks on networks. 

The fifth section deals with a wide range of issues related to infor-

mation flows from the point of view of the theory of survivability. A formal 

definition is given, various models of information flows are considered, the 

results of nonlinear modeling are discussed in detail, as well as the use of 

modern methods for analyzing time series corresponding to information 

flows. 

The sixth section is devoted to the issues of survivability of infor-

mation operations, considered as social procedures, the instrument of which 

is information systems. The stages of information operations, the features 

of their planning and modeling, as well as methods of monitoring and anal-

ysis are described in detail. It provides a large number of practical exam-

ples. 

I would like to emphasize that the currently observed process in the 

field of intellectualization of automated systems, the transition from simple 

data processing to decision support processes required new approaches. In 

addition, the initial paradigm of information systems, formed several dec-

ades ago, no longer corresponds to the real situation – the volume and dy-

namics of information flows, network topology. It is necessary to search for 

new principles within the framework of which it would be possible to de-

sign qualitatively new systems for processing large and dynamic arrays of 

information – information systems. A special place among the tasks that 

have gained relevance in this case is occupied by tasks related to ensuring 

the survivability of information systems. 

The purpose of this book is to systematically present the state of ex-

isting theoretical and technological possibilities, present possible develop-

ment prospects, and give impetus to new ideas in the field of information 

systems survivability — meaningfully related clusters in the information 

space. 
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1. INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

1.1. Properties of information systems 
 

In order to compare the properties of information systems with the 

properties of other systems, let us turn to the classical definition, according 

to which a system is a set of objects and connections between them, isolat-

ed from the environment for a certain time and with a specific purpose. The 

system in a broad sense is considered as a dynamically changing set of 

strongly connected objects, which has the properties of organization, con-

nectivity, integrity and segmentation. 

Accordingly, the information system in our understanding can be in-

terpreted as a content system, a set of documents connected by mutual con-

textual links, hyperlinks, citations, common vocabulary, factography, etc., 

isolated from the environment (information space) for a certain time (rele-

vance time) with for a specific purpose or for a specific reason. Those. In-

deed, an information system is a collection of strongly connected objects 

that has the properties of organization, coherence, integrity (determined by 

the subject or event) and segmentation (into separate documents, their 

fragments). 

Consider the properties of systems associated with goals and func-

tions. 

1. Synergy – the unidirectional action of the components enhances 

the efficiency of the system. In the case of information systems, in particu-

lar information stories, the focus of individual documents enhances the in-

formation function of the entire information system. 

2. The priority of the interests of the system over the interests of its 

components (the general thematic trend is determined by the entire infor-

mation system, and not individual documents as components). 

3. Emergence – the goals (information functions) of the components 

(individual documents) of the system do not always coincide with the goals 

(functions) of the entire information system. 

4. Multiplicity – both positive and negative effects of the functioning 

of the system components have the property of multiplication, not addition 

(analogues – the amount of information in documents, information entro-

py). 

5. Purposefulness of information systems in the case of their artificial 

formation (at the same time, there are non — purposeful systems, including 

information plots). 
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6. Alternative ways of functioning and development. The most im-

portant documents can be relevant for a long time or individual documents 

on the same topic, generated in large numbers, but having a short period of 

relevance. 

Structure — related properties of information systems are as follows: 

1. Integrity – the primacy of the whole information system in relation 

to its individual elements (in the general case – documents). 

2. Nonadditivity – the fundamental irreducibility of the properties of 

an information system to the sum of the properties of its constituent ele-

ments (of course, if the information system consists of more than one doc-

ument). 

3. Structurality – it is possible to decompose an information system 

into components (documents), establish links between them. 

4. Hierarchy – system components (information messages, docu-

ments, perhaps, except for elementary single — aspect ones) can also be 

considered as subsystems of an information system. 

Information systems, like individual documents, are parts of the in-

formation space, and, accordingly, they have the following properties asso-

ciated with the external environment: 

1. Communication – the existence of a complex system of communi-

cations between an information system and an information space, in partic-

ular, individual documents from an information system can be associated 

not only with other documents from the same information system, but also 

with other parts of the information space. 

2. Interaction and interdependence of the information system and in-

formation space. 

3. Adaptability – the desire for a state of stable equilibrium, which 

involves the adaptation of the parameters of the information system at cer-

tain stages of its life cycle to the changing parameters of the external envi-

ronment. 

4. Reliability – the existence of an information system in the event of 

failure of its individual components (information resources), the persistence 

of system parameter values for a certain period. 

5. Interactivity – interaction with the external environment and the 

"response" variability of information systems. 

There are a number of system properties of information systems, 

such as: 

1. Integrativity – the presence of system — forming, system — pre-

serving factors. 
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2. Equifinality – the ability of information systems to achieve states 

that do not depend on the initial conditions and are determined only by the 

parameters of the system. 

3. Heredity. 

4. Opportunity for development. 

5. Self — organization, etc. 

For full — fledged work or maintaining a minimum set of critical in-

formation functions, an information system must have a well — defined 

margin of resistance to external destabilizing influences from the external 

environment (information space), due, in turn, to influences from society, 

the state, commercial structures, etc. . Both the entire information system 

and its individual elements can be subject to various destabilizing infor-

mation impacts, attacks, for example, the removal of individual materials 

from Internet websites, the destruction or shutdown of information servers, 

the publication of documents that distort the original information system in 

a certain direction , or the creation of a new information system that can 

reduce the relevance or simply destroy the original system. 

It is clear that for full — fledged work and preservation of a mini-

mum set of critically important informing functions, an information system 

must have a well — defined margin of resistance to external destabilizing 

influences. At the same time, the violation of the integrity of the infor-

mation system against the background of a decrease in the relevance of its 

components entails disorganization, a simultaneous loss of flexibility – a 

decrease in survivability and a violation of integrity, that is, the loss of the 

most important functions of information systems (Fig. 1) [7]. 
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Figure 1. Model of information system homeostasis 

 

The problems of survivability of information systems require not on-

ly expert, high — quality solutions, but also the use of approaches based on 

mathematical and computer modeling. For example, one can single out the 

tasks of modeling information operations, which are inextricably linked 

with the so — called social modeling. 

Despite the fact that social modeling is an interdisciplinary direction, 

it is it that is currently widely used in solving problems in the field of in-

formation security [3]. 

 

1.2. Information space modeling 
 

An information space is a set of elements (documents) related in 

meaning that form information systems – clusters of related documents. At 

the same time, it retains its stable patterns throughout its existence. Numer-

ous studies have shown that the parameters of the frequency and rank dis-

tributions of documents in many information systems remain the same and 

are determined by parameters that depend on the content and subject matter 

of information. In this regard, S.A. Ivanov [8] noted that "information 

space is a documentary environment in which cluster structures of scientific 

publications in periodicals are formed, which are fractals." Information sys-
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tems reflect communication processes in the information space in their sub-

ject area, the emergence of new topics is accompanied by the emergence of 

new fractal arrays in the information space. 

Like many other complex systems, the information space can be rep-

resented as a communication environment – in the form of a system with a 

complex of links between information sources and converters that influence 

each other depending on the level of perception of the individual infor-

mation messages generated and transformed by them. 

At the same time, on the one hand, classical information theory is 

quite suitable for modeling information sources and converters, i.e. mathe-

matical theory of communication, developed by Shannon in the 40s of the 

twentieth century and significantly supplemented and expanded in subse-

quent years by the works of N. Viner, V.A. Kotelnikov and A.N. Kolmogo-

rov. However, the classical information theory does not take into account 

the interaction between information sources and converters, which, on the 

other hand, fits into the ideology of the modern theory of complex systems 

and is implemented, for example, using multi — agent modeling. 

The idea of multi — agent (Agent — based)modeling arose in the 

middle of the twentieth century. In accordance with it, an agent is some ab-

stract entity that has activity, autonomous behavior, can make decisions in 

accordance with a certain set of rules, can interact with the environment 

and other agents, and can also evolve itself. 

Agent — based modeling (or multi — agent modeling) is a computer 

— based methodology that allows researchers to design, analyze, and ex-

plore formal models represented as some ―artificial worlds‖ inhabited by 

agents that interact with each other based on predetermined relative simple 

rules. Multi — agent models vary considerably in their rules, but they all 

consist of sets of autonominal, myopic (perceiving information only from 

some local area) units. Although the individual actions of agents are com-

pletely determined at the micro level, when a large number of such agents 

are functioning, their interactions form a macro level that is not always pre-

dictable. At the same time, today multi — agent models are widely used 

to analyze decentralized systems, the regularities of the functioning dynam-

ics of which have not been sufficiently studied. Multi — agent models are 

used to get an idea of the general behavior of such systems, to identify the 

rules for the functioning of systems based on assumptions about the indi-

vidual behavior of their individual components (agents). 
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The goal of multi — agent modeling can be formulated as the crea-

tion of computer microworlds in which agents interact, reacting to condi-

tions from their environment and making changes. 

Within the framework of the simplest model of the information 

space, an information block (document) can be generated by an agent 
1A , 

transmitted to a certain set of agents 2 ,..., nA A , which transform the infor-

mation received, distorting it (accidentally or intentionally, depending on 

the informational influence of other agents), and transmit it further in the 

form of their own information blocks . At the same time, blocks similar in 

information content can be grouped into clusters – information systems. 

Below, one of the simplest multi — agent models that implement the dis-

semination of news in the information space, the information diffusion 

model, will be considered in detail. 

According to the definition of K. Langton [9], the modeling of com-

plex adaptive multi — agent systems is often based on the following prin-

ciples: 

 —  the model consists of a population of simple agents; 

 —  there is no single agent (center) that directs the rest of the agents; 

 —  each agent considers in detail the ways in which a simple reac-

tion to local changes in the environment is carried out, including contacts 

with other agents; 

 —  there is no single rule in the system that would describe global 

behavior. 

In accordance with these principles, any behavior at the level above 

the individual is emergent, generated by the interactions of local agents, i.e. 

"simple rules can cause complex behaviors and structures." 

 

1.3. Multi — agent systems 

Multi — agent models are, by definition, decentralized. At the same 

time, the complex global behavior of the system is the result of the activity 

of a large number of agents, each of which follows simple rules. Multi — 

agent models make it possible to study a fairly wide range of problems for 

which rigorous analytical methods are ineffective. 

 

1.3.1. Artificial societies 

In many cases, multi — agent models are implemented in the form of 

so — called "artificial societies" (eng. – Artificial Societies)as computer 
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models of a real society. Thus, artificial society is a subclass of multi — 

agent models. Artificial society agents behave autonomously: they make 

decisions, act independently and interact with other agents. The literature 

describes such areas of application of agency models as, for example, 

choosing a jurisdiction to live in, voting for political parties, economic pol-

icy, creating or modifying jurisdictions, making decisions about participa-

tion in communities, etc. 

J. Epstein [10] identified the following main characteristics of multi 

— agent models: 

 —  inhomogeneity. Agents are somewhat different from each other, 

which fundamentally distinguishes these models from most individual — 

oriented models; 

 —  autonomy – agents act independently of each other; 

 —  the space in which the agents operate is set or described in ad-

vance in an explicit form; 

 —  presence of local interactions; 

 —  limited rationality inherent in agents; 

 —  the presence of the dynamics of the system, except for cases of 

achieving equilibrium. 

Thanks to the interaction between agents, social processes and pro-

cedures can be modeled, which is why an artificial society can be consid-

ered as a certain class of oriented models. 

 

1.3.2. The heat bug model 

Modeling agents and multi — agent systems without the use of mod-

ern modeling tools (for example, AnyLogic) is a fairly simple procedure. 

So, in [11, 12], as an example, a simple model of collective behavior, called 

"heat bugs" (English – Heat Bugs)[13], is considered. In a discrete envi-

ronment, divided into cells, "beetles" move, releasing heat, which spreads 

in the environment. Each individual beetle has its own "ideal" temperature 

of the environment in which it prefers to be, and it has a sensor with which 

it can determine in which direction the temperature of the environment is 

closer to its "ideal" temperature. This allows the beetle to find the direction 

in which it must move in order to reach the cell with a temperature that 

suits it. The environment has the following characteristics: 

 —  heat spreads evenly in all directions at a speed proportional to the 

temperature difference in neighboring cells; 
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 —  heat "decreases" in each cell in proportion to the amount of heat 

that the cell possesses. 

The "world of bugs" is dynamic and difficult to predict. For example, 

even being in a cage with an ―ideal‖ temperature for it, the beetle heats it 

up, releasing heat, so over time it can move to a more comfortable cage for 

it, as the state of the environment changes. 

Animation of the "world of heat bugs" model is carried out by mark-

ing the temperature in each cell with a certain color. As a result of the 

simulation, it can be seen that the beetles gather in groups, warming each 

other. The model allows you to trace the behavior of each particular beetle, 

determine its parameters, coordinates, and ideal temperature. Experiments 

with this model show how changes in local parameters affect the global 

behavior and survivability of the entire system. 

1.3.3. Natural computing 

Recently, within the framework of the concept of multi — agent 

modeling, the so — called  Natural Computing, which combines mathemat-

ical methods that contain decision — making principles similar to mecha-

nisms implemented in nature, have been intensively developed. Imitation of 

the self — organization of an ant colony (or termite colony) forms the basis 

of the so — called ant optimization algorithms [14], one of the promising 

methods of natural computing, in which an ant colony is considered as a 

multi — agent system, where each agent functions autonomously according 

to fairly simple rules. In contrast to the primitive behavior of agents, the 

behavior of the entire system turns out to be very complex, close to reason-

able. Ant colony algorithms are based on simulating the self — organiza-

tion of social insects through the use of dynamic mechanisms that ensure 

that the system achieves a global goal as a result of low — level interaction 

of its elements, provided that the elements of the system use only local in-

formation, excluding centralized control. At present, good results have been 

obtained in ant colony optimization of such complex combinatorial prob-

lems as the traveling salesman problem, optimization of transport routes, 

graph coloring, optimization of network graphs, scheduling, optimization 

of processes in distributed non — stationary systems, for example, traffic in 

telecommunication networks. 
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1.3.4. Group Preference Model 

As an illustration of the application of multi — agent systems, con-

sider another model – Axelrod and Hammond [15]. In accordance with this 

model, the preferences of groups of people were studied. At the same time, 

it was first assumed that the groups differ only in ethnicity. However, the 

constructed model can also take into account any other types of difference 

in which individual group membership is visible and stable. 

In the Axelrod — Hammond model, an agent is an individual. Each 

agent is "colored", which can be interpreted as his ethnicity or other sign of 

group membership e. 

Each agent also has a two — part strategy. The first part of the strategy de-

termines whether the agent cooperates (or not) with a neighbor that has the 

same color. The second part of the agent's strategy determines whether the 

agent cooperates with a neighbor that has a different color. As with all mul-

ti — agent models, the rules for the interaction of the agent are established 

first, and then computer simulations are used to trace the evolutionary his-

tory. The original goal of the project was to understand the conditions un-

der which the populace would end up putting people in power who would 

only care for members of their own group and refuse to provide assistance 

to members of other groups. 

Since the purpose of the model was heuristic, the main design crite-

rion was simple. The description of the model is very simple. We consider 

a system of cellular automata – a field of 50 50 cells, each of which has 4 

neighbors – a von Neumann neighborhood. In this model, agents can also 

be interpreted as small groups of families such as villages with a single 

ethnicity. 2000 iteration steps are considered, during which the following 

actions can be performed: 

1. Immigration. An immigrant agent with random genes appears on a 

random empty lot. 

The agent has three genes: 

 —  sign: one of four colors ;  

 —  choice when meeting an agent with the same color: help or not ;  

 —  choice when meeting an agent with a different color: help or not. 

2. Interaction. Each agent starts the period with a replay potential 

(PTR) 12%. Each adjacent pair of agents solves the "one — step prisoner's 

dilemma": 

 —  if the agent provides assistance: PTR decreases by 1%; 

 —  if the agent receives assistance: PTR increases by 3%. 
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3. Reproduction. Randomly, each agent with probability PTR repro-

duces in an adjacent empty cell, if available, with mutation/gene = 0.5% 

4. Death. Each agent has a 10 % chance to die. 

One of the results obtained from the analysis of the work of the mod-

el showed that, most often, the ability of agents to distinguish between a 

circle of people with common interests and groups leads to a higher level of 

cooperation than if the agents were ―color blind‖. 

When applying the model to solve real problems, Axelrod and 

Hammond initialized its space, taking into account the geographical and 

historical data of Central Asia. For this, a map of the distribution of ethnic 

groups was used, which were "attached" to the model map. The model was 

used in places where ethnic conflicts were expected. Since the model is 

very simple, a high degree of accuracy in its "predictions" was not ex-

pected, but it is of some interest in identifying some potential conflict areas. 

Known adaptation of the above model to study certain aspects of 

modernity, for example, the dynamics of growth in the number of media. 

This could be done by adding to the model a mechanism that allows taking 

into account the influence of media of different range on the agent and its 

neighbors. With this model, it can be seen whether the provincial media 

will become strong enough to challenge the dominance of the national me-

dia. 

The proposed model could also explore the potential effects of mul-

tiple and cross — cultural linkages such as rich/poor, urban/rural, Christian/ 

Muslim differences. 

 

1.4. Simulation models 

Simulation models, including multi — agent ones, are convenient for 

asking ―what if?‖ questions. [16]. In fact, due to the fact that such models 

usually contain a probabilistic element, by running the simulation many 

times, it is often possible to obtain a complete distribution of the situations 

that occur. 

Recently, in connection with the rapid development of computer 

technologies, the class of so — called simulation models is important and 

promising from the point of view of practical application of mathematical 

modeling. Such a model is an algorithm by which a computer generates 

data sets that describe given characteristics of a real system of interest. At 

the same time, the operations performed by the machine have nothing to do 

with the nature and properties of the system under study. It should be noted 
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that the very fact of finding out the possibility of simulation modeling is a 

considerable achievement of modern science. Indeed, it turns out that the 

structure of a real process to a certain extent does not depend on its nature 

and, so to speak, on its material basis. The numbers obtained as a result of 

manipulating other numbers according to certain abstract rules can exactly 

correspond to numbers that describe specific processes occurring in the real 

world. 

Of course, when developing a simulation model, the properties of the 

phenomenon under study are taken into account, but not at the level of in-

ternal mechanisms that are either unknown or too complicated for explicit 

use, but at the level of general characteristics of the corresponding process-

es. 

In terms of practical application, simulation models are good because 

they allow you to conduct so — called machine experiments, the purpose of 

which is to study the change in the behavior of the object of study depend-

ing on changes in internal parameters and (and) external conditions. Such 

techniques make it possible to determine the course of development of 

events that, for one reason or another, cannot be realized in real life. For 

example, in order to analyze the distribution of refugee flows in the event 

of California flooding, such a catastrophe should not actually occur. Simu-

lation modeling (in the presence of satisfactory models) in such cases 

makes it possible to obtain data at a quite acceptable level of accuracy. 

The construction of simulation models is a rather complex task that 

requires , in addition to knowledge of the subject area, also high profes-

sionalism in the field of programming. However, if successful, the results 

will justify the costs. 

 

1.5. Individual — centric models 

One of the varieties of multi — agent modeling – individual — based 

modeling (English – Individual — Based Modeling)is a relatively young 

direction. The first works in this area appeared in the 80s of the XX centu-

ry. Individual — oriented modeling can be considered, on the one hand, as 

a kind of multi — agent modeling, and on the other hand, as a logical de-

velopment of the quantitative ecology of populations, which was initiated 

in the works of J. Forrester (in particular, his model "World Dynamics" 

[17] ), who was the first to build and calculate high — dimensional models 

using computer — assisted simulations. 
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Individual — oriented models are multi — agent simulation models 

in which the integral characteristics of a population are the result of many 

local interactions of agents (individuals). The model consists of a descrip-

tion of the environment in which interactions take place, and a set of indi-

viduals for whom the rules of behavior and characteristic parameters are 

defined, which can also change in the course of evolution. An individual — 

oriented approach to modeling involves the creation of simulation models 

that take into account some properties of individual individuals and their 

local interaction in order to build integral models of entire populations 

formed from many individuals. The individual within these models is con-

sidered as a unique, discrete unit, which has a certain set of characteristics 

that change during the life cycle. Models based on this approach are built 

from the bottom up, starting with the "parts" of the system (individuals), 

eventually describing the entire population. The goal of research is often to 

understand how the properties of a system arise from interactions between 

parts [18]. 

Building a model at the level of describing an individual provides a 

number of advantages, such as transparency in relation to objective natural 

mechanisms, the ability to describe the object under study with a high de-

gree of detail, and extract more useful information from the simulation re-

sults. 

Individual — centric modeling is one of the branches of complex 

systems theory, which aims to provide researchers with modeling tools for 

solving problems that cannot be considered by traditional methods. 

The first individual — oriented models were related exclusively to 

specific tasks from the fields of biology and ecology and were not of a sys-

temic nature. As will be shown below, they are quite logically transferred 

to the field of study of social processes and procedures. 

Of course, the construction of an integral model of the system based 

on an approximate description of the rules of behavior of an individual may 

turn out to be very far from reality, but in this case, much depends on the 

level of description of these rules, properties 

individual individuals and expected population dynamics. Individual — 

based modeling provides a number of advantages such as the simplicity of 

describing individuals and their local interactions, the ability to refine these 

descriptions during modeling, as well as the transparency of the ―rules — 

model — reality‖ feedback. 
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One of the most popular models in the framework of individual — 

oriented modeling is the so — called "sugar model" of an artificial society 

by J. Epstein and R. Axtel [19]. 

Despite its simplicity, this model is a powerful tool for analyzing in-

formation systems, in particular, such a property as survivability. Today, 

this model has many modifications, even the creators themselves have 

found a way to describe the same model in the formalism of cellular au-

tomata. Here is a description of the original version of the "sugar model". 

The space in this model is a two — dimensional grid with equal 

cells. At every moment of time t  there is a constant finite number of agents 

located in space. At the point in time t  each cell  ,x y can contain an agent

a  (  ,ta x y a ) , i.e. agent a  is in a cell  ,x y , or does not contain an 

agent (  ,ta x y  ). The amount of "sugar" in the cell  ,x y  at the mo-

ment of time t is a certain value depending on x and y . 

The agent appears on the field (is born) with two parameters: vision 

(the number of cells in the grid that he can see) and the metabolic rate (the 

amount of sugar he eats per unit of time to survive). The agent can tolerate 

any amount of sugar. If the agent does not have the proper amount of sugar 

to eat, then he dies. Simultaneously with the "death" of one agent, another 

agent is "born" with randomly chosen parameters and location in space. 

Thus, the size of the entire population of agents is a constant value. The 

rules for the behavior of agents are as follows: 

 —  the agent studies the neighborhood of his vision (four or eight di-

rections of the grid) and determines the free cell that has the largest amount 

of sugar; 

 —  after that, the agent moves into this cell and collects all the sug-

ar. 

On fig. 2. different stages of the evolution of the sugar model are 

presented. 
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Figure. 2. Evolution of the simplest sugar model 

 

Based on the sugar model, the authors obtained results that are con-

sistent with normal social behavior. Already on the simplest version of the 

model without explicit interactions between agents, the authors explore the 

possibility of combating population concentration, in particular, in connec-

tion with the problem of environmental pollution. For this purpose, envi-

ronmental pollution as a result of the collection and consumption of sugar 

is introduced into the model i.e. In this case, each cell contains sugar and 

some level of pollution. According to the new rules, the agent moves to a 

free cell, where the ratio (sugar/level)of contamination is maximum. The 

introduction of these additional conditions leads to fundamental changes in 

the evolution of the model: the number of deaths increases, and the distri-

bution of the population becomes more uniform. 

In later modifications of the sugar model, different types of interac-

tions between agents are considered, as well as other complications. This 

makes it possible to analyze a wider range of social processes and proce-

dures. 

The Sugar Model explores the following questions: 

 —  distribution of wealth among agents; 

 —  distribution of agents by age; 

 —  migration of agents; 

 —  introduction of new model properties into the model, for exam-

ple, environmental pollution, and the corresponding modification of the 

rules; 

 —  introduction of new properties of agents, for example, the divi-

sion of agents by sex; 

 —  changing the rules for the birth of new agents; 
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 —  the introduction of inheritance rules, for example, when the 

wealth of a deceased agent is evenly distributed among his descendants; 

 —  the introduction of many products, such as sugar and honey; 

 —  introduction of rules for the exchange of products between 

agents (trade), etc. 

Individual — oriented modeling makes it possible to describe the fol-

lowing properties of the object being modeled (especially important for 

modeling social processes): 

 —  consideration of spatial aspects; 

 —  taking into account the impact of material resources and the in-

fluence of the media; 

 —  taking into account social aspects and individual characteristics; 

 —  taking into account the level of detail. 

Accounting for spatial aspects. Individual — oriented modeling co-

vers spatially distributed models (English – Spatially — explicit Models ), 

in which each individual is associated with a certain position in space. 

For a full — fledged modeling of electoral fields, as a rule, spatial 

distribution is desirable, taking into account movements in space. For ex-

ample, when modeling possible election fraud by absentee ballots. 

Accounting for the impact of material resources and the influence of 

the media. As it is known, electoral processes essentially depend on the ma-

terial means and influence of mass media used during election campaigns. 

Models that take into account information flows are called informa-

tional. In these models, the description of the change in the state of individ-

uals is based on rules based on the analysis of information flows (including, 

for example, the state of neighboring individuals). 

Accounting for social aspects and individual characteristics . For 

modeling electoral processes, it is especially important to describe the en-

tire system at the level of individual individuals. 

For electoral processes, social mechanisms play a very important 

role, so electoral fields are typical social networks. If the model is aimed at 

studying social mechanisms, requires taking into account individual differ-

ences and training individuals , this subclass of models should be chosen. 

As is known, individual variability is the fundamental principle of 

evolution. At the same time, taking into account this factor often signifi-

cantly complicates the models; therefore, it is not taken into account, in 

particular, in the method of cellular automata considered below. 

Level of detail. The properties of the model essentially depend on its 

spatiotemporal scale. The models also differ in the number of individuals 
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considered. The amount of computation directly depends on the scale of the 

task. This fact must be taken into account when choosing the scale of the 

model and its implementation. 

It should be noted that individual — based models require more 

computation than analytical models. At the same time, for many areas, in-

cluding the study of information processes and systems, the development of 

individual — oriented models is justified due to the fact that: 

— data of real observations of the studied parameters are often not 

enough to identify the analytical model; 

 —  it is necessary to take into account spatial aspects; 

 —  it is necessary to take into account the social mechanisms of the 

population, individual differences of the individual, learning. 

1.6. Models of cellular automata 

Multi — agent modeling also covers the concept of cellular automata 

– mathematical objects that represent a discrete dynamic system. Cellular 

automata were first introduced by von Neumann in the 1940s as a formal 

apparatus for studying complex distributed systems (see [20]). 

Easy — to — implement models of cellular automaton systems often 

shed light on problems that are difficult to analyze by other methods. 

Cellular automata are useful discrete models for branches of dynam-

ical systems theory that study characteristic collective phenomena. 

Models of cellular automata systems are most often implemented us-

ing a planar grid of square cells. Different cell states are represented on the 

computer monitor by different colors . The evolution of the system of cellu-

lar automata is demonstrated as a sequence of changes in the states of indi-

vidual cells, which, in accordance with certain rules, are updated at each 

time step of the system of cellular automata. The corresponding rules take 

into account the state of each cell, as well as its surroundings. There are 

different types of neighborhoods in cellular automaton models. 

The discreteness of the model, more precisely, the ability to represent 

the model in a discrete form, is currently one of the significant advantages, 

since it opens up wide possibilities for using computer technologies. The 

evolution of a system of cellular automata can be represented as a discrete 

sequence of steps, with changes at each step determined by changes at the 

previous one. However, processes that are often continuous in nature are 

quite acceptable approximated by suitable discrete constructions, but for 
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this, the model, as a rule, must contain a large number of discrete elements, 

and the evolution must take place over a large number of cycles. 

The main advantage of cellular automata is their absolute compatibil-

ity with algorithmic methods for solving problems. Therefore, in recent 

years, due to the rapid development of computer technology, they are wide-

ly used in various fields of science and technology. 

Cellular automata are essentially spatially non — mobile discrete in-

dividually oriented models. In the traditional system of cellular automata, 

all cells are equal (the space is homogeneous), while in the individual — 

oriented system, in addition to describing the cells, there is the concept of 

an individual who can occupy different cells (or several different individu-

als can occupy one cell). Thus, in a cellular automaton, the cells change 

their state synchronously, and the simulation cycle is a cell enumeration. In 

individual models, the cycle may consist of iterating over individuals , i.e. _ 

in a cellular automaton, modeling is based on dividing space into homoge-

neous sections; in individual — oriented models, entities are described that 

change their position in space. Of course, cells in a cellular automaton can 

be in different states, and by defining complex states, it is possible to model 

the presence of individuals in cells and their movement between cells. But 

this is possible only under significant restrictions . 

A cellular automaton is a discrete dynamic system, a collection of 

identical cells interconnected in a certain way. All cells form a network 

(lattice) of cellular automata. The state of each cell is determined by the 

state of the cells included in its local neighborhood and called nearest 

neighbors [21]. The neighborhood of a finite automaton with a number j is 

the set of its nearest neighbors. 

The state of the j -th cellular automaton at the moment of time 1t 

is defined as follows: 
 

 ( 1) ( ), ( ), ,j jy t F y t O j t   

 

where F is some rule that can be expressed, for example, in the language 

of Boolean algebra. In many problems, it is considered that the element it-

self belongs to its nearest neighbors, i.e. ( )jy O j . In this case, the for-

mula is simplified:  ( 1) ( ),jy t F O j t  . Cellular automata in the tradi-

tional sense satisfy the following rules: 
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 —  the change in the values of all cells occurs simultaneously (the 

unit of measurement is a cycle); 

— the network of cellular automata is homogeneous, i.e. the rules for 

changing states are the same for all cells; 

 —  a cell can be affected only by cells from its local neighborhood; 

— the set of cell states is finite. 

Theoretically, cellular automata can have any dimension, but one — 

dimensional and two — dimensional systems of cellular automata are most 

often considered. 

The model considered here is two — dimensional, so further formal-

ism will refer to this case. In a two — dimensional cellular automaton, the 

lattice is realized by a two — dimensional array. Therefore, in this case it is 

convenient to pass to two indices, which is quite correct for finite lattices. 

In the case of a two — dimensional lattice whose elements are 

squares, the nearest neighbors included in the neighborhood of the element 

,i jy can be considered either only the elements located up and down and to 

the left and right of it (the so — called von Neumann neighborhood: 

1, , 1 , , 1 1,, , , , )i j i j i j i j i jy y y y y    , or the diagonal elements added to them (G. 

Moore 1, 1 1, 1, 1, , ,i j i j i jy y y     , 1,i jy   
neighborhood): 

, , 1 1, 1 1, 1 1, 1, 1, , , , ,i j i j i j i j i j i jy y y y y y        ) . In the Moore model, each cell has 

eight neighbors, in the extended model, twenty — four (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Neighborhood: 

von Neumann 
mura 

Extended 

Moore neighborhood 

 

Figure. 3. Neighborhoods of two — dimensional cellular automata 

 

To eliminate edge effects, the lattice topologically ―folds into a to-

rus‖ (Fig. 4), i.e. The first line is considered to be a continuation of the last 
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line, and the last line is considered to precede the first. The same applies to 

columns. 

 
 

Figure. 4. Rectangular area folded into a torus 

 

This allows you to determine the overall ratio of the value of the cell 

in the step 1t  compared to the step t  [22–24]: 

, 1, 1 1, 1, 1( 1) ( ( ), ( ), ( ),i j i j i j i jy t F y t y t y t       

, 1 , , 1 1, 1 1, 1 1, 1, 1( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ))i j i j i j i j i j i j i jy t y t y t y t y t y t y t         . 

 

S. Wolfram [21] , classifying various cellular automata, singled out 

those whose dynamics essentially depend on the initial state. By selecting var-

ious initial states, one can obtain a wide variety of configurations and types of 

behavior. It is precisely such systems that include a classic example – the game 

"Life", invented by J. Conway and known to a wide circle of readers thanks 

to the publication in the book by M. Gardner [25] . 

Among cellular automata, there are known ones whose dynamics es-

sentially depends on the initial state. By selecting various initial states, one 

can obtain various configurations and types of circulation. It is to such sys-

tems that a classic example belongs – the game "Life", invented by J. Conway. 

The rules of the variant of the game "Life" are as follows. The cell is in 

one of two states – living and non — living (black and white). If there are less 

than two or more than three black cells in the neighborhood of a cell, then at the 

next step it is painted white (it dies). If the neighbors of a cell are exactly three 

black cells, then at the next step it is painted black (is born). 

The behavior of systems of cellular automata in the general case can be 

reduced to the dynamics of complex nonlinear systems [26], however, this is a 

very difficult scientific problem for each specific system of cellular automata. 
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Recently, numerous attempts have been made to typify systems of cellu-

lar automata. Here is one of the most successful ones. 

The systems of cellular automata of the first type include such systems 

that, regardless of the initial state, perform a transition to a homogeneous state 

in a finite number of steps – all automata are in a state of rest. 

In the process of evolution of cellular automata of the second type, 

the system comes to localized stationary or periodic solutions. 

The results of the activity of the system of cellular automata of the 

third type are aperiodic, i.e. these systems exhibit chaotic behavior. 

The dynamics of systems of cellular automata of the fourth type es-

sentially depends on the initial state. By selecting various initial states, one 

can obtain a wide variety of configurations. 

The literature contains numerous examples of the use of cellular au-

tomata models for solving applied problems in the analysis and modeling 

of social processes and procedures. The works of T. Brown [27] consider a 

number of contextual models of the electoral process, in which it is as-

sumed that the electoral preferences of an individual are determined by the 

attitudes of his immediate environment. 

In one of the "binary" models, it is assumed that an individual de-

cides to vote at the moment 1t  for one of two alternatives: for Republi-

cans or Democrats in accordance with the rules of a simple majority of his 

environment – the nearest neighbors. If out of nine people five or more 

support the Democrats, then the individual also votes for the Democrats. If 

the majority is Republican, then the individual also shares the view of the 

majority. In this case, the cellular automaton has two states: 1 – voting for 

the Republicans; 0 – vote for the Democrats. 

Some examples of cellular automata used in sociological problems 

are given in [23, 24]. In particular, a model of the process of racial segrega-

tion in the choice of place of residence is described [28]. 

In this example, it is assumed that each racial group prefers to have a 

certain percentage of neighbors with the same skin color. If this condition is 

not met, then the family moves to the nearest house where the percentage 

of neighbors is acceptable. In [28], a finite automaton model with simple 

rules and a Moore neighborhood was used. The constructed model quite 

realistically described the process of dividing the region into several racial-

ly homogeneous regions. 

A similar model was proposed in [29], within which such rules for 

the interaction of the existing two types of agents are implemented. The 

agent prefers to live surrounded by his own kind, i.e. moves to an area 
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where there are more agents like him. As a result, a structure similar to In-

dian castes is formed. 

Cellular automata are also successfully used in modeling the pro-

cesses of news and innovation dissemination [30]. 

The article by T. Brown [27] considers the model of electoral pro-

cess. He believes (with which the authors are in full agreement) that the 

electoral preferences of an individual are determined by the attitudes of his 

immediate environment. One model assumes that an individual decides to 

vote 1t  Republican or Democrat at the moment in accordance with the 

simple majority rule. The views of the individual and his four nearest 

neighbors at the moment t (the von Neumann neighborhood) are taken into 

account. The model was studied over a large time horizon, up to 20,000 

cycles. It turned out that the party struggle leads to very complex configura-

tions, which essentially depend on the initial distribution. 

Another, created back in 1956 the model, known as the Tiebout 

model [31], considers people located in a finite number of city districts. 

Within the framework of this model, each resident decides to remain in the 

jurisdiction of his residence or move to another area in order to maximize 

the value of his utility function. 

The agent makes a decision based on information about jurisdictions: 

a set of local public goods and the level of taxation. There are many numer-

ical results related to the existence of equilibria of the Tiebout model and 

its optimal properties. 

To study the problems of survivability of information systems as 

complex multi — parameter systems, the parameters of which are still 

poorly understood, the most suitable technique is mathematical modeling. 

The life cycle of information systems can be described, for example, by the 

information diffusion model [32]. Recall that in the natural sciences, diffu-

sion is understood as the mutual penetration of contacting substances into 

each other, caused, for example, by the thermal motion of their particles. 

Information diffusion processes, like diffusion processes in physics, are 

quite accurately modeled using cellular automata methods. 

Cellular automata are useful discrete models for the study of dynam-

ical systems. The discreteness of the model, or rather, the ability to repre-

sent the model in a discrete form, can be considered an important ad-

vantage, since it opens up wide possibilities for using computer technolo-

gies. 
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The model of information diffusion, which we will consider further, 

is two — dimensional; therefore, the entire system of cellular automata is 

described by a two — dimensional array. Within the framework of this 

model , which refers to the dissemination of news in the information space, 

the Moore neighborhood [20] and probabilistic rules for the distribution of 

news on a given topic are applied. 

It is assumed that the cell can be in one of three states: 1 – "breaking 

news" (the cell is painted black); 2 – news, outdated, but saved as infor-

mation (gray cell); 3 – the cell does not have information transmitted by the 

news message (the cell is white, the information has not reached or has al-

ready been forgotten). The rules for the development of the infoplot are as 

follows: 

 —  initially, the entire field consists of white cells, with the excep-

tion of one – black, which was the first to "accept" the news; 

a white cell can only be repainted black or remain white (it can re-

ceive news or remain "in the dark"); 

— the white cell is repainted if the following condition is met: Cpm 

> 1, where p is a pseudo — random value (0 < p < 1), m is the number of 

black cells in the neighborhood, C is a constant (C = 1.5 for m = 1; C = 1 at 

m ≠ 1); 

 —  if the cell is black, and around it are exclusively black and gray, 

then it is repainted in gray (the news becomes obsolete, but is saved as in-

formation); 

 —  if the cell is gray, and around it are exclusively gray and black, 

then it is repainted in white (the information is forgotten when they are well 

known). 

The described system of cellular automata quite realistically reflects 

the process of infoplot development (Fig. 5). On a field of size 40 40 (di-

mensions were chosen solely for the purpose of clarity), the state of the sys-

tem of cellular automata is completely stabilized in a limited number of cy-

cles, i.e. in practice, the process is convergent. 

Typical dependences of the number of cells (a sequence of the num-

ber of cells of the same type) in different states, depending on the iteration 

steps, are shown in Fig. 6. 

When analyzing the above graphs, one should pay attention to the 

following features: 1 – the total number of cells in all three states at each 

iteration step is constant and equal to the field size ; 2 – upon stabilization 

of cellular automata, the ratio of the number of gray, white and black cells 
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is approximately 0.75 : 0.25 : 0; there is a point of intersection of the curves 

defined by all three sequences at the level of 33% each. 

 
 

Figure 5. States of evolution of a system of cellular automata 

 

It is black cells that form the actual infoplot, the dynamics of which 

is shown in Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Distribution of cells depending on the cycle 

systems of cellular automata: white cells – ( ) ;  

gray cells – ( ) ; black cells  — ( )  
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, white wx and black bx cells on the step of evolution of the system of 

cellular automata obtained as a result of analytical modeling are expressed 

by the formulas: gx  
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Life cycle of infoplots The same, like many other systems, can be 

described using two more large classes of models: Boolean and Markov. 

It should be noted that the dependence of news diffusion obtained as 

a result of modeling is in good agreement with the actual behavior of the-

matic information flows on Internet sources, and on local time intervals 

with traditional models.  
 



 

3 8 

2. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF 
SURVIVABILITY 

 

It is necessary to assess the system's ability to continue normal func-

tioning under conditions of permanent destructive influences and resist 

them, adapt the functioning algorithms to new conditions and organize 

functional restoration or ensure functioning during a gradual degradation 

process, possibly without losing the most significant "critical" information 

functions ; it is necessary to move from the analysis and assessment of reli-

ability to the analysis and assessment of survivability. 

Under survivability, we mean the ability of an information system to 

maintain and restore the performance of basic functions in a given volume 

and for a given time in case of a change in the structure of the system and / 

or algorithms and conditions for its functioning due to adverse effects (I). 

In addition to the possibility of "internal" recovery of the system af-

ter NV, the survivability of the system is also characterized by the possibil-

ity of influencing the external environment in which the system itself oper-

ates. This possibility is particularly clearly visible just in the case of infor-

mation systems. 

One of the indicators of the survivability of the system is the margin 

of survivability (d – survivability) – the critical number of defects, reduced 

by one. By a defect we mean a unit of measurement of the damage caused 

to the information system of the NV. If we denote by C the critical number 

of defects, then the indicator d  — live — honor will be 1.d C   

Critical is the minimum number of defects, the occurrence of which 

leads to the loss of the information system of its performance (possibility of 

information impact). 

On the other hand, the margin of survivability can be defined as the 

maximum number of defects that the system can still withstand without 

loss of performance. 

Let im i
 
the i — th combination of defects, in which the system 

does not lose its performance, then the survivability margin is defined as 

( )
max i

i
m m . 

Models of analysis and assessment of survivability can be static and 

dynamic. In static models, the site of damage to the information system and 

the intensity of the influence of specific types of NI are specified, a list of 

elements that can be affected by NI (for example, website pages) is deter-
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mined, and with the help of the logical health function, an indicator of the 

quality of the system functioning is found. Dynamic analysis models are 

simulation models that include: a model for the emergence and develop-

ment of NI, a model for changing the states of elements of an information 

system under the influence of NI, and a model for functioning under condi-

tions of changes in the structure and values of system parameters associated 

with NI. 

 

2.1. Functional survivability 

The survivability of systems is analyzed and evaluated at various 

levels of design, modeling and operation of information systems. During 

the study of functional survivability, game — theoretic, probabilistic, 

graph, matrix models can be used . 

When studying the functional survivability of information systems, 

the features of the topology of the network of intercomponent links are tak-

en into account indirectly. It is assumed that information systems provide 

the necessary connectivity of operable components. 

When analyzing the survivability of functioning, the information sys-

tem is characterized by: 

 —  the purpose of functioning (informing, misinforming, infor-

mation impact, etc.); 

 —  a set of tasks  1,..., mQ q q , the solution of which is provided 

with its help; 

 —  a set of components (information resources)  1 2, ,..., pS S S , 

which are the components of the system. 

During the functioning of an information system, its components can 

be in one of the states: operable, not operable, partially operable, i.e. effi-

cient, but with a partial decrease (within acceptable limits) of the value of 

any indicators of the quality of functioning. 

On the basis of game — theoretic models, the survivability of sys-

tems that operate under conditions of purposeful influence is investigated  

—  

 

of the enemy, external and internal destructive influences, when it is possi-

ble to compensate for emergency situations, flows of failures and failures 

only at the expense of the internal reserves of the system and the impact on 

the source of destructive influences. 
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Probabilistic, graph, matrix models of analysis and assessment of 

survivability are quite diverse. In each specific case, for different models, 

taking into account the various goals of functioning, as well as the condi-

tions for the system's performance, it is possible to find quantitative esti-

mates of survivability. The survivability indicators of different systems can 

be compared if the goals of their functioning coincide. 

Quantitative indicators of survivability significantly depend on the 

parameters that determine the conditions for the operability of the infor-

mation system. The current level of performance determines the quantity, 

quality and content of functions, which are summarized by the concept of 

"the purpose of the system functioning". To ensure the goal of the system 

functioning, one of the strategies can be applied: 

 —  f  —  strategy — fault — tolerance strategy (fault — tolerance 

); 

 —  s  —  strategy – strategy to ensure survivability (survi — vability 

). 

In the process of forming f a strategy, it is necessary to determine 

the set of system states  ( ) ( )f f

vS s in which it is necessary to counteract 

the threats of disruption of performance, to set options for the distribution 

of functions between the operable components of information systems in 

the states of the set 
( )fS . 

The fault tolerance strategy is focused on fully compensating fore-

seeable functional failures and providing performance indicators for sys-

tems in these cases. 

In the process of forming s strategies for each state of the set, 
( )fS it 

is necessary to additionally develop decisions related to the functions of the 

system: whether or not to narrow down the set of functions that together 

constitute the goal of functioning; how to do it; whether or not to simplify 

the algorithm for implementing functions, etc. 

The solution option regarding the purpose of the system functioning 

in the presence of undesirable influences can be one of the following: 

1. A set of system functions cannot be changed, all functions must be 

used, possibly with less efficiency or with deterioration in quality, i.e. in 

any state of the following 
( )fS condition must be met: 
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1, ;
( ) 1, ( )

0, .

i

i i

i I i

если f выполняется
x f x f

если f не выполняется


  


  

 

2. In any state from, 
( )fS some subset of functions must be per-

formed *F that realize the purpose of the information system functioning, 

i.e. 
 

*

( ) 1.
i

i

f F

x f


  

 

The set of functions *F depends on the state of the system and the 

given conditions for functional survivability. 

3. In an arbitrary state from 
( )fS the system must ensure the execu-

tion of at least one function from the set *F , i.e. 
 

( ) 1.i

i I

x f


  

 

The functional survivability of an information system depends on the 

predetermined purpose of its functioning. The functional survivability of 

different information systems can be compared if they have the same func-

tioning goals. The assessment of the survivability of the same information 

system may change in case of a change in the purpose of functioning. At 

the same time, the parameters that determine the conditions for their per-

formance have an equally significant impact on the quantitative indicators 

of the survivability of information systems, as the goal of functioning. 

When choosing mechanisms for increasing the functional survivabil-

ity of a particular information system, it is necessary to take into account 

the purpose of functioning (the set of functions that the system imple-

ments), the structure of relationships, and the features of functional compo-

nents. 

Under the purpose of functioning, they have in kind of a concept that 

is introduced for tenacious and fault — tolerant information systems, but its 

change is assumed to be possible only for systems with the property of sur-

vivability. 

The qualitative dependence of the purpose of functioning (the num-

ber of information functions performed) on the number of component fail-
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ures for fault — tolerant and survivable systems is shown in Fig. 1, respec-

tively. 7a and 7b . _ 

At the same time, there are tenacious systems for which the depend-

ence under consideration is expressed by a dependence that is something 

intermediate between the dependences shown in the s. The behavior of such 

systems (systems with phase transitions) will be considered in detail in the 

chapter devoted to the critical level of survivability of systems. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Dependence of the number of functions performed (vertical axis) on the 

number of component failures (horizontal axis, k ) 

 

In the process of analyzing and evaluating the functional survivabil-

ity of an information system, it is assumed that it is possible to provide the 

necessary links between individual functional components. 

Let us denote the set of information functions implemented by the 

system as  1 2, ,...,i n

i I

F F f f f


  , and the functional component k

can potentially perform a set of functions  : 1,2,..., ( ),n p P F  where 

( )P F is the set of all subsets of F . If 

 
1 2

( ) , ,..., ,1 ,
jn k k k rk f f f k n    then the functional component k

can perform the functions 
1 2
, ,...,

jk k kf f f . 
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At each specific point in time, the functional component k is in-

tended to perform a certain set of functions defined in this way: 

 : 1,2,..., ( )t p P F  . If  
1 2

( ) , ,..., ,1 ,
jn k k k rk f f f k n    then the 

functional component k can perform the functions 
1 2
, ,...,

ji i if f f . If 

( ) ,t k  it's 
k not working. 

Each function 
if F is characterized by some performance efficien-

cy ic (for example, execution time, audience size when submitting infor-

mation, etc.). The efficiency function for the system can be defined as

 : 1,2,...,ef F p    ( ) ,P F C   where C is some numerical set; 

( , , ( ))
kef i t if k k c   means that the functional component k is designed 

to perform functions  
1 2

( ) , ,...,
jt i i ik f f f  , then the performance effi-

ciency  
1 2
, ,...,

ji i i if f f f is equal to 
ki

c . 

The conditions for achieving the goal of functioning (performing a 

certain set of functions with a given efficiency) can be defined as follows: 
 

1

1

( ) ;

( ) ( ) 1, ;

( , , ( )) , 1, .

P

n

k

t n

p

ef i t i

k

k F

k k k p

f k k c i n



 

 







  

  

 

By functional failure we will understand the impossibility of per-

forming a certain function by a functional component. In this case, the state 

of the functional component changes and, accordingly, the function chang-

es t . If this leads to a violation of the conditions for achieving the goal of 

functioning, then the means of ensuring survivability must correct the func-

tioning of the system in such a way that the above conditions are met, pos-

sibly by changing the function t . The optimality of the system behavior 

can be determined by fulfilling the necessary conditions by changing the 

minimum quantity t , i.e. changes in the number of functional components 
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involved in failure compensation procedures. In this case, the number of 

compensated functional failures can be the criterion of system survivability 

(quantitative assessment). 

If the components k are functionally homogeneous, and the pur-

pose of functioning is determined through a given level of system perfor-

mance, which is ensured due to the presence of an appropriate number of 

functional functional components: 

 

( , ) * const,kR t R    

 

where ( , )kR t is the average number of operable functional components 

in the system at a point in time 0, *t R is the minimum allowable num-

ber of operable functional components, at which the system performance is 

not less than the required one, then the functional survivability assessment 

can be the function 

 

( , ) ( , ) /( ),k kN t t N    

 

where ( , )k t  is the mathematical expectation of system performance at a 

point in time 0;t N , which is the total performance of all functional 

components. 

 

2.2. Structural survivability 

Structural survivability is considered as the possibility of reconstruc-

tion, reorganization, reconfiguration during NV, which will allow creating 

a structure that ensures the performance of a critical subset of functions to 

achieve the goal of the system functioning. 

When considering structural survivability, the topology of the inter-

component communication network and the reliability characteristics of the 

components are taken into account. The problems associated with the anal-

ysis of structural survivability can be reduced to problems of reliability, 

connectivity of topological structures, depending on the introduction of the 

concept of "destruction". 

Analysis of structural survivability requires the determination of: 
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— structures to fulfill the purpose of the system functioning at some 

point in time when undesirable influences on the system occur; 

— requirements for certain types of system resources and their rela-

tionship; 

— requirements for the functionality of the system components; 

— features of the nature of undesirable influences or their conse-

quences. 

The structural survivability of a system can be assessed under certain 

assumptions, which make it possible to simplify the assessment task and 

reduce it to the task of analyzing the connectivity of graphs, estimating the 

probability of forming a workable structure in the event of undesirable in-

fluences, etc. 

When considering an information system, it is also necessary to take 

into account the number of structures in this system that can perform a crit-

ical subset of information functions. To calculate this number, it is neces-

sary to isolate such structures, i.e. switching to the language of graph theo-

ries and complex networks, to find in network structures a set of compo-

nents connected in a certain way (not necessarily ―strongly connected‖), for 

example, cliques, taking into account that connections are formed due to 

semantic dependencies. The transition to the consideration of network 

models should also be based on an assessment of the characteristics of net-

works, their maximum and minimum sections, flows in these networks, 

costs, etc. 

In the study of structural survivability using graph models, the set of 

system components ( , )G V R is depicted as graph vertices v V , and the 

graph edges r R correspond to the connections between them. A system 

that is modeled using a graph is considered to be destroyed if, in the event 

of removal of vertices or an edge, the graph satisfies one or more of the fol-

lowing conditions: 

— the graph consists of at least two components; 

— there are no directed paths for certain sets of vertices; 

— the number of vertices in the largest component of the graph 

( , )G V R is less than some predetermined number; 

— the shortest path exceeds some given value. 

Accordingly, the system is considered viable if these conditions are 

not met. Structural survivability of systems is usually characterized by var-

ious indicators of connectivity. The calculation of indicators such as, for 

example, the probability of connectivity under conditions of random exist-
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ence of graph edges, in practice is limited by the computational complexity 

of such problems. At the same time, using the paths and discontinuities of 

the graph modeling the system, one can obtain fairly simple limit estimates 

of the required indicators. 

Let's describe the mechanism of reconfiguration of an information 

system (information cluster) under a destructive effect – the removal of an 

element (document). 

Let 1 2, ,..., MC C C — various information systems that affect the sub-

jects (objects of influence) 1 2, ,..., LU U U . The information system jC con-

sists of elements 11 12 1, ,..., JD D D . 

At the same time, the strength of the influence of each element ijD of 

the information system jC on the subject kU is estimated by the value

( , )v ij kf D U    

= ( , , ) 0.V i j k   

On fig. 8, a shows a diagram of the influence on the subjects 

1 2 3, ,U U U of the information system 1C . At the same time, the subject 2U

also has a non — zero impact from the information system 2C through the 

element 21D . It should be noted that both between elements from one in-

formation system and between separate information systems and their ele-

ments there are information links (not shown in Fig. 8). 

As a result of a destructive impact by removing an element, 13D the 

information system 1C loses its influence on the subject 2U (Fig. 8, b ). 
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Figure 8. Recovery after a destructive impact 

to information system C 1 

 

Restoring influence on the subject 2U is possible by reconfiguring 

the information system 1C in three directions: 

1) generation of new documents affecting 2U , for example, 16D

(Fig. 8, c ); 

2) modifying existing messages from 1C , adding content to them 

that affects 2U ; 

3) modifying the message 21D in the direction of the subject of the in-

formation system s 1C , and, thus, combining a part of the information sys-

tem 2C with 1C (Fig. 8, г). In real life, this path can be difficult, for exam-

ple, when the information system 2C belongs to forces that compete with 

(or are in antagonistic relations with) the owners 1C . 
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In any case, it is possible to estimate the cost of creat-

ing/reconfiguring an information system. 

Based on the fact that the overall assessment of the impact of the in-

formation system iC is determined by the formula: 

 
| |

1 1

( ) ( , )
iCL

v ij

k j

W i f D k
 

 , 

 

where | |iC is the number of elements in the information system iC , with 

the total cost of creating this information system is 
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ij

j

S i E D


 , 

 

where ( )ijE D is the cost of creating an element ijD of the information sys-

tem iC , then one of the ways to determine the effectiveness of the infor-

mation system is to evaluate the expression 
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An important group of characteristics of structural survivability are 

the so — called "survivability measures". Determining them, they come out 

of  

the assumption that the adversary, knowing the structure of the network, is 

trying to disrupt its functioning. The survivability of a system is considered 

high if it is necessary to destroy a significant number of nodes and/or ribs 

in order to significantly impair or interrupt its operation. 

In the mathematical theory of graphs, vitality indicators are interpret-

ed as quantitative measures of connectivity for the graph structure: the min-

imum section, nodal connectivity, generalized connectivity, path length, 

etc. 
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For the design of information systems, the problem of analyzing 

structural survivability can be formulated as the problem of estimating the 

value of the maximum flow that can be transmitted in the network in the 

event of failure of its elements and lowering to an acceptable level of quali-

ty of operation. 

For example, the structural survivability of an MPLS (Multiprotocol 

Label Switching)network [2] is evaluated using the following algorithm: 

1. Calculate the total value of the flow in the fail — safe state for all 

classes of service; 

2. Simulate various failure states and calculate the probabilities of 

these states; 

3. For each failure condition, calculate: the relative reduction in 

overall throughput; optimal flow; maximum flow; bandwidth reserve, etc. 

Structural survivability — related automatic reconfiguration and re-

loading, for example, in the event of DoS attacks, are today de facto man-

datory functions when organizing web and proxy servers, in particular un-

der the control of the Apache HTTP server (http://apache.org/ ). In particu-

lar, there are plug — ins for this web server that make changes to its con-

figuration and ensure that it restarts when DoS attacks are detected. Cur-

rently, for another HTTP server – nginx (http://sysoev.ru/nginx/) – such 

tools are mandatory components. The ngx_http_limit_req_module of this 

system allows you to limit the number of requests for a given session or, as 

a special case, from one address. The ngx_http_limit_zone_module module 

allows you to limit the number of simultaneous connections for a given ses-

sion or, as a special case, from one address. In December 2009, nginx was 

used by 4% of the most visited sites in the world.  

The restart of the Squid proxy server (http://www.squid.org/) is han-

dled by a special memory — resident program (the so — called daemon) 

samsdaemon. This program checks at specified intervals to see if a recon-

figuration is necessary. For example, if the user has exceeded the limit of 

his authority, it is possible to automatically enter his data into the corre-

sponding configuration file of the proxy server. Thus, the reconfiguration 

of the Squid proxy is done by modifying the squid.conf file and then signal-

ing the reconfiguration. 

 

2.3. Game — theoretic approach 

In game — theoretic models, the survivability of information sys-

tems can be viewed from the point of view of the exchange of a certain 
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amount of spent V resources and a certain amount of consumed W re-

sources. In the process of quantifying the survivability of systems that are 

described by models of this type, information systems correspond to the 

promotion of goods on the market in the economic environment. At the 

same time, the content of  — exchanges is introduced and specified 

( , )V W , and these exchanges are optimized. The survivability of infor-

mation systems can be assessed by the presence of vital elements in them, 

which are determined by expert assessments. 

Consider a system A in interaction with a system B . 

Each system in time can translate itself into different states, changing 

its structure and behavior. Let us assume that the goal A of the system A is 

its desire to achieve certain states that are preferable for it, the goal B  sys-

tems B  is the same striving to achieve states that are preferable to her. The 

expediency of the structure ( )A B and purposefulness of the behavior 

( )A B of the system ( )A B is assessed by the efficiency with which the sys-

tem achieves the goal ( )A B . So the system ( )A B  when fixing its goal, it 

can be characterized by two factors: 

 

   , ; ,A A A B B B    . 

The purpose of the system is the most profitable ( , )V W  —  the ex-

change; those. for the minimum amount of resource V to obtain the largest 

possible amount W , which is a function of the structure and behavior of 

both systems: 

 

   , , , , , , .W W V A B A B W V A B   

 

As a result of the interaction between the system A and B  receive 

the following ( , )V W  —  exchanges: 

 

 

 
     

 

0 0

,
,

, ,

max 1 , , max , , ;

a a a

a a a a
A A

B B

W W V A B

W V A B W V A B 
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0 0

,
,

, ,

max 1 , , max , , ;

b b b

b b b b
B B

A B

W W V A B

W V A B W V A B 

 

 
   

  

 

 

Where 

 

1 ;

0 .

в конфликтной ситуации

в индифферентной ситуации


 
 



 

 

Here 0A and 0B are optimal systems, i.e., systems whose structures 

and behavior are optimal, since with their help it is possible to produce 

( , )V W  —  exchanges that are close to optimal. 

To determine its goal, each system needs to decide what is more im-

portant for it, whether to get the most profitable ( , )V W exchange or to 

prevent another system from doing it. In this case, the systems can vary the 

values ( , )V W of exchanges within certain limits: 

 

1 1

2 2

;

,

a

b

W W W

W W W

 

 
 

 

Where 1W  And 2W  correspond to the most aggressive systems, and 1W and 

2W to the most cautious ones. If the goals of the systems are known, then 

there is a well — defined situation. If each system or one of them hides its 

intentions, then there is a game situation regarding the choice of the target. 

Denote by iA and ( 1,..., ; 1,..., )jB i n j m  the goals of the sys-

tems A and B respectively. The goals of 1A and 1B consist in causing max-

imum damage to the opposite system, and the goals of nA and mB corre-

spond to the extreme caution of both systems. All other goals iA and jB

correspond to intermediate situations and are numbered in the order of suc-
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cessive transition from 1A to nA and from 1B to mB . Assuming that in the 

situation  ,i jA B the systems A and B receive a payoff a ijW a and 

b ijW b , we obtain a bimatrix game to determine the optimal goal with 

payoff matrices 
ija and 

ijb . If we accept that ij sja a for 

; ij sji s b b  as ; is iji s a a  with ; is ijj s b b  as j s , then the 

solution of the game is trivial and consists in the fact that both systems 

must adhere to the goals nA and mB , i.e., be careful and not be aggressive. 

The interaction of complex systems becomes strictly antagonistic when 

( , )V W  — exchange is positive for one system and negative for the other, 

and a bW W . 

As a rule, the interaction of systems A and B during ( , )V W  — ex-

change is stochastic in nature, and therefore we can only talk about a cer-

tain probability  ,P V W of each system achieving its goal. This probabil-

ity serves as an indicator of the efficiency of the system's behavior. The 

maximum value of this probability is defined as marginal efficiency. 

Systems A and B cannot expect to receive a aW W and b bW W . 

Therefore, within the limit 
 

( , ) 0a a aP V W  at a aW W ; 

( , ) 0b b bP V W  at b bW W . 

 

Similarly, values a aW W and b bW W systems can be obtained 

with high probabilities, i.e. within the limit 
 

( , ) 1a a aP V W  at a aW W ; 

( , ) 1b b bP V W  at b bW W . 

 

Such an asymptotic behavior of the probability  ,P V W makes it 

possible in a specific situation to find the limiting law ( , )V W of  — ex-
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change, which establishes the limits of the efficiency of the system's func-

tioning. 

All elements A and B are divided into three classes: 

— working (vital) a  —  and b  —  elements; 

— protective aR  —  and bR  —  elements; 

— active (influencing the external environment) 
ac  —  and 

bc  —  

elements. 

Let's take an example. We will assume that before the interaction of 

the system A and B have some limited ―resource reserves‖ aV and bV , 

from which vital elements are generated, and 
 

      ; ; 1,...,a aj b bj a bV V V V j n n   , 

 

where an is the number of types of vital elements of the system A ; bn is 

the number of types of vital elements of the system B . 

From  ai bjV V can be played  i jA B  ( )a b  — elements j of the  — 

th type of values ( )j ja b . The values of system elements are determined in 

relative units, chosen on the basis of expert assessments and in each case 

according to their own rules. 

The protective and active elements of each system are reproduced 

(generated) by vital elements. 

Initial resources aV , and bV due to their limitations, can reproduce ei-

ther many ineffective and low — cost elements (for example, buying adver-

tising links on a large number of low — rated web resources), or few highly 

effective and high — cost elements (for example, buying advertising links 

in the prestigious Yandex catalog). 

Thus, in the information system there are certain critical relationships 

between the number of all elements that ensure maximum survivability. 

We will assume that the systems A  And B  at the time of the begin-

ning of the interaction have: 

1) jA and jB vital elements of type ( 1,..., ( )a bj n n ) and values ja

and jb respectively, and 
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1 1

(0); (0)
a bn n

j j a j j b

j j

a A N b B N
 

   ; 

 

2) ar and br types of protective elements by m and m , where 

 

1 1

(0); (0)
a b

a b

r r

m R m R

m m

N N 
 

   ; 

 

3) aS and bS types of protective elements according to 
a

mV and 
b

mV , 

and 
 

1 1

(0); (0)
a bS S

a b

m a m b

m m

V M V M
 

   . 

 

Systems interaction A  And B  occurs over a certain period of time 

and consists in the mutual exchange of certain portions of active c ele-

ments. 

Systems A and B at each moment of time t determine their behavior: 

 

 

( ) ( ), ( ) ;

( ) ( ), ( ) ,

a a

b b

A t t t

B t t t

 

 

 

 




 

 

where 
( ) ( )a b t and are 

( ) ( )a b t portions of ( )a bR R  —  and ( )a bc c  — el-

ements aimed at protecting and/or destroying   — elements (  — ele-

ment –  , , ,a b R C  ). 

Over time, portions of ac  —  and bc  —  elements fill the systems B

and, A respectively, and, thus, over time, the elements of the system be-

come thinner if there is no replenishment. 

To obtain a quantitative assessment of the interaction of systems A
and B it is necessary to specify the meaning ( , )V W of  — exchanges, 

which both systems strive to optimize. We assume that the survivability of 

the system is determined by the presence of vital elements in it. In other 
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words, the system ( )A B is functioning normally at the moment if the fol-

lowing conditions are met: t  
 

1

1

( ,..., , ) min( );

( ,..., , ) min( ),

a

b

a n a

b n b

Q A A t Q t

Q B B t Q t




 

 

where aQ and bQ are given functionals of time and structures of systems A

and, B respectively. 

In particular, one can take 

1 1

( ); min( ) (0);
a an n

a j j a aj j j

j j

Q a A t Q t Q a A
 

    

1 1

( ); min( ) (0),
b bn n

b j j b bj j j

j j

Q b B t Q t Q b B
 

    

where 0 , 1aj bjQ Q  are the parameters determined by the specifics of the 

systems and the requirements that apply to their survivability. 

The choice of optimality criteria in the above form seems natural in 

those situations where the survivability of the system depends strongly on 

the total value of vital elements and, to a lesser extent, on the distribution of 

elements by their types. 

Parameters ajQ and bjQ characterize the viability of systems A and, 

B respectively. Indeed, if the system A is functioning normally (1 )ajQ at 

the moment , then t the  — th fraction a of  — elements j of the  — th 

type ( 1,..., )j n is in working condition at that moment. At ajQ = 0 

( 1,..., )j n , the system A is the most viable, and at , 1ajQ  the viability 

of the system A tends to zero. Likewise for the system B . 

If we take into account that the exchange processes ( , )V W of each 

system are interconnected, then the situation of the interaction of systems 

A and B can be considered as a generalized conflict, for the description of 

which it is necessary to set the payoff function. The form of the payoff 

function of each system essentially depends on the degree of conflict in the 
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situation, i.e. on how one system affects the feasibility of the goal by an-

other system, as well as on the level at which the conflict is fought. 

In the general case, taking into account possible changes in goals, the 

intensity of the conflict can also change the form of the payoff function over 

time. Thus, the considered generalized conflict situation between systems A
and B is a zero — sum game of two players with the following payoff func-

tions: 
 

1 1

( ) ( ); ( )
a bn n

a j j b j j

j j

Q T a A T Q b B T
 

    

 

when fixing the end time of the conflict, and when the optimality criteria 

are non — autonomous, the game ends at the time * min( , )a bt t t , where 

,a bt t are the smallest non — negative roots of the equations mina aQ Q

and minb bQ Q . 

The outcome of the conflict essentially depends on the degree of im-

portance for each system of posing the question: whether to eliminate the 

enemy or survive by any means, i.e. depending on the intensity of the con-

flict, the payoffs of both systems can vary within certain limits: 
 

1 1
( , )( , )

1

2 2
( , )( , )

1

max min ( ) ;

max min ( ) .

a

b

n

j j
B BA A

j

n

j j
A AB B

j

W a A T W

W b B T W





 

 





 

 

Let the interaction of systems A and B occur on a certain time inter-

val 0 t T  at discrete moments it . Systems A and B at each moment of 

time t determine their behavior: 
 

 

 

( ) ( ), ( ) ;

( ) ( ), ( ) ;

a a

b b

A t t t

B t t t
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where 
( ) ( )a b t and are 

( ) ( )a b t portions of ( )a bR R  —  and ( )a bc c  — el-

ements aimed at protecting and destroying   — elements. Let's designate 

a portion of active elements:    1 1,..., ; ,...,
a b

a a a b b b

s s           

and a portion of protective elements:  1 ,...,
a

a a a

s     ; 

 1 ,..., .
b

b b b

s      

In these notations, at the time it of the strategy of the behavior of the 

systems A and B will have the form 
 

 

 

( )

( )

, , , , ;

, , , , .

i a a a a a

a c b R c

i b b b b b

b c a R c

A

B

    

    




 

 

The change in the average number of survivors until the moment 1it 

of elements will be described by the following relationships: 

 —  vital and protective for A : 
 

 1( ) max 0, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1,..., )b b

n i n i an i an i aA t A t t P t n n    ; 

 1( ) max 0, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1,..., )
j j

b b

j i j i R i R i at t t P t j r      . 

 

 —  vital and protective for B : 

 

 1( ) max 0, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1,..., )a a

m i m i bm i bm i bB t B t t P t m m    ; 

 1( ) max 0, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1,..., )
s s

a a

s i s i R i R i bt t t P t s r      , 

 

where the probability of failure of the corresponding active elements 

 

   1 1( ) ,..., ; ( ) ,..., ;
b j j b j

b b b b b b

an i an s an R i R s RP t P P P t P P   

   1 1( ) ,..., ; ( ) ,..., .
a s s a s

a a a a a a

bm i bm s bm R i R s RP t P P P t P P   
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At the same time, taking into account the possibility of failure c  —  

elements in each system, we obtain the following limiting conditions: 
 

1

0 1 1 1

1

0 1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (0), ( 1,..., );

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (0), ( 1,..., ),

b b b

j s j

a a a

j j j

n r SN
b b a a a a

cn i cn i nb i nR i nc i n a

i j s j

n r SN
a a b b b b

cs i cs i sa i nR i sc i n b

i j j j

t P t t t t v n S

t P t t t t v s S

   

   



   



   

 
     

 

 
     

 

   

   
 

Where    1 1( ) ,..., ; ( ) ,..., .
b a

b b b a a a

cm i cn s cn cs i cs s csP t P P P t P P   

The above equations characterize the state of systems A and B on 

average. The solution of these equations allows one to find strategies and 

determine the conditions for the survival of each system. 

When building a model of interaction between two systems A and B
it is necessary to take into account such factors as the state of awareness of 

the parties and the possibility of preventive actions. The information factor 

plays an important role in choosing the optimality criterion and quite strong-

ly influences the quality of optimal strategies. 

Let us assume that the systems A and B evaluate the situation based 

on the payoff functions aQ and bQ . Then the original game can be replaced 

by an equivalent game with payoff function a b
Q Q Q  . The system A

will seek to maximize Q and the system B will seek to minimize. In this 

case, the following situations are possible: 

1. The system B is informed about the choice of strategy ( )A t by the 

system A . The system A does not have such information. Therefore, the 

optimal strategy ( )optA t of the system A must be determined from the con-

dition 

 

 

( )( )

( )

1

max min ( ),| ( ) |, ( ),| ( ) |

max ( ),| ( ) |, * , ( ) ,| ( ) |

( ),| ( ) |, * , ( ) ,| ( ) | | ( ) |,| ( ) | .

B tA t

A t

opt opt

Q A t A t B t B t

Q A t A t B t A t B t

Q A t A t B t A t B t V A t B t
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2. The system A is informed about the choice of strategy ( )B t by the 

system B . The system B does not have such information. In this case, the 

optimal strategy ( )optB t of the system B can be determined from the condi-

tion 

 

 

( ) ( )

( )

2

min max ( ),| ( ) |, ( ),| ( ) |

min * , ( ) ,| ( ) |, ( ),| ( ) |

* , ( ) ,| ( ) |, * , * ( ) ,| ( ) | | ( ) |,| ( ) | .

B t A t

B t

opt opt

Q A t A t B t B t

Q A t B t A t B t B t

Q A t B t A t B t A t B t V A t B t

   

     

         

 

 

3. Systems A and B have complete information about the choice of 

strategy for each of them. Then the optimal strategies * ( )optA t and 

* ( )optB t systems A and B can be found from the relation 

 

 

( )( )

( ) ( )

3

max min ( ),| ( ) |, ( ),| ( ) |

min max ( ),| ( ) |, ( ),| ( ) |

* , * ( ) ,| ( ) |, * , * ( ) ,| ( ) |

| ( ) |,| ( ) | .

B tA t

B t A t

opt opt opt

Q A t A t B t B t

Q A t A t B t B t

Q A t B t A t B t A t B t

V A t B t

   

   

         



 

 

It follows from the above 

 

     1 3 2| ( ) |,| ( ) | | ( ) |,| ( ) | | ( ) |,| ( ) | .V A t B t V A t B t V A t B t   

 

Thus , the value of mutual tactics of awareness of systems A and B

is determined by the difference 2 1.V V V    

 

2.4. Logical — probabilistic models 

To analyze and assess the survivability of information systems that 

operate in NI conditions, one can use logical — probabilistic models, ac-
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cording to which it is assumed that the elements of the system and the sys-

tem itself have a two — valued logic of operation, and all events in the sys-

tem are independent. The description of the system is possible with the help 

of a static model that does not contain the time parameter among the inde-

pendent variables. Functional dependencies between variables can be fully 

represented using the functions of the algebra of logic. The results of the 

action of influences are also evaluated using a binary scheme: either the 

state from the set of operable states is preserved, or the operability is dis-

rupted (the system goes into a state from the set of inoperable states). 

Let us assume that the elements of the system are point objects, 

which are interconnected by communication lines. The sequence of NV of 

impulse type forms a stream of independent events. There are no secondary 

consequences of NI, so the established state of the system is known imme-

diately after NI. 

Consider a system that consists of sK objects s  —  but  —  

 

measures of a variant of the system in which, after a one — time unwanted 

impact on i the  — th object damage occurs 
s

ic . 

Objects are numbered for each variant of the system as the damage 

decreases, i.e. 1 2 ...s s s

nc c c   . Set the threshold allowable damage A  and 

we will assume that in the case of multiple NV, different objects can be in-

fluenced and, first of all, objects, the influence on which brings the greatest 

damage. 

The damage to the system as a whole is the sum of damages from in-

fluences on individual objects. The system damage index sK is calculated 

as follows: 
 

1

min ; .
s

s

K
A s

s s s i
C A

i

K K c c




   

 

If 
A

sK it exceeds the threshold allowable damage value A , then the 

system becomes inoperable. 

Let some information system having a basic structure 0S performs a 

task for some time t . After NV, the structure of the system may change, 
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i.e. the system will have a new structure iS with which it can be operable, 

in other words, the structure belongs to the set of operable structures: 
 

 , 1,...,P

i pS S i N  . 

 

Or the system may be inoperable, in which case iS it belongs to a set 

of inoperable structures, namely 
 

 1, ,...,NP

i pS S i N N  . 

 

Thus, after an NI, either a workable procedure from the set 
PS or an 

inoperable procedure from 
NPS . 

After n the  — fold HB, the system with the appropriate structure 

should start executing the task, and its execution time should be t . 

Let's assume that each element of the system can be in one of three 

states: 0e  —  the element is operational and put into operation; 1e  —  the 

element is operational, but not included in the work for some reason; 2e  — 

the element is inoperative. The connections between the elements are de-

fined and stationary in time, i.e. at an arbitrary point in time, the state of an 

element can be determined by the health state of this element and the states 

of other elements. Signs of system performance are unchanged in time and 

allow you to simultaneously determine the state of the system by the totali-

ty of the states of its elements. 

There are such main stages of the system survivability analysis based 

on a logical — probabilistic model. 

Description of element states. For each element, two logical varia-

bles are introduced: ix  —  health indicator i of the  — th element: 

 

1, - ;

0, - ;
i

i é ýëåì åí ò ðàáî ò î ñï î ñáeí
x

i é ýëåì åí ò í åðàáî ò î ñï î ñî áeí


 


 

iy — status indicator i of the  — th operable element: 

1, - ;

0, - .
i

i é ýëåì åí ò ðàáî ò àåò
y

i é ýëåì åí ò í å ðàáî ò àåò
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To display the action of influence on the elements, indicators ijz and 

are also introduced 
( )

i ij

j

z z , where 

1, -

- ;

0, -

- .

ij

êî ãäà âëèÿí èå j ãî ò èï à

äåéñò âóåò í à i é ýëåì åí ò
z

êî ãäà âëèÿí èå j ãî ò èï à

í å äåéñò âóåò í à i é ýëåì åí ò





 



 

 

Next, indicators of the three states of the element are defined, which 

are then used to compose logical dependencies: 
 

0

1

2

;

;

.

i i i i

i i i i

i i i i

u x y z

u x y z

u x x z





 

 

 

Compilation of logical dependencies. Based on a preliminary analy-

sis of dynamic models of information processes, taking into account the 

counteraction of NV, reconfiguration and control, a system of logical equa-

tions can be compiled, which can be represented in vector form: 
 

 , , .YY f X Y Z  

 

For an information system, the state of a relatively small group of the 

most significant initial elements is decisive, however, due to the presence 

of indirect links, the system's performance is also determined by the state of 

all other elements. 

The system health function (FSF) is written as 
 

 
( )

, , ,i
i

F f X Y Z   

 

where if — logical function ( 1,..,i N ) — progress indicator of i the th 

function of the system. 
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Solving a system of logical equations. The system considered above 

is linear, which can be solved, in particular, by methods of determinants, 

substitutions, etc. [33]. 

Probabilistic description of elements and external influences. Each 

element in a probabilistic model is the probability ( 1)i ip P x  that, at a 

given arbitrary time, the element
ix  workable. With the advent of influ-

ences 1ijz  . 

The resistance of the i  — th element to j the  — th excitation can be 

taken into account using the probability that the element will remain opera-

tional in the event of an excitation. In addition, separate in the probability of 

hitting the element ix  in the area of action of the j  — th NV factor. 

Transforming the Fed to form a transition to substitution. There 

are forms of transition to partial and complete replacement. Complete sub-

stitution forms: complete disjunctive normal form, disjunction of orthogo-

nal non — repetitive forms, non — repetitive form in the "AND — NET" 

basis, etc. [33] After reduction to one of these forms, a one — step substitu-

tion of logical variables and operations for probabilities and arithmetic op-

erations is performed. 

Mixed form entry. The replacement of non — repetitive variables in 

the transformed FRS is, as a rule, not a complete, but a partial replacement, 

as a result of which some logical variable and operation are replaced by a 

probability and an arithmetic operation. The FRS obtained in this way is 

called the mixed form, since it contains both logical variables and probabil-

ities. 

Determination of indicators of survivability. With the help of a mul-

ti — step procedure for replacing logical variables in mixed forms, which 

are compiled for the base 0S and structures iS , we find the probabilities of 

operable states at the time t  —  0( / )P t S and ( / )iP t S , as well as the con-

ditional function of survivability ( )iG t : 

 

0

( / )
( ) .

( / )

i
i

P t S
G t

P t S
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After that, one can find the survival function, the unconditional sur-

vivability function, and the amount of HB (average) that brings the system 

to an inoperable state. 

Having defined the survivability function as a function of system 

survival after n a  — fold NI (event nA ), averaged over all possible struc-

tures, ( )nP k  is the average probability of occurrence of the structure
nS  af-

ter n  — fold HB, one can write 
 

   
1

/ , ( ) ( ).
N

n n k

k

G t A G t n P k G t


   

The unconditional survival function is an average over all possible 

events nA  system survival features: 

 

 
1 1

( ) ( ) / ( ) ( )
N

n n k k

n k

G t P A G t A P S G t


 

   , 

 

where is the probability ( )kP S  is determined by the formula 

 

1

( ) ( ) ( ).k n n

n

P S P A P k




  

 

After that, one can find the survival function, the unconditional sur-

vivability function, and the amount of HB (average) that brings the system 

to an inoperable state. 

Next, we determine the system survival index after n the  — fold NI 

(in the event of the occurrence of an event nA ): 

 

( ) 1 ( ) ( 1/ ),nR n Q n P F A     

 

Where ( )Q n  — conditional law of vulnerability: ( ) ( 0 / ).nQ n P F A    

The average number of NV, leading to the loss of system perfor-

mance, is found by the formula 
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1

( ),
n

R n




  

 

and the average survivability, 1.d    

In turn, the average number of NIs leading to failure to complete the 

task can be determined as follows: 

 

 
1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( , 1) ( , ) ( , ).
n n n

t R n n G t n G t n G t n
  

  

        

 

 

2. 5. Estimation of the survivability of the system ac-
cording to its state 

Consider an information system that consists of N  elements with ar-

bitrary connections between themselves and the health function 

 1 2( ), , ,...,i NF f X X X X X  . The system is under the action of a 

flow of independent point NV: 
 

1
,kj

N
   

 

Where kj  is the probability that k the  — th element will fall into the 

scope of j the  — th NI, i.e. it is assumed that each element is equally like-

ly to be vulnerable to NI. 

Let us estimate the survivability of such a system. System survival 

function ( )R n  after n  — fold HB can be represented as 

 

'

( ) ( / ) ( 1/ ),n n

X X

R n P x A P F A


    

 

Where 'X  is a set of vectors X that correspond to the operational states of 

the system. Probability ( / )nP x A  is found according to the formula 
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( / ) ( ) ( / ),
n

n

n M

P x A P n P X n


   

 

where 1 2( , ,..., )kn n n n is the vector of the number of NIs that fall on k

the subsystems; nM  is the set of vectors satisfying the condition 

1 2 ... kn n n n    . Probability ( )P n  calculated by the formula 

1 2

1 2

1 2

!
( ) ,

! !... !
knn n

k

k

n
P n

n n n
     

where i is the probability that i the th subsystem is included in the scope 

of the NV. 

Given the uniformity of the vulnerability of the elements of the sys-

tem, the above expressions can be simplified. We represent the FRS in the 

form of an orthogonal disjunctive normal form:
1

.
m

i
i

F Q


   

Respectively, 

1

( ) ( 1/ )
m

i n

i

R n P Q A


  . 

 

For the case of equiprobable entry of elements into the scope of the 

HB, based on the basic structure 0S , all possible workable structures are 

determined  , 1,2,...,p

i pS S i N  , and the survival function takes the 

form 
 

1

( )
( ) ,

pN

j

n
j

r n
R n

N

  

 

where ( )jr n is the number of cases in which a structure appears jS after n

a  — fold NI; ( )jr n can be determined by the formula 

 

( )j nk kj

k

r n L B , 
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where nkL is the number of permutations of n type kjB elements ; k is the 

number of different vectors X with k zeros that lead to the structure jS . 

Numbers nkL can be calculated directly from the formula 

 

1

1

( 1) .
k

i n k

nk k

i

L C i 



   

 

In the Boolean model, it can be assumed that the infoplot consists of n 

elements (documents), while i the  — th element corresponds to the bu —  

left variable ix , which can take the values {0, 1}, i.e. 

 

1,  если элемент  активен,

0, иначе.
i

i
x


 


 

 

Taking into account the fact that the system is dynamic, we can fix 

the value of n as a deliberately large number that exceeds the maximum 

observed number of documents in information plots. Non — existent (miss-

ing) documents can be assigned zero values ix . 

The state of the information system is determined by the structural 

Boolean function of its performance (effectiveness), depending on the vari-

ables 1 2, , , nx x x : 

 

 1 2

1,  если система активна,
, ,...,

0, иначе.
nS x x x


 


 

 

If the activity of an element of an information system is considered 

as a function of time, then the state of the i  — th document can be consid-

ered as a random process  ix t that takes the values 0 and 1 at arbitrary 

times. 0t  For an information system, the probability of its performance is 

determined according to known rules [34, 35]. 

Among the shortcomings of Boolean models, one can name the as-

sumption of only two states of the components – active and inactive. In ad-
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dition, Boolean models do not take into account the fact that the sequence 

in which individual components fail can play a very significant role. In ad-

dition, in the general case, the nature of failures of individual components 

depends on the state of other components. This is in conflict with the ini-

tially assumed independence of the elements in the Boolean model. 

An information system can also be described by a Markov model. 

Let the system have m possible states. Let us denote the set of states as 

 1 2, ,..., .mM z z z For any fixed moment of time, 0t  the state of the 

system  iz t is interpreted as a random variable. The set of all states M , 

the initial probability distribution vector p (0), and the transition probability 

function are given. The probability of the relevance of the information sys-

tem at a given time t (system performance) is determined [34]. 

The applicability of Markov models also has its limits. The intensity of 

transitions between individual states of the system can be non — stationary, 

the assumptions made in the calculation regarding the distribution of the fail-

ure rate can significantly reduce the accuracy of the results obtained; the num-

ber of states of the system can be so large that the calculation becomes practi-

cally impossible. 

After evaluating the reliability of the system components and obtain-

ing general indicators of its reliability, it is possible to assess its survivabil-

ity at all stages of their life cycle. There are several general approaches to 

survivability assessment . The survivability of the system can be assessed 

with respect to some standard external influence or with respect to a set of 

external influences [36]. 

Let be  iE e the set of destructive influences on the information 

system;  j ie is an indicator of the effectiveness (quality) of the function-

ing j of the th version of the information system under the influence of ie ; 

   min
i

j j i
e E

H E e


 is an indicator of the survivability of the information 

system for a variety of possible impacts on it E . Then, with the purposeful 

formation of an information system, the design task is to  find from a va-

riety of options for information systems one for which 

 

   max min
ij

k j i
e EX

H E e


 . 
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In addition to the need to preserve many functions of information 

systems under adverse impacts on the information system, the task of main-

taining a certain level of its effectiveness (relevance, informativeness) is 

often set. 

There are numerous approaches to quantitative assessment of surviv-

ability , the most common of which is to determine the ratio of the number 

of functional (workable) states of the system to the total possible number of 

system states arising under destructive impacts. 

As a simple example of an information system, consider an infor-

mation plot consisting of four documents (n = 4 ). Destructive impact on 

the information plot is the elimination of the documents included in it from 

the information space. Moreover, the first of the documents is considered 

decisive – its removal from the information space actually leads to the loss 

of the information functionality of the entire information plot. The remain-

ing three documents are considered equal. Elimination of any two of them 

(k = 4) also leads to the loss of functionality of the information plot. 

If we denote the state of the information plot by a 4 — element tuple, 

then the set of inoperative states can be represented as the union of two 

subsets, the first of which corresponds to the states with the first document 

eliminated, and the second – with the actual first document, but missing the 

other two. 

The power of the first subset is 2 
n –1 

= 8, we list its components: 

(0, 0, 0, 0) 

(0, 0, 1, 0) 

(0, 0, 0, 1) 

(0, 0, 1, 1) 

(0, 1, 0, 0) 

(0, 1, 1, 0) 

(0, 1, 0, 1) 

(0, 1, 1, 1). 

The power of the second subset is C n 
k 
+ 1 = 4, its components are: 

(1, 0, 0, 0) 

(1, 0, 1, 0) 

(1, 0, 0, 1) 

(1, 1, 0, 0). 

The power of the entire set of states after the destructive impact is 2 
n 

– 
1 = 15. 

Thus, the survivability G of the infoplot is 
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G \u003d (15 – 8 – 4) / 15 \u003d 0.2. 
 

Let us consider the case when all states of the infoplot after the de-

structive impact are equivalent, i.e. equiprobable. 

If the states of the information plot are not equiprobable, then the 

survivability G of the information plot is 
 

(0) (1)

(0) (1)1 1 1

1 1

1

1

jm l

i i i j l
i i i

i im
i i

i

i

p p p

G p p

p

  

 



 

   
  

 


, 

 

where m is the power of the entire set of states after the destructive impact 

(m = 2 
n – 

1); j is the power of the subset of states with the first plot elimi-

nated; l is the power of the subset of states with the actual first plot (l = C n 
k 

+ 1); p i is the probability of the i  — th state after the destructive impact; 
(0)

ip — probability of the i  — th 

states after the destructive impact and elimination of the first plot; 
(1)

ip  —  

the probability of the i  — th state after the destructive impact and the 

preservation of the first plot, but with the loss of the general relevance of 

the infoplot. 

The presented model allows one to operate with numerical results, 

but is too simplified. Turning to more realistic approaches, it should be not-

ed that when characterizing an information system, it is necessary to pay 

attention to such properties as the divisibility or weakening of an infor-

mation message, flow, impact on a heterogeneous information space, non 

— stationarity of this impact, dynamic changes in the areas of the infor-

mation space itself. 

 

2.6. Survivability rating 
according to the results of the task 

For the information system to perform a common task and achieve 

the system goal, each element must function in accordance with the estab-

lished schedule, ensuring the performance of a given set of functions over 

time t . Let the probability that the i  — th element performs the functions 
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defined for it is ( )ip t . In the general case, ( )ip t there may be a probability 

of performing a task with a complex mode of operation and complex func-

tioning restrictions. 

Assessing the survivability, we will assume that all NV have ended 

by the beginning of the time interval (0, )t . 

Vitality is assessed as follows. Based on the logical — probabilistic 

model, the FRS is written for the basic structure. Then all other workable 

structures of the system are identified, substituting vectors into the FRS in 

which one, then two, three and more elements are replaced by zeros. If, af-

ter substitution, the logical function does not become identically equal to 

zero, then it corresponds to one of the workable structures. At the same 

time, during such tests, the coefficients are determined kiB . multiplying kiB  

onto the matrix nkL , we find the matrix of coefficients nir . 

The ratio / n

nir N gives the probability ( )nP i  the fact that after n  —  

multiple NV there is a structure  , 1,p

i k pS S S k N   . For each of the 

structures iS  the health function is built 
( ) ( )iF X , which is presented in the 

following form: 
 

( )
( )( )

1

( )
i

j

l
f Xi

n j

j

F X x x


 
  

 
, 

 

where nx is a variable that corresponds to the pole of the system; jx — 

non — recurring variables; ( )i

jf X  are functions of the logic algebra of an 

arbitrary form. 

Next, we turn to the calculation of probabilities: 
 

 
( )

( )( )

1

( ) 1 1 ,
i

j

l
f Xi

n j

j

P F X p q


 
   

 
  

Where ( 1), 1 ( 0).n n j j jp p x q p p x       

After that, the remaining logical variables are sequentially replaced 

and the function is obtained ( / )iP t S . Then ( )iG t and is determined 
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( , )G t n . If it is possible to determine the probability ( )nP A , then we can 

find the unconditional vitality function. 

 

2.7. Survivability rating 
for the purpose of functioning 

A more general assessment of the survivability of an information 

system can be built based on the purpose of its operation, a set of informing 

tasks  1 2, ,..., mQ q q q and a set of components (documents). Indeed, 

any task , 1,iq Q i m  is characterized by a set of elementary functions 

(informing about individual aspects)  
1 2
, ,..., , 1

ki j j j kF f f f j n   , 

from which solutions to this task are built. 

Denote by 
1

m

i

i

F F


 the set of sets of elementary functions of the 

information system. For each informing task, iq a characteristic of the ef-

fectiveness of the solution is given. Let us introduce the function of poten-

tialities of functional modules    : 1,  2,..., p P F  , where ( )P F is the 

set of all subsets F . 

To characterize the possible configurations of the information sys-

tem, we introduce a matrix of potential system capabilities: 

 

 

 

1,  если ,

0,  если ,  1, ,  1, .

i

ij

i

f j

a

f j j p i n





 


 
   

 

 

The current configuration of the information system will be charac-

terized by what information functions each module is aimed at. Let us in-

troduce a binary matrix B in dimension n p — a matrix of the current 

configuration of the system, such that 

 

1,  если модуль  выполняет функцию ,

0,  в противном случае.

j i

ij

S f
b
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Let us define the module efficiency function :ýô s fI I    B T 

, where  1, 2,...,sI p is the set of module indices;  1, 2,...,jI n is 

the set of indices of elementary functions; B — set of configuration matri-

ces; T is a numerical set of quantitative measures of efficiency (for exam-

ple, the size of the audience reading newsplot documents, etc.) If , 

 , ,эф iji j B t  then in the configuration defined by matrix B , the module 

iS performs the function jf with efficiency 
ij

t ,  , , 0эф i j B  , if the 

module iS does not perform the function jf . 

To characterize an information system, we introduce the concept of a 

characteristic state vector — an n  — dimensional vector (n is the power of 

the set of elementary functions of the system). The initial configuration of 

the information system, provided that the entire set of functions F is per-

formed , will correspond to the characteristic state vector  0, 0,...,0 . 

Some current configuration of the information system will correspond to 

the characteristic vector  1 2, ,..., ,...,i nd d d d , where id is the number of 

―failures‖ of the function if F . The "failure" of the function if F is 

understood as the impossibility of performing the informing function if , 

i.e. id  —  the number of reconfigurations of the information system due to 

the "failure" of the informing function if F . 

Let's solve the problem of finding a set of characteristic state vectors 

of the information system in which the configuration is implemented that 

ensures the fulfillment of the purpose of functioning. The power of this set 

can also serve as a measure of the survivability of the system . 

The problem can be solved in two stages. 

1. Finding the set of characteristic state vectors of the information 

system fS that determine the states in which it is possible to choose a con-

figuration that ensures the execution of a set of elementary functions F . Let 

some initial information system be characterized by a matrix 0.B . 
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1

1

1, 1, ,

1, 1, .

p

ij

j

n

ij

i

b i n

b j p





  

  





 

 

As an optimization criterion, it is natural to choose 

 

 0

1 1

, , min(max)
pn

ij эф

i j

b i j B
 

   . 

 

Depending on the specific meaning of the efficiency function, the 

problem of finding either the maximum Ф or its minimum is valid. 

The above expressions describe a problem of a combinatorial type, 

which can be solved, for example, by the Hungarian method or by using a 

heuristic algorithm. 

Let us assume that there are ―failures‖ of functions, i.e. the state of 

the information object changes. The new state, taking into account the fail-

ures that have taken place, corresponds to the characteristic state vector 

 1 2,  ,..., ,...,i nd d d d . Recovery is carried out by redistributing functions 

between its modules. The problem of finding a new system configuration 

can be described as follows: 
 

   
1 1

, , max min ,
pn

ij эф

i j

b i j B
 

    

1

1

1, 1, ,

1, 1, ,

n

ij

i

p

ij

j

b j p

b i n





  

  





 

 * * .     

 

where 
* is the value that determines the minimum (maximum) allowable 

efficiency. 
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The desired set fS includes only the characteristic vectors for which 

the given problem is solvable. At this stage of the decision, from the set of 

characteristic vectors of the state of the information system, fS we select a 

subset qS that determines the states of the system in which it is possible to 

choose configurations that ensure the fulfillment of the goal of functioning. 

As an estimate of the survivability of an information system, we can 

take the cardinality of the set qS . In the case of information systems, the 

problem of informing about their various aspects, regardless of the presence 

or absence of adverse factors, comes first. In this regard, as a quantitative 

criterion for assessing survivability, it is advisable to use the ratio of the 

number of functions performed by the system in the presence of certain ad-

verse effects or a multitude of such effects to the total number of system 

functions, taking into account the criticality of the performed and non — 

performed functions. The criticality of each specific function is determined 

individually for each specific information system, based on its specifics. 

The quantitative indicator of the survivability of a particular information 

system under given conditions can be calculated by the formula: 

/i j

i j

S  
 

  , where  is the set of all informing functions; — a set 

of information system functions performed under given conditions ( 

); n is the criticality of the nth function. Thus, the quantitative assessment 

of the survivability of the information system will change in the interval [0, 

1]. Vitality is the higher, the greater its quantitative assessment. 

 

2.8. Entropy approach to survivability estimation 

An information system can be in a variety of acceptable states for it. 

The system is efficient as long as its structure or organization allows to 

avoid destructive influences or to localize them, i.e. the survivability of a 

system depends on its behavior in the state space. 

Let the set  X m form the space of admissible states of the infor-

mation system. In general X m  can be a random function depending on 

time: ( )X m X m t =  1( ),..., ( ) .
T

mx t x t  
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Denote by F the operator of destructive action with the parameter 

 . If a destructive impact affects an information system that is in a state of

( )jX m t    ( ) ,
n

X m t  1,...,I n  and, for example, 

   ( ) ( )j

n
F X m t X m t  , then we can say that the system "survived" 

after the impact with the parameter  . If the information system is orga-

nized in such a way that    : ( ) ( )j

n
F X m t X m t   , then the 

level of system survivability is very high. Thus, the system has the greater 

level of survivability, the greater the power of the set of admissible states 

(diversity) [37]. 

These requirements correspond to W. Ashby's law, according to 

which the variety of admissible states reduces the variety of inadmissible 

ones. In addition to the fact that the level of survivability of the system also 

depends on its desire to stay in the set of admissible states [38], i.e. from its 

stability. 

Any object or system can be considered as a set with diversity. A 

change in this diversity corresponds to a change in the states of the system, 

i.e., the composition of its elements, structure or behavior. Thus, the set of 

system states can be associated with the set of probabilities of these states 

that has equivalent properties. 

The measure of the diversity of system states is directly related to 

survivability. The entropy of the state of a system is currently widely used 

as such a measure of diversity [39–41]. It is known that entropy is a meas-

ure of the uncertainty of the state of the system, a measure of the lack of 

information about its actual structure and behavior. In the general case, it is 

known that the recognition of a system has the least difficulty if the entropy 

of the state of this system is minimal. In addition, to maximize the com-

plexity of object recognition against the background of the environment, it 

is necessary to maximize the entropy of the state of the object to the level 

of the entropy of the environment. 

If we use entropy as a quantity characterizing the level of system 

survivability, then, taking into account the general properties of the entropy 

function, it has the following properties: 

— the entropy characteristic makes it possible to take into account 

the uncertainty (in the structure and behavior) of the states of the system 

and, at the same time, is expressed through the probabilistic characteristics 

of the system; 
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 —  the entropy characteristic of the system depends on the dimen-

sion of the state space of the system, the number and variety of system ele-

ments; 

 —  the entropy characteristic does not depend on the choice of the 

origin of coordinates in the state space of the system. 

In some cases, it is advisable to measure survivability as a relative 

value: 

 

max

,
H

G
H

  

 

where maxH is the maximum possible entropy of the system (hereinafter 

referred to as the record), which characterizes the limiting state of disorder. 

Thus, the given indicator of survivability is the ratio of the entropy of 

the state of the system to the maximum possible entropy of this system un-

der the conditions of restrictions imposed on it. 

For all the classes of systems considered so far, maxH there is a single 

one, although theoretical work is underway to search for such systems for 

which maxH . 

Obviously, the determination of the indicator of the level of surviva-

bility should be carried out according to the following scheme: 

 —  the method of estimating the value of entropy H is determined 

depending on the type of system; 

 —  the value of H of the analyzed system is calculated; 

 —  the restrictions imposed on the system are analyzed; 

 —  within the framework of these restrictions, a system is synthe-

sized with parameters that provide maxH ; 

 —  the value of the indicator G is determined . 

Therefore, before evaluating the value of the survivability index, it is 

necessary to solve the problem of synthesizing this system according to the 

criterion of maximum uncertainty within the existing restrictions. In some 

cases, the implementation of the principle of maximum uncertainty pro-

vides the lowest costs compared to other methods of action and thereby in-

creases survivability. 

The use of the survivability index implies the possibility of assessing 

survivability, i.e. knowledge of the influence of all components of the sys-
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tem on the very indicator of survivability and their mutual influence on 

each other in the process of functioning and evolution of the system. 

It is true that the level of survivability of the system G remains con-

stant if and only if the relative increase in entropy is equal to the relative 

increase in the record. It was shown in [42] that during the evolution of the 

system, the level of its survivability does not change if 
maxH H . It is al-

so shown there that during the reconstruction or development of the system, 

its survivability will increase if and only if the relative increment of the en-

tropy of the system is greater than the relative increment of the record. The-

se two statements are combined into one: the survivability of the system 

does not decrease during the evolution of the system, if the relative incre-

ment of the entropy of the system is not less than the relative increment of 

the system record: 
 

max

max

''
.

HH

H H
  

Thus, for a system that has a tendency to increase the level of surviv-

ability, its entropy in the process of evolution always tends to the maximum 

possible. 

Let us consider more specific properties of the survivability index of 

various systems. 

Suppose the system is organized so that H = const Always. There-

fore, for the above inequality to hold, it is necessary that the condition

max'H  < 0. 

Thus, for H = const for a system seeking to increase its survivability 

in the process of evolution, resources should be used to reduce the record, 

its approach to H . 

H = 0 for some system. The set of possible states of the system

   1 ,...,
T

m mn n
X x x       and a set of invalid 

   1 ,...,
T

m mk k
X x x      , together make up a complete group of events; 

As a result, it is possible, as already noted, to compare the probable 

measures   m n
P X  and   m k

P X  . 
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The system record can be defined as   max m n
H P X     

        ln ln .m m mn k k
P X P X P X         

It is necessary to satisfy the condition 
max'H < 0, which will lead to 

the minimization of 
maxH , since by assumption H = 0. It follows from the 

basic properties of entropy [38] that
max 0H   if and only if all but one of 

the probabilities are equal to zero, and this one is equal to I . 

Thus, for H = const and max 0H  the survivability of the system will 

increase with time if, during the evolution of the system, the probabilities 

of all system states are redistributed, in which only one state, and with a 

minimum probability, corresponds to the state of the system, identified with 

the loss of working capacity. 

2. Let maxH = const. To fulfill the above inequality, it is necessary 

that H ′ > 0 , i.e. _ at maxH  = const for a system that seeks to increase its 

survivability in the process of evolution, the entropy of opium must in-

crease and strive for a record. 

3. If the evolution of the system proceeds in such a way that H ′ > 0 

and max' 0H   it is easy to see that this case is a combination of the previ-

ous two. 

4. If H ′ > 0, since maxlim H H , whose vitality level does not de-

crease in the course of evolution, the condition 
 

max

'
1.

'

H

H
  

 

Thus, the entropy of the system in this case must grow faster than the 

maximum possible entropy. 

5. If the system is such that H ′ < 0, then it is necessary that the con-

dition max'H < 0 be satisfied, which also leads to the general condition: 

 

max

'
1.

'

H

H
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Thus, in this case, the entropy of the system must decrease more 

slowly than the record. This requirement corresponds to the condition for 

ensuring the entropy stability of dynamic systems introduced by V.L. Stro-

tanovich. 

Consider a system of differential equations describing the dynamics 

of the system: 
 

 1,..., , , 1,..., .
j

j m

dx
f x x t j m

dt
   

 

Let's assume the functions are  1,..., ,j mf x x t − are continuous in 

some open domain and are differentiable functions of their arguments. Un-

der random initial conditions, a particular solution of the reduced system 

will be random 

 

time functions. In accordance with [39, 42], the reduced system has a gen-

eral monotonic entropy stability if, for an arbitrary initial distribution of 

coordinates, the total entropy of the system decreases monotonically with 

time. It is known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the general 

monotone entropy stability of such a system is the fulfillment of the condi-

tions 
1

1

( ,..., , )
0,

m
j m

j j

f x x tdH
M

dt x

 
  

  
 dt = x for an arbitrary initial dis-

tribution law. The resulting condition can be considered in relation to the 

assessment of the survivability of the system described by the above differ-

ential equations. 

The proposed formal approach confirmed the fact that a system that 

reacts to the impact of destructive factors according to a predetermined pre-

scription is hypersensitive to the slightest deviations of the operating condi-

tions from those envisaged and, therefore, cannot have a high level of sur-

vivability. 

It is determined that the level of system survivability under the influ-

ence of destructive factors depends on the power of the set of admissible 

states of the system and the diversity of this set, and generally corresponds 

to the law of the necessary diversity of W. Ashby. Proceeding from this, it 

is permissible to use the ratio of the entropy of the state of the system and 

the maximum possible entropy under the restrictions imposed on the sys-
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tem as an indicator of the level of survivability. At the same time, the sur-

vivability, which is determined by this indicator, does not decrease during 

the evolution of the system, if the relative increase in the entropy of the sys-

tem is not less than the relative increase in the record. 

In addition, in [37], a close relationship between entropy and tradi-

tional indicators of system stability was determined. To use the proposed 

approach and estimate the level of survivability, it is necessary to estimate 

the entropy of the analyzed system and, within the constraints existing on 

this system, synthesize a system with a record and evaluate the latter. 





 

8 3 

3. COMPLEX INFORMATION NETWORKS 

 

Information systems can be represented as network structures, the so 

— called dynamic networks [43]. The current state of the information sys-

tem can be represented as a graph ,M L  , where M is the set of com-

ponents (for example, documents) of the information system, and L is the 

set of edges, for example, links of similarity, citation, links, etc. The sur-

vivability property is directly related to such properties of graphs as con-

nectivity, clustering, the average shortest path between vertices, etc. 

At present, along with the traditional theories of graphs, systems, and 

queuing networks, the theory of complex networks (eng. – Complex Net-

works)[44] is actively developing, within which approaches to solving 

computationally complex problems characteristic of modern networks are 

proposed. 

The main reason for the relevance of the theory of complex networks 

is the results of modern work on the description of real computer, biologi-

cal and social networks. Such networks have characteristics that are not 

characteristic of networks with equiprobable connectivity of nodes, but are 

built on the basis of connected structures, power — law distributions, and 

hub nodes. 

The networks of interest are most often sparse—there are only a 

small fraction of possible edges connecting individual nodes. Therefore, 

methods of working with sparse matrices are of particular relevance today. 

Indeed, almost all modern networks can be considered complex. For 

example, the well — known problem of synthesizing the topology of a 

network admits a combinatorial approach based on the representation of the 

network in the form of a finite graph without loops and multiple edges, 

whose vertices correspond to network nodes, and the edges correspond to 

communication lines. 

At the same time, the use of graph enumeration methods for solving 

the problem of topological optimization is considered unpromising, since it 

is necessary to explore a huge number of possible options for connecting 

nodes with communication lines. For example, in a network of 10 nodes, 

there are 
452 options for placing communication lines (for 10 nodes, 

2

10

10 9
45

2
C


  connection lines are theoretically possible. Each of these 

possible communication lines can actually exist – state "1", or not exist – 

state "0", i.e. all possibilities 
452 ). 
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For a smaller number of nodes (for example, 3n  ) communication 

lines can actually be counted as (

3 2

22 8


 ) variants (Fig. 9). 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Options for placing communication lines with 3n   

 

Complex networks are usually considered in an abstract space in 

which the location of the vertices does not matter. For some real types of 

networks, such consideration is justified. 

However, there are many systems in which the location of the com-

ponents is very important as it affects the evolution of the network. Such 

networks are called geographical or spatial. In geographic networks, the 

existence of a direct connection between vertices may depend on many 

constraints, such as distance between them, geographic topography, territo-

rial restrictions, and so on. Models intended to represent such networks 

must take these limitations into account. 

 

3.1. Parameters of complex networks and problems of 
survivability 

The theory of complex networks, as a field of discrete mathematics, 

studies the characteristics of networks, taking into account not only their 

topology, but also statistical phenomena, the distribution of weights of in-

dividual nodes and edges, the effects of leakage, leakage, conduction in 

such networks of current, liquid, information, etc. It turned out that the 

properties are many – some real networks differ significantly from the 

properties of classical random graphs. The study of such parameters of 

complex networks as clustering, mediation or vulnerability are directly re-
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lated to the theory of survivability , since it is these properties that deter-

mine the ability of networks to maintain their operability during a destruc-

tive effect on their individual nodes or edges (connections). 

Despite the fact that the theory of complex networks includes various 

networks – electrical, transport, information, the greatest contribution to the 

development of this theory was made by the study of social networks. The 

term "social network" refers to the concentration of social objects, which 

can be considered as a network (or graph), the nodes of which are objects, 

and the links are social relations. The term was coined in 1954 by Man-

chester School sociologist J. Barnes in Classes and Gatherings in the Nor-

wegian Island Parish. In the second half of the 20th century, the concept of 

"social network" became popular among Western researchers, and not only 

representatives of society, but also other objects that have social connec-

tions were considered as nodes of social networks. In the theory of social 

networks, such a direction as the analysis of social networks (Social Net-

work Analysis , SNA)has been developed. Today, the term "social network" 

denotes a concept that has turned out to be wider than its social aspect. It 

includes, for example, many information networks, including the web space 

or social Internet networks. 

Within the framework of the theory of complex networks, not only 

statistical, but also dynamic networks are considered, in order to understand 

the structure of which it is necessary to take into account the principles of 

their evolution [45]. 

In the theory of complex networks, there are three main areas: the 

study of statistical properties that characterize the behavior of networks; 

creating a network model; predicting the behavior of networks when chang-

ing structural properties. Applied research usually uses such typical net-

work analysis characteristics as network size, network density, degree of 

centrality, etc. 

One can speak of a "community structure" in a complex network 

when there is a network fragment – a group of nodes that have a high densi-

ty of edges between themselves, while the density of edges between indi-

vidual fragments is low. The traditional method for revealing the structure 

of communities is cluster analysis. Exist 

 

dozens of acceptable methods for this, which are based on different 

measures of distances between nodes, weighted path indices between 

nodes, etc. In particular, for large social networks, the presence of a com-

munity structure turned out to be an integral property. 
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The loss of survivability of an information system can be caused by a 

break in links between its components, for example, when the most signifi-

cant components are removed from the information space, i.e. those that 

have, say, the largest intermediation coefficient (betweenness ). This coef-

ficient for a particular network node is defined as the sum over all pairs of 

network nodes of the ratio of the number of shortest paths between them 

passing through a given node to the total number of shortest paths between 

them. 

In the analysis of complex networks, as in graph theory, the parame-

ters of individual nodes, the parameters of the network as a whole, and 

network substructures are studied. 

 

3.1.1. Host settings 

For individual nodes, the following parameters are distinguished: 

 —  the input degree of connectivity of the node – the number of 

edges of the graph that are included in the node; 

 —  the output degree of connectivity of the node – the number of 

edges of the graph that go out of the node; 

is the distance from this node to each of the others; 

is the average distance from a given node to others; 

 —  eccentricity (eccentricity) —  the largest of the geodesic distanc-

es (minimum distance between nodes) from a given node to others; 

 —  mediation (betweenness ), showing how many shortest paths 

pass through this node; 

 —  centrality – the total number of connections of a given node in 

relation to others; 

— a vulnerability considered as a level of network performance de-

cline in case of deletion of a vertex and all edges adjacent to it. 

The degree of connectivity ik of a node i is the number of edges 

connected to that vertex. 

Accordingly, the average degree of the entire network is calculated 

as the average of all ik for all network nodes. 

As noted above, in the case of directed networks, there are two types 

of node connectivity: output, corresponding to the number of edges out-

going from the given node, and input, equal to the number of edges enter-

ing the given node. 
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3.1.2. General network settings 

To calculate network indices in general, the following parameters are 

used: number of nodes, number of edges, geodesic distance between nodes, 

average distance from one node to others, density – the ratio of the number 

of edges in the network to the possible maximum number of edges for a 

given number of nodes, the number of symmetrical, transitive and cyclic 

triads, network diameter is the largest geodetic distance in the network, 

vulnerability calculated as the maximum vulnerability of all network verti-

ces, assortativity as a measure of correlation between degrees of nodes, etc. 

There are several urgent problems of studying complex networks in 

terms of survivability, among which the following main ones can be distin-

guished: 

 —  definition of network fragments (cliques, clusters), in which the 

nodes are more strongly interconnected than with members of other similar 

fragments; 

 —  selection of network fragments (connectivity component) that 

are internally connected and not interconnected; 

 —  finding jumpers, i.e. nodes, upon removal of which the network 

breaks up into unconnected parts. 

 

3.1.3. Distribution of degrees of connectivity of nodes 

An important characteristic of a network is the node degree distribu-

tion function ( )P k , which is defined as the probability that a node i has a 

degree ik k , i.e. _ the degree distribution ( )P k reflects the proportion of 

vertices with degree k . 

For oriented networks, there is a distribution of the outgoing half — 

degree ( )out outP k and the half — degree of the input ( )in inP k , as well as a 

distribution of the total degree ( , )io in outP k k . The latter specifies the prob-

ability of finding a node with input half degree
ink  and exit noah 

half degree 
outk . 

Networks characterized by different ( )P k , show very different be-

havior. ( )P k in some cases it can be a Poisson distribution (

( ) / !m kP k e m k , where m is the mathematical expectation, exponential (

/( ) k mP k e ) or power ( ( ) ~1/ ,P k k
 0, 0k   ). 
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An important feature of many real networks is the distribution of 

node degrees ( )P k according to a power law. 

Networks with a power — law distribution of node connectivity are 

called scale — free . It is scale — free distributions that are often observed 

in real — life complex networks. With a power — law distribution, the ex-

istence of nodes with a very high degree is possible, which is practically 

not observed in networks with a Poisson distribution. 

 

3.1.4. Path between nodes 

If two nodes i and j can be connected using a sequence of m edges, 

then such a sequence is called a route (walk)between nodes i and j , and 

m is called the length of the route. 

We say that nodes i and j are connected if there is a route between 

them. The connection relation is transitive, i.e. if node i is associated with 

node j , and j is associated with k , then it i is associated with k . In this 

case, a route whose beginning and end are in the same node, and all other 

vertices are used exactly once, is called a cycle. 

The distance between nodes is defined as the length of the route from 

one node to another. Naturally, nodes can be connected directly or indirect-

ly. A path between nodes ijd is the shortest distance between them. For the 

entire network, you can introduce the concept of the average path as the 

average over all pairs of nodes of the shortest distance between them: 

 

2

( 1)
ij

i j

l d
n n 



 , 

where n is the number of nodes ; ijd is the shortest distance between nodes

i  And j . 

Hungarian mathematicians P. Erdős and A. Rényi showed that the 

average distance between two vertices in a random graph grows as a loga-

rithm of the number of vertices [46, 47]. 

In practice, the survivability of a communication network is defined 

as the probability of a path between any pair of nodes. 

Some networks may be disconnected, i.e. there are nodes in them, 

the distance between which is infinite. Accordingly, the average path may 

also be equal to infinity. To take into account such cases, the concept of 
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global network efficiency is introduced as the average inverse path between 

nodes, calculated by the formula 

 

1 1

( 1) i j ij

E
n n d



 ,

 
 

where the sum takes into account all pairs of nodes. This characteristic re-

flects the efficiency of the network in sending information between nodes 

(it is assumed that the efficiency in sending information between two nodes

i  And j  inversely proportional to the distance between them). 

The reciprocal of the global efficiency is the harmonic mean of geo-

detic distances: 

 

1
h

E
 . 

 

Since this formula eliminates the problem of discrepancy in deter-

mining the average path, this characteristic is better suited for graphs with 

several connected components. 

The effective distance between two nodes is generally greater than 

the shortest distance. 

Networks are also characterized by such a parameter as the diameter 

or the maximum length of the path, i.e. path equal to the maximum value of 

all ijd . 

 

3.1.5. Clustering coefficient 

D. Watts and S. Strogatz in 1998 defined such a network parameter 

as the clustering coefficient [48], which corresponds to the level of connec-

tivity of nodes in the network. This coefficient characterizes the tendency 

to form groups of interconnected knots, the so — called cliques . In addi-

tion, for a particular node, the clustering coefficient shows how many near-

est neighbors of a given node are also nearest neighbors to each other. 

The clustering coefficient for an individual network node is deter-

mined as follows. Let the nodes come out of k the edges that connect it 

with k  other nodes, nearest neighbors. If we assume that all nearest neigh-

bors are connected directly to each other, then the number of edges between 
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them would be 
1

( 1)
2

k k  , i.e. _ this is the number that corresponds to the 

maximum possible number of edges that could connect the nearest neigh-

bors of the selected node. The ratio of the real number of edges that connect 

the nearest neighbors of a given node to the maximum possible (one at 

which all the nearest neighbors of a given node would be connected direct-

ly to each other) is called the clustering coefficient of the node i  —  ( )C i . 

Naturally, this value does not exceed unity. 

There is another way to calculate the clustering (transitivity) coeffi-

cient, based on the following formula: 
 

3

3N
C

N

 , 

 

where N is the number of 3 — cycles in the network, and 3N is the num-

ber of connected 3 — components. 

A 3  — cycle is defined here as a set of three nodes with edges be-

tween each pair of nodes. A connected 3 — component is a set consisting 

of three nodes, in which each node is reachable from another node, either 

directly or indirectly. Thus, in a 3 — component, the central node must be 

incident to the other two. The factor 3 was introduced taking into account 

the variants of different 3 — components for each 3 — cycle; this factor 

ensures the fulfillment of the inequality 0 1C  . Then we get 

 

;ij ik jk

k i j

N a a a

 

   

 3 ,ij ik ji jk ki kj

k i j

N a a a a a a
 

    

 

where ija are the elements of the adjacency matrix A corresponding to the 

network, the sum is taken over all components of different nodes i , j and 

k only once. 

The clustering coefficient can be determined both for each node and 

for the entire network. Accordingly, the level of clustering of the entire 

network is defined as the sum of the corresponding coefficients of individ-

ual nodes normalized by the number of nodes. 
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The difference between the two approaches to determining clustering 

is that, having averaged over the vertices, in the second case we get the 

same influence for each triangle in the network, and in the first case, an 

equal contribution for each node is taken into account. 

This leads to different values of the clustering coefficient, because 

nodes with higher degrees are more likely to be part of more triangles than 

vertices with lower degrees. 

The phenomenon of "small worlds" discussed below is directly relat-

ed to the level of network clustering. 

 

3.1.6. Mediation 

The value of a node for the network is greater, the more paths it is 

involved in. Therefore , assuming that data is exchanged over the shortest 

paths between two nodes, one can quantify the value of a node in terms of 

betweenness , defined by the number of shortest paths passing through the 

node. This characteristic reflects the role of this node in establishing links 

in the network . The nodes with the most mediation play a major role in 

establishing links between other nodes in the network. Node m mediation 

mb is determined by the formula 

 

 

, ,

,
m

i j

B i m j
b

B i j

 , 

 

where  ,B i j is the total number of shortest paths between nodes i and j ; 

 , ,B i m j is the number of shortest paths between nodes i and j passing 

through node m . 

Considering that shortest paths may not be known, and instead 

search algorithms are used to navigate the network, then the mediation (in-

termediate centrality) of a node can be expressed by the probability of find-

ing it by the search algorithm. 

The level of predominance of the largest intermediary in this case is 

determined in accordance with the formula: 
 

max

1
( )

1
i

i
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n

 

 , 
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where maxB is the highest mediation level value in the network. 

The predominance of the central node will be 0 for a clique and 1 for 

a star in which the central node is included in all paths. 

 

3.1.7. Network elasticity and vulnerability 

The opposite properties of network elasticity and vulnerability relate 

to the distribution of distances between nodes when individual nodes are 

removed. The elasticity of a network depends on its connectivity, i.e. the 

existence of paths between pairs of nodes. If a node is removed from the 

network, the typical length of these paths will increase. If this process con-

tinues long enough, the network will no longer be connected. R. Albert 

(Réka Albert) from the University of Pennsylvania (USA) in the study of 

attacks on Internet servers studied the effects that occur when a node is re-

moved from the network, which is a WWW subset of 326,000 pages [49]. 

The average distance between two nodes, as a function of the number 

of nodes removed, hardly changed when nodes were randomly removed 

(high elasticity). At the same time, purposeful removal of nodes with the 

largest number of connections leads to the destruction of the network. Thus, 

the Internet is a highly elastic network with respect to the random failure of 

a node in the network, but highly sensitive to deliberate attack on nodes 

with high degrees of connections to other nodes. 

One way to find critical network components is to look for the most 

vulnerable nodes [50] . If the performance of a network is related to its 

global efficiency, the vulnerability of a node can be defined as the perfor-

mance degradation if the node and all its adjacent edges are removed from 

the network: 

 

i
i

E E
V

E


 , 

 

where E is the global efficiency of the original network, and iE is the 

global efficiency after removing the node i and all edges adjacent to it. 

The ordered distribution of nodes with respect to their vulnerabilities 

is related to the structure of the entire network . Thus , the most vulnerable 

node occupies the highest position in the network hierarchy. The measure 

of network vulnerability is the maximum vulnerability among all its nodes: 
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max i
i

V V . 

 

3.1.8. Elitism Coefficient 

Citation networks have been studied in scientometrics for a long 

time. It is known that influential researchers in certain areas form commu-

nities of a network type, expressed, for example, in the publication of joint 

works. This pattern is also observed in other real networks and reflects such 

a trend as good connectivity between hub nodes. This phenomenon, known 

as elitism (or rich  — club phenomenon ), can be characterized by the elit-

ism coefficient introduced in [51]. An analysis of the topology of the web 

by S. Zhou and RJ Mondragon of the University of London showed that 

nodes with a high degree of outbound hyperlinks have more links to each 

other than to  

nodes with a low degree, while the latter have more connections with nodes 

with a large degree than among themselves. The study found that 27 % of 

all connections are between just 5% of the largest nodes, 60% are connec-

tions between the other 95% of nodes with the 5% of the largest, and only 

13% are connections between nodes that are not in the top 5%. 

The degree elitism k of the network G is a certain set of nodes with 

a degree greater than k ,  ( ) ( ) | vk v N G k k    . The elitism coeffi-

cient of degree k is expressed as follows: 

 

  , ( )

1
( )

| ( ) | | ( ) | 1
ij

i j k

k a
k k





  

 , 

 

where the sum corresponds to twice the number of edges between the verti-

ces in the "elite". This characteristic is similar to the clustering coefficient; 

it determines the proportion of links that exist between nodes with a degree 

greater than k . 

 

3.1.9. Degree correlation of connected vertices 

A significant number of structural and dynamic properties of the 

network is determined by estimating the correlation between the degrees of 

neighboring nodes. Such a correlation can be expressed in terms of the cu-

mulative distribution ( , ')P k k , i.e. as the probability that an arbitrarily 
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chosen edge connects a node of degree k  with a degree node 'k . The de-

pendence between vertex degrees can be expressed in terms of the condi-

tional probability that an arbitrarily chosen neighbor of a degree vertex k

has a degree 'k [52]: 

 

( , ')
( ' | )

( )

k P k k
P k k

kP k
 . 

 

At the same time 
'

( ' | ) 1
k

P k k  . In the case of undirected net-

works ( , ') ( ', )P k k P k k and ' ( | ') ( ') ( ' | ) ( )k P k k P k kP k k P k . 

 

 

If the network is oriented, then k is the degree of the previous node, 

'k is the degree of the next node, the values k and 'k can be input, output 

or full degrees. In the general case ( , ') ( ', )P k k P k k . 

Values ( , ')P k k  And ( | ')P k k formally describe the correlations of 

node degrees, but they are difficult to calculate experimentally, due to the 

size of the network and the low sampling power of nodes with high de-

grees. This problem can be solved by calculating the average degree of the 

nearest neighbors of nodes with a given degree k by the formula 
 

'

( ) ' ( ' | )
k

S k k P k k . 

 

The indicator of correlation of degrees of connectivity makes it pos-

sible to single out separate classes of networks. If there is no correlation, 

then ( )S k it does not depend on the values of k , 
2( ) /S k k k . If 

( )S k increases with increasing k , then nodes of large degrees tend to con-

nections with nodes of large degrees, and the network is classified as as-

sortative (hence the phenomenon of the "club of the rich"), while if is a 

( )S k decreasing function of k , then vertices of large degrees tend to con-

nections with vertices of small degrees, and the network is called disassort-

ative [53]. 
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In [53], the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for some 

real and simulated networks. It was found that, despite the models display-

ing the specific features of the structure (power — law distribution of the 

degree of connectivity of nodes, the ―small world‖ property), most of them 

do not reproduce the assortativeness of a real network. For example, for the 

model of constructing a network with a power — law distribution of de-

grees of connectivity of Barabashi–Albert nodes [54], the value is 0r  . 

However, social networks tend to be assortative, while biological and tech-

nological networks are often disassortative. 

It is known that assortative networks are less vulnerable to equiprob-

able attacks, and disassortative ones are less vulnerable to targeted attacks 

on hub nodes. Also, for example, synchronization network component 

states are faster in assortative networks. For example, when a contagious 

disease spreads, social networks should ideally be assortative: when con-

trolling a small proportion of hub nodes, the network is divided into isolat-

ed connectivity components, which makes it possible to effectively control 

the spread of the infection. 

 

3.2. Weak Ties Model 

There is a class of complex networks that are characterized by so — 

called "weak" links. An analogue of weak social ties are, for example, rela-

tionships with distant acquaintances and colleagues. In some cases, these 

ties are more effective than "strong" ties. Thus, a group of researchers from 

the UK, the USA and Hungary obtained a conceptual conclusion in the 

field of mobile communications, which is that ―weak‖ social ties between 

individuals are the most important for the existence of a social network 

[55]. 

For the study, calls were analyzed from 4.6 million mobile subscrib-

ers, which is about 20% of the population of one European country. This 

was the first time in the world practice when it was possible to obtain and 

analyze such a large sample of data related to interpersonal communication. 

In a social network with 4.6 million nodes, 7 million social connec-

tions were identified, i.e. mutual calls from one subscriber to another and 

back, if return calls were made within 18 weeks. The frequency and dura-

tion of conversations were used to determine the strength of each social 

connection. 

It was revealed that it is weak social ties (one or two callbacks over 

18 weeks) that tie together a large social network. If these connections are 
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ignored, the network will fall apart into separate fragments. If strong con-

nections are not taken into account, then the connectivity of the network 

will be broken (Fig. 10). 

It turned out that it is weak ties that are the phenomenon that binds 

the network into a single whole. It must be assumed that this conclusion is 

also valid for the web space, although research in this area has not yet been 

conducted. 

 

 

 

 
1     2     3 

  

Figure 10. Network structure: 

1 – complete map of the social communications network; 2 – social net-

work, from which weak ties were removed; 3 – a network from which strong ties 

are removed: the structure retains connectivity 

 

 

3.3. Small world model 

Despite the huge size of some complex networks, in many of them 

(in the web space in particular) there is a relatively short path between any 

two nodes – the geodesic distance. In 1967 psychologist S. Milgran, as a 

result of large — scale experiments, calculated that there is a chain of ac-

quaintances, on average six long, between almost any two US citizens [56]. 

D. Watts and S. Strogatz discovered a phenomenon that is character-

istic of many real networks, called the effect of "small worlds" (Small 

Worlds)[57]. 

Network structures corresponding to the properties of small worlds 

have the following typical properties: a small average path length relative 
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to the network diameter (which is also typical for random networks) and a 

large clustering coefficient (which is inherent in networks with a regular 

structure). 

When studying this phenomenon, they proposed a procedure for con-

structing a visual model of the network, which is inherent in this phenome-

non. 

To build a "small world" network, one should start with a regular cy-

clic lattice with N vertices, each of which is connected to k (in particular 

k = 2) nearest neighbors in each  

direction. For each vertex, 2 k links are specified, where 

2log ( ) 1N N  . Then each edge is reconnected to a random pair of 

vertices with probability p . 

Under the condition, 0p  an ordered lattice with a large number of 

cycles and large distances is obtained, and under the condition, 1p  the 

network becomes a random graph with short distances and a small number 

of cycles. In some average case, there are both short distances and a large 

number of cycles. 

Three states of this network are shown in Fig. 11: a regular network, 

each node of which is connected to four neighbors, the same network, in 

which some "near" connections are randomly replaced by "far" ones (in this 

case, the phenomenon of "small worlds" occurs), and a random network in 

which the number of similar substitutions has exceeded a certain threshold. 

 

 
Figure 11. Watts — Strogatz Model 
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On fig. 12 shows graphs of changes in the average length of the path 

and the clustering coefficient of the artificial network by D. Watts and S. 

Strogatz on the probability of establishing "distant connections" (on a semi 

— logarithmic scale). 

 

 
 

Figure Fig. 12. Dynamics of changes in the path length and clustering coefficient 

in the Watts–Strogatz model on a semi — logarithmic scale (the horizontal axis is 

the probability of replacing short — range links by far ones) 

 

In reality, it turned out that it is precisely those networks whose 

nodes have simultaneously a certain number of local and random ―distant‖ 

connections that simultaneously demonstrate the ―small world‖ effect and a 

high level of clustering. Web space is also a network for which the phe-

nomenon of small worlds is also confirmed.  

These studies suggest that the dependence of the web space on large 

nodes is much more significant than previously thought; it is even more 

susceptible to malicious attacks. Related to the concept of "small worlds" is 

also a practical approach called "network mobilization", which is imple-

mented over the structure of "small worlds". In particular, the speed of in-

formation dissemination due to the effect of "small worlds" in real net-

works increases by orders of magnitude compared to random networks, be-

cause most pairs of nodes in real networks are connected by short paths. 

In addition, scalable, static, hierarchical "small worlds" and other 

networks are being studied quite successfully today; their fundamental 
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properties such as resistance to deformation and percolation are investigat-

ed. It has recently been shown that a special class of networks, called 

"tangled" (eng. – entangled networks ). They are characterized 

 

maximum uniformity, minimum distance between any two nodes, and a 

very narrow range of basic statistical parameters. It is believed that entan-

gled networks can be widely used in the field of information technology, in 

particular, in new generations of the web, allowing a significant reduction 

in network traffic. 

 

3.4. System survivability branched structure 

To assess the survivability of a system with a branched structure, it is 

necessary to establish a quality indicator, by changing which the degree of 

performance deterioration is determined in the presence of external excita-

tory influences. For branched structures, it is natural to choose the number 

of healthy branches as such an indicator. Since this number is a random 

variable, the distribution of the number of healthy branches must be found 

 ( / )iP t S . On the vector of functions, ( / )iP t S the functional is deter-

mined  ( / )iP t S , which can be considered as an indicator of efficiency, 

by changing which the survivability can be assessed. 

Consider the following performance indicators: 

— average number of healthy branches 
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where ( / )iP t S is the probability that the branches t are inoperable at the 

moment i ; 0N  —  the number of branches in a fully functional structure; 

 —  the probability of operability of the number of branches, not less 

than the specified 
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where 0i is the maximum allowable number of unhealthy branches (the 

number of unhealthy branches is not less than 0 0N i ). 

Let us assume that it is subjected to repeated exposure  

k  — tiered structure with branching coefficients on the tiers 1 2, ,..., .kr r r  

Within the framework of this model, it is assumed that only the 

nodes of the system fall within the scope of point NIs, and malfunctions of 

various nodes of the same tier are equiprobable. Since the total number of 

nodes in the system is 1 1 21 ...r rr    1 2... kr r r , we can write the following 

expression: 

 

0 1 1 2 1 2 1 2... ... 1k kr rr rr r        , 

 

where k is the probability of a malfunction of the node k of the  — th rank 

after a one — time NV. Various hypotheses about the vulnerability of ele-

ments are possible, which take into account the characteristics of nodes of 

different ranks, in particular, such a hypothesis is possible that 
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Then, based on the hypothesis of the "uniformity" of the tiers, we obtain 
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In a more general case, one can 
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3.5. Modeling the destructive network impact 

Like the network of terrorists, the restoration of which after a de-

structive impact is described in [3], the information system is also a dynam-

ic system, the restoration of which after the destruction of the best "inter-

mediaries" is carried out through latent links with other components of the 
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information space. After the information system is divided into isolated 

fragments, it can "use" these links and quickly restore connectivity (Fig. 

13). 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Restoring the network structure by choosing a new one 

"intermediary": a – attack on the network; b – disconnected network with removed 

intermediary; c – the revival of hidden (latent) connections; 

d – network connectivity restored 

The reunification of parts of the network will not take place if none 

of the pairs of components that survived the destructive impact can find 

hidden connections between themselves (perhaps not directly, but through 

other components of the information space). In this case, the impact of dis-

connection on the performance of the information system depends on 

whether the again disconnected parts can get interconnections, the lack of 

which is observed in this part of the information system. 
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If a part of the information system was close to self — sufficiency, 

then it continues to function independently. Otherwise, it stops functioning 

until a new connection is formed. If one of the connections is successful, 

then its initiator becomes a new "intermediary" that connects the two parts 

of the network.  
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4. CRITICAL LEVEL SYSTEMS SURVIVABILITY 

 

If there are too few edges in the network, i.e. the average degree of 

its vertices is small enough, then it contains many isolated nodes and clus-

ters of a few nodes. When adding edges to such a network (for example, 

establishing new links, quoting, etc.), small clusters are combined into large 

ones. 

Upon reaching a certain critical level characterizing the network flow 

threshold, most of the vertices will be combined into a cluster, the size of 

which is comparable to the number of network nodes, i.e. e. the entire net-

work will become conductive. 

This effect, a phase transition, is described in the literature as ―the 

appearance of a giant cluster‖ [58]. 

When studying the survivability of the network structure, the main 

interest is the opposite effect – the transition from a giant cluster to a sparse 

network as a result of destructive influences, expressed in the removal of 

network elements – edges (or nodes). In this case, a functional failure is 

considered as the removal of an individual element. In this case, a fairly 

accurate analogy arises with the percolation limit (or percolation threshold) 

known in percolation theory, which is associated with a phase transition. 

The existing mathematical models of such behavior of network struc-

tures (diode networks, networks of terrorists, etc.) under destructive action 

are reduced to a percolation problem [59–61]. As a rule, within the frame-

work of this problem, a lattice of N conducting elements is considered, after 

which the conductivity of the entire lattice is calculated with the removal of 

its individual elements. The conductivity threshold is considered as an ana-

logue of the survivability threshold. 

On fig. 14 shows an example of the typical behavior of such models. 

With an increase in the number of functional failures k  there is a decline in 

the number of functions performed. In the general case, at the point, which 

we will call the "critical level of survivability", there is a sharp drop (phase 

transition of the second kind). 
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Figure 14. Dependence of the number of functions performed 

(vertical axis) on the number of functional failures k  

(number of elements that failed) 

 

4.1. Phase transitions 

The concept of phases is found in many phenomena, here are a few 

examples. Three phases are known for water: liquid, solid (ice) and gaseous 

(steam). Each of them is characterized by its own parameter values. It is 

essential that when external conditions change, one phase (ice) passes into 

another (liquid). Another object is a ferromagnet (for example, iron or 

nickel). At low temperatures 360 Cct T , nickel is a ferromagnet; 

when the external magnetic field is removed, it remains magnetized. At 

temperatures above cT this property is lost, when the external magnetic 

field is turned off, it goes into a paramagnetic state. Here, as in the previous 

example, the existence of different phases, paramagnetic and ferromagnet-

ic, is clearly seen. When the temperature changes, a phase transition occurs. 

In [60], an example from percolation theory is given. Randomly cut-

ting out edges from the grid, in the end, when the concentration of the re-

maining edges p becomes less than a certain value cp , it will no longer be 

possible to pass through the lattice ―from end to end‖. Thus, the grid from 

the "leakage" phase will go into the state of the "non — leakage" phase. 

From these examples, it is clear that for each of the systems consid-

ered, there is a so — called order parameter that determines which of the 

phases the system is in. In ferromagnetism, the order parameter is the mag-
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netization in a zero external field; in percolation theory, it is the network 

connectivity. 

Phase transitions are of several types. A phase transition of the first 

kind is characterized by the fact that several phases can simultaneously ex-

ist in the system. For example, at 0°C, ice floats in water. If the system is in 

thermodynamic equilibrium (there is no drive and heat removal), then the 

ice does not melt and does not grow. For phase transitions of the second 

kind, the existence of several states simultaneously is impossible. A mesh 

with randomly cut edges is either connected or not. 

Decisive in the creation of the theory of phase transitions of the se-

cond kind, the beginning of which was laid by L.D. Landau, was the intro-

duction of the order parameter as a distinctive feature of the phase of the 

system. In one of the phases, for example paramagnetic, 0 , and in the 

other, ferromagnetic, 0 . For magnetic phenomena, the order parameter 

is the magnetization of the system. 

To describe phase transitions, a certain function of the parameters 

that determine the state of the system, , is introduced ( , ,...)G T . In physi-

cal systems, this is the Gibbs energy. In each phenomenon (percolation, a 

network of "small worlds", etc.), this function is defined in its own way. 

The main property of this function, the first assumption  

of L.D. Landau – in the state of equilibrium, this function takes the mini-

mum value: 

 
2

2
0, 0.

G G
 

 

In physical systems one speaks of thermodynamic equilibrium, in the 

theory of complex networks one can speak of stability. Note that the mini-

mality condition is determined by varying the order parameter. 

 

 

4.2. The problem of percolation theory 

One of the important characteristics of complex networks is the pos-

sibility of current, liquid, information (traffic), etc. flowing along their edg-

es. For the first time, the problem of percolation (English percolation – 
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seepage, flow) was formulated in 1957 in the work of S.R. Broadbent (SR 

Broadbent) and J.M. Hammersley (JM Hammersley) [61]. Subsequently, a 

whole area of research was developed, called the theory of percolation, 

which has numerous applications in practice. It turns out that many ques-

tions that arise in the analysis of the survivability of information segments 

are also directly related to the theory of percolation. 

The theory of percolation faces many questions that go beyond the 

standard framework of discrete mathematics and probability theory [59]. 

The simplest formulation of the percolation theory problem is as fol-

lows. A lattice of bonds is given, the random part of which p is "black", 

conducting, and the rest is "white", not conducting the flow. It is necessary 

to find such a minimum concentration cp of "black" bonds, at which there 

is still a connected path along the "black" bonds through the entire lattice , 

i.e. _ such a concentration that the lattice as a whole conducts the flow. 

At 0p  all lattice bonds are ―white‖ — the lattice does not conduct 

the flow. With an increase in the concentration of "black" – conducting 

bonds, at , cp p a percolation, penetrating cluster of "black" bonds ap-

pears in the lattice, connecting the opposite edges of the grid. When the 

grid size tends to infinity, the size of this cluster is also infinite, in connec-

tion with which the term ―infinite cluster‖ was introduced. Other sets of 

interconnected bonds of finite size are called finite clusters. 

When passing through the percolation threshold, i.e. when an infinite 

cluster appears, the properties of the system that characterize it as a whole 

change dramatically. If, for example, the "black" bond conducts current, 

but the "white" bond does not, then the conductivity of the entire system 

~1/R G nearby cp decreases sharply. Considering the logarithmic scale in 

Fig. 15, it is clear that near the percolation threshold, the throughput of the 

network, with a very small decrease, p can drop sharply. 
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Figure 15. Conductivity of the system near the percolation threshold 

(on a logarithmic scale) 

 

It would seem a simple task of determining cp , but "did not suc-

cumb" to the exact methods of probability theory. With rare exceptions, cp

it is not possible to calculate analytically – numerical simulation is neces-

sary. 

At present, many important generalizations of the percolation prob-

lem are known, for example, cases are considered when "non — conduct-

ing" bonds conduct, but are much worse than conductive ones; we can talk 

about the values of conductivity for different bonds; one can consider uni-

directional "diode bonds", etc. 

The tasks solved in the framework of the theory of percolation and 

analysis of complex networks include such as determining the limiting lev-

el of conductivity (capacity), changing the length of the path and its trajec-

tory (tortuosity, parallelism) when approaching the limiting level of con-

ductivity, the number of nodes that need to be removed to break network 

connectivity. 

 

4.3. Characteristics of percolation networks 

There are important characteristics of the edges of networks, along 

which, for example, the passage of current, liquid, information (in the cases 

of interest to us) occurs. 

Here are some of them: 

( )P p  —  the probability that a randomly selected node belongs to 

an infinite cluster connecting two opposite  —  

 

Opposite sides of the network – this characteristic makes sense above the 

percolation threshold when there is an infinite cluster; 
2 ( )

( )
( )

s

s

s

s

s n p

S p
sn p

average cluster size (English – mean cluster 

size ), where sn  —  the number of clusters of s nodes per lattice node – 
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this characteristic makes sense below the percolation threshold, when all 

clusters existing in the system have a finite size; 

( )p is the correlation length characterizing the decay rate of corre-

lations in the lattice. To introduce it, it is necessary to define the pair corre-

lation function ( , )cG r p p (| |, )i jG r r p = ( , )i jg r r , where is 

the function ( , )i jg r r  on the radii of the node vectors i and j is equal to one 

if the nodes are connected by "black" links belonging to one finite cluster, 

and equal to zero in all other cases, and the angle brackets mean averaging 

over all nodes. At , r the correlation function ( , )G r p decreases ex-

ponentially, and the characteristic scale in this case is precisely the correla-

tion length ( , ) :  exp[ / ( )]G r p r p . 

Note that at , cp p the correlation length ( )p diverges, which is 

in full agreement with the qualitative concepts. The closer to the percola-

tion threshold ( )cp p , the fewer "black" conductive bonds, the more 

significant each part of the cluster connecting two "infinities", the breakage 

of one of them can affect far from it. At the very threshold of percolation, 

one dangling bond can destroy the entire conducting path, called an infinite 

cluster. The structure of an infinite cluster is not simple; at the very thresh-

old of flow, it is a fractal object consisting of links included in this cluster, 

with dimension ( 2) / 1,896fd d d      , ( 3) 2,54.fd d  

Other characteristics of an infinite cluster are also introduced – the 

backbone of the cluster (eng. backbone) —  the part of the cluster along 

which the transfer occurs, as well as cut off "dead ends" (eng. dead ends ), 

and many others. 

In a more developed and realistic theory of percolation, ―white‖ 

bonds are also considered conductive, with a conductivity much lower than 

―black‖ ones (it is customary to say that it is one times 1/ h less, where 

0 1h ). With the introduction of a parameter, h the percolation theory 

can be formulated in terms of the theory of second — order phase transi-

tions, one of the most complex branches of theoretical physics. 

The description of the conductivity of a percolation network can also 

be formulated in terms of the theory of second — order phase transitions. 

For definiteness, we will talk about the so — called effective conductivity 

e , which characterizes the conductivity of the system as a whole. The role 
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of the order parameter in this case is played by e , and the proximity to the 

critical point ( ) /c cp p p   , where cp is the percolation threshold. The 

corresponding scaling relation for effective conductivity e has the form 
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In these formulas t , and q are the so — called critical conductivity indices, 

t q   . 

It should be clarified that the universal scaling behavior e takes 

place only near the percolation threshold, i.e., at | | 1 . 

 

4.4. Percolation on random networks 

Percolation can also be considered on random networks of Erdos — 

Renyi, Watts — Strogats, etc. In this case, instead of an infinite percolation 

cluster, one speaks of a giant connected component . 

For a random Erdos–Rényi network of N nodes, it is known that the 

percolation threshold 1/cp N , i.e. that leakage occurs when the average 

node degree is 1k . 

M. Newman and D. Watts [58] considered the problem of percola-

tion on "small world" networks. In this case, a modification of such net-

works was used. In contrast to how the "small world" was introduced in 

[57], new connections, called shortcuts , were additionally thrown into the 

initial network, all old connections between neighbors were not interrupted, 

remaining in their places. As in the standard percolation theory, a character-

istic length can be introduced (in percolation theory it is called the correla-

tion length): 
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where  is the probability of encountering a redirected link (shortcuts ), 

N is the number of these links, N is the number of network nodes, k is 

the number of neighbors, d is the dimensionality of the network. The 

meaning of this value is the distance between the ends of different thrown 

connections. 

For the shortest path l (the middle one, of course) there is a scaling 

function: 
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Since  
1/

1/
d

k  , the asymptotics of the scaling function means 

for / 1z N  , that 
1/ 1dN , i.e. that the number of shortcuts is very 

small. Then 
 

N N
l f N
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, 

those. the network is a "big world", the average distance between two 

nodes increases in proportion to the number of nodes. 

If / 1z N  , i.e. 
1/ 1dN , then 
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, 

 

the network is a "small world", the distance between nodes increases much 

more slowly, as the logarithm of the number of nodes. 

Let us now return to the question of the percolation properties of 

such networks. To study the problems of system survivability, several ques-
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tions are of particular interest, for example, what will happen if a certain 

proportion of 1q p nodes falls out (does not conduct information, 

current, etc.), which is equal to the critical value 1c cq p when there 

is still a giant connected component in the network , i.e. when a significant 

number of network nodes are still interconnected? It is known that the per-

colation threshold cp ( cNp is the number of unbroken bonds) is related to 

the share of transferred bonds as follows: 
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On fig. 16 shows the dependence of the percolation threshold cp on 

 , at which there is still a giant connected component. As can be seen, dur-

ing the flow, the smaller the transferred share of links, the greater the num-

ber of nodes must be transferred. 



 

 

Percolation on scale — free networks with distribution of node de-

grees  P k k 
has its own specifics, different from percolation in 

―small worlds‖. The expression for the percolation threshold cp is different 

for different ranges of the parameter  . For example, when 3  : 
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where the degree of the node lies in the range 0 0k k K . 

 

  
 

Figure Fig. 16. Dependence of the percolation threshold p c on the share of trans-

ferred bonds  : from top to bottom – the number of neighbors is one, two and ten. 

On the right side, the x — axis is in a logarithmic scale 

 

When 0 0k the expression for cq is simplified 4cq   . Thus, if 

the proportion of remote nodes is greater than 4   —  there is no giant 

cluster, i.e. we can assume that the network is destroyed. Details about this 

and what happens in other ranges of the parameter  can be found, for ex-

ample, in [62]. 

 

4.5. Percolation theory and modeling attacks on net-
works 

The presented results are quite suitable for modeling attacks on such 

a global network. It is known that Internet nodes are connected by commu-
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nication lines with different bandwidth. Separate segments of the Internet 

are connected to traffic exchange points, there are backbone channels. 

Simulation of attacks, i.e. ruptures of individual connections or the removal 

of individual, as calculations show, very few nodes can disrupt such con-

nectivity and give terrorists great chances. Finding "weak" sections of the 

global network, designing redundant nodes and channels require accurate 

calculations based on the theory of percolation. 

It should be noted that above all the time it was about the disabling 

of elements (nodes or links) with a q random probability. At the same time, 

it is possible, for example, to cut out nodes both in the standard percolation 

problem and in other types of complex networks, in a purposeful way, 

choosing such nodes, when cutting out of which the network collapses as 

quickly as possible. On the Internet, such a targeted cutting of nodes (serv-

ers) is called a ―planned attack‖. At the same time, disabling about 1% of 

targeted nodes reduces the performance of the entire network by half [63]. 

It is also possible to generalize the percolation problem to the so — 

called diode or directed percolation. In this modification, some of the well 

— conducting ("black") bonds in the two — phase version of percolation 

are replaced by "diode" ones, which pass only in one direction. 

Individual websites (nodes) and hyperlinks in the web space form a 

diode percolation network, since according to the HTTP protocol it is not 

provided that hyperlinks leading from web pages lead in the opposite direc-

tion. A relatively small number of websites (for example, web resource di-

rectories) contain a large number of hyperlinks, while most websites con-

tain very few links to other web resources. If we assume that an attack will 

be made on websites that have the largest number of links to other web-

sites, then, depending on the power of such an attack, the connectivity of 

this diode network may be broken. As a result, search servers will not be 

able to cover some part of the web space, which will automatically transfer 

the latter to the ―hidden‖ web zone [64]. 
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5. INFORMATION FLOWS AND SURVIVABILITY 

ISSUES 

5.1. Information flows 

Information systems as network structures in the information space 

consist of separate elements that form information flows in the dynamics of 

their evolution (appearance, development, modification, destruction). 

Therefore, the survivability of information systems directly depends on the 

properties of information flows. 

To study modern information flows on the Internet, i.e. message 

flows that are published on the pages of websites, social networks, blogs, 

and the like, a fundamentally new toolkit should be used, because the clas-

sical methods of generalizing information arrays (classification, phase en-

largement, cluster analysis, etc.) are not always able to adequately reflect 

the state of the dynamic component of the information space. In this case, 

we are talking not so much about the analysis of documentary arrays of 

fixed sizes, even very large ones, but about generalizing the dynamic flow 

of hypertext data. 

Of course, most of the information that is presented on the Internet 

finds its consumer. However, if we consider the entire set of online publica-

tions as a certain generality in relation to a specific user (or group of users), 

then we can see a number of problems associated with the completeness, rel-

evance and efficiency of obtaining data. Searching, filtering, collecting in-

formation on the Internet requires sufficient staff qualifications and, unfortu-

nately, all the features of the information structure of the network and the 

presentation of data in it cannot be taken into account. This, in turn, leads to 

the fact that single samples of information from the web space cannot be 

considered representative. 

At the same time, the information flow that is ―consumed‖ by a spe-

cific user, as a rule, has a pronounced subject orientation, which is charac-

terized by the area of his interests. The search and processing of infor-

mation in manual mode is a rather laborious, and most importantly, lengthy 

process, which most often does not the desired result. The solution of the 

problem in practice is possible by creating automated systems for collect-

ing, filtering and analyzing information, the so-called intelligent intermedi-

aries between the user or corporate information system and the Internet. 

Such a system should collect and select information from Internet and cre-

ate a document database specified by the user's subject area, i.e. perform 
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the functions of integrating information flows. Loading information into the 

database should be accompanied by its classification and structuring. For 

subsequent information and analytical work, the user should be provided 

with effective means of navigation, search and generalization of infor-

mation that is stored in the corresponding dynamic documentary database. 

The current level of development of the information space deter-

mines the interest in approaches based on the understanding of information 

as a measure of the orderliness of a certain system and, accordingly, in sta-

tistical methods for its processing. To organize effective communication in 

networks today, one has to constantly return to the mathematical origins of 

information theory, the concepts of entropy, Shannon's theory, Boltzmann's 

equations, etc., broad prospects for the use of a powerful apparatus of 

mathematics and physics in solving information-theoretic problems [65]. 

For a formal description of information flows, we introduce some 

general assumptions for the entire subsequent presentation. Let us give a 

definition of the information flow [66], which corresponds to the classical 

definition from information theory. 

Consider a segment  ,a  of the real axis (time axis), where a  . 

Let's assume that in this period of time, in accordance with certain patterns, 

a certain number of information documents are published on the network - 

k . On the time axis, the moments of publication of individual documents 

will be denoted as 1 2, ,..., k    1 2( ... )ka         . An infor-

mation flow is a process ( )N  whose implementation is characterized by 

the number of points (documents) that appeared in the interval  ,a  as a 

function of the right end of the segment  . According to this definition, the 

implementation of the information flow is a non-decreasing step function 

that is always integer ( )N  . 

The above definition on local time domains corresponds to reality, 

but does not take into account such an effect as information aging, which 

contradicts the "accumulative" ability of the information flow ( )N  over 

long time intervals. 

So, a certain information flow takes into account only the number of 

information messages, regardless of their content. In the general case, de-

termining the content and subject matter of individual documents is a rather 

subjective process. For rigorous modeling of thematic information flows, 
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models are used that distinguish documents by individual words or phrases 

(usually they are called terms, from English - Terms). 

The tasks of monitoring large volume information flows in computer 

networks, their adaptive aggregation and generalization are complicated by 

the lack of standard methods and solutions, the incompleteness of existing 

technological approaches. Currently, research on the problems of analyzing 

large volume information flows in computer networks is most often of a 

highly specialized nature. At the same time, the experience of creating and 

implementing corporate information systems indicates the need to create 

and implement documentary information repositories to support scientific 

research, obtain various analytical information, and navigate large volumes 

of documentary information flows. 

When modeling these processes, the methods of nonlinear dynamics, 

the theory of cellular automata and self-organized criticality are used. 

When modeling information flows, the structural relationships between the 

arrays of documents included in them are studied. Today, in this case, frac-

tal analysis is increasingly being used, an approach based on the properties 

of preserving the internal structure of arrays of documents with changes in 

their size or scale of consideration. Information theory, which previously 

found its main application in the field of data transmission, is also becom-

ing useful for the analysis of text arrays dynamically generated in networks.  

It is envisaged that news messages have the property of aging, i.e. 

lose their relevance over time. The entire information space can, with a suf-

ficient degree of convention, be divided into two components - stable and 

dynamic, which have very different characteristics of their development. In 

particular, the information aging process in the well-known Barton - Kebler 

model is described by an equation consisting of two components: 

 
2( ) 1 eT Tm t ae b    , 

 

where ( )m t is a part of useful information in the general flow after time T ; 

the first subtrahend corresponds to stable resources, and the second - to dy-

namic, news. This equation also fully corresponds to the volumes of infor-

mation that are formed in the information space on certain topics, which 

appear and disappear from time to time. The stable component of the in-

formation space contains information of a "long-term" plan, while the dy-

namic component includes resources that are constantly updated. Some part 

of the latter component subsequently ―merges‖ into the stable component, 
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however, most of it ―disappears‖ from the information space or falls into its 

segment, the so-called hidden part, which is not available to users using 

conventional information retrieval systems (IPS). 

In a traditional network information retrieval system, the information 

space, consisting of stable and dynamic parts, which is indexed using this 

IPS, changes its content after a while: some documents are placed in the 

stable part in the form of archives, while others disappear. In this case, 

when accessing the IPS, the user finds documents relevant to the request 

from the stable part, links from the dynamic part that are outdated, and does 

not find anything from the updated dynamic part. 

Navigation in information from the dynamic part of the information 

space requires the use of an intermediary system between the user and the 

information space. Such an intermediary (or news agent) can perform the 

work of collecting and selecting information. The principle of indexing to 

be carried out by this intermediary is slightly different from indexing by tra-

ditional search engines: not all the content of the information space, but 

only its dynamic part. 

Information does not appear in the information space by itself. It is 

published, posted on websites, pages of social networks, nodes of peer-to-

peer networks, and the like. In the future, such information resources will 

be called information sources. 

It should be noted that the content monitoring system InfoStream 

[67], which is one of the practical ―polygons‖ of this study, consumes a 

polythematic information flow from more than 5000 sources. On Fig. 17 

shows a fragment of the dynamics of this stream (the vertical axis is the 

number of documents) in terms of time (days) and the most productive 

sources. This graph clearly shows weekly fluctuations in the volume of in-

formation flows. 

At present, the powerful capabilities of the Internet give rise to the 

problem of optimizing the composition and number of sources that can be 

used by a corporate information system to provide the required quantity and 

quality of documents, satisfying meeting the needs of users. In this regard, 

the issues of ranking and selection of sources of news information are rele-

vant - websites that need to be accessed through one interface both in the 

search mode and in the modes of revision and analytical generalization. 
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Figure 17. Dynamics of publication of information by the most rated 

sources (obtained using the InfoStream system) 

 

A large number of scientific papers and practical developments are 

devoted to the principles of ranking web documents. Link ranking of web-

sites today is a separate area of Internet business - SEO (search engine op-

timization). At the same time, much less attention is paid to the issues of 

ranking and selection of information resources, taking into account their 

content, volume and stability of publications. Of course, the main criterion 

for choosing sources for such news monitoring systems is their content. 

The distribution of sources by content that corresponds to the thematic 

needs of corporate users satisfies Bradford's law , respectively, when select-

ing sources, their ranking according to the degree of relevance to the topic 

must be taken into account. 

However, the implementation of such a choice leads to some diffi-

culties. In practice, such ranking is carried out by experts by estimating the 

number of documents relevant to a predetermined package of thematic que-

ries that are addressed to a fragment of a database composed of documents 

from the analyzed source. And this inevitably leads to a certain subjectiv-

ism with all the ensuing consequences. 

Therefore, it seems promising to supplement the traditional approach 

with more objective and more rigorous methods that allow optimizing the 
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process of forming the information base of information flow integration 

systems. 

On Fig. 18 shows the distribution graph (on a semi-logarithmic 

scale) of the number of documents published by sources scanned by the 

InfoStream system, which are ranked by the parameter - the number of 

documents published by the source. 

The distributions below refer to the March 2008 document set of 

over 1.2 million documents from over 2,500 public web sources. The cen-

tral part of the graph is well approximated by a straight line, which indi-

cates that the presented dependence is close to hyperbolic (i.e. 

 

on the operation of the generalized Zipf law). On fig. 19 shows the total 

number of documents that are covered by the monitoring system depending 

on the sources taken into account in it, also ranked by the number of pub-

lished documents. Since Zipf's law allows the distribution density to be ap-

proximated by a hyperbolic dependence of the form /a x , then the distri-

bution function for the number of documents  

( ) ~ ln
a

f x dx a x C
x

  , 

with a good approximation is described by a logarithmic law. 

 
 

Figure 18. Distribution of the number of publications (y-axis) 

by ranked list of sources (abscissa) 

 

The given dependency made it possible to construct a criterion for 

selecting the necessary part of the sources for different corporate applica-

tions from the general list that meet the needs of users. 
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As already noted, the citation of individual documents and websites 

today is one of the main criteria for assessing the ranks of documents in 

online search engines (PageRank, HITS, TrustRank, TIC, etc.). The idea of 

evaluating the citation level made it possible to implement one of the first 

models of the dynamic part of the web space [68]. Note that the assessment 

of the level of the source of information as "author" mainly by the number 

of websites from which hyperlinks are made to it is fully consistent with 

the Salsa algorithm proposed by Moran and Lempel. 
 

 
 

Figure 19. Dependence of the number of publications in the monitoring system 

(y-axis) from sources ranked by the number of documents (y-axis) 

 

If we assume that all sources make the same contribution in terms of 

the number of published documents, then this relationship could be linear 

and expressed by the formula: 

max( ) ,lin

f
f n n

N
  

where maxf is the maximum volume of covered documents; N is the total 

number of sources; n — number of the current source. 

Obviously, the deviation of the real dependence from the linear one 

first increases, and then decreases to zero. We will call the number of 

sources threshold pn if the value of the real dependence deviates as much 

as possible from the reduced linear 

 argmax ( ) ( ) .p lin
n

n f n f n   
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On Fig. 20 shows the dependence pn on various values of N , i.e. 

when N the most productive sources are selected. 

 
Figure 20. Number of publications in the monitoring system (y-axis) when new 

most intense sources are connected (abscissa) 



5.1. Information flows 

It is interesting (and fully consistent with the nature of the function 

( )f n  
that the values pn depend almost linearly on  N (Fig. 21): 

~ 0,24 ,pn N at the same time, the number of covered documents corre-

sponding pn to the maximum number of sources (2514), (Fig. 22) reaches 

80 percent of maxf . 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Threshold dependency (y-axis) 

from the initial number of sources (abscissa axis) 

 

 
 

Figure 22. Dependence of the specific number of documents, 

covered by the system (y-axis), from a change in the initial number of sources  

(abscissa axis) 





5.2. Information flow modeling 

Note that the constructed dependence satisfies the Pareto principle: 

approximately 20 % of the most productive sources publish 80% of docu-

ments. 

A special place in the study was occupied by the study of meaningful 

duplication of information. At the same time, it should be noted that the 

percentage of documents that are duplicated in meaning in the InfoStream 

monitoring system is much less than in the entire news web space. This is 

due to the selection of sources for scanning, which do not include many 

news integrators. 

As already noted, one of the main features of news information is the 

presence of a large number of messages that duplicate each other. In addi-

tion, all mass media (media) will write about an event of world signifi-

cance, and, most likely, on one of the first pages. The consumer (with the 

exception of some specific areas of analytical research of the information 

space), however, wants to receive one message for each event importance 

in modern technologies. In particular, the task of selecting the most original 

sources, which allow (at least statistically) to exclude not only formal, but 

also substantive duplication of information, becomes relevant. Duplication 

of messages on websites depends on various reasons, so the measurements 

for the list of sources ranked by the number of publications show a different 

level, and the information is not visual. At the same time, the study of the 

authors shows a steady trend: the more productive the source of infor-

mation, the more it contains borrowings from other sources. 

 

5.2. Information flow modeling 

The survivability of information systems as thematic information 

flows is determined by their composition, structure and content (content). 

Analysis of the dynamics of thematic information flows that are generated 

in the web space is today one of the most informative methods for studying 

the relevance of certain thematic areas [69]. This dynamics is due to fac-

tors, most of which are not amenable to precise analysis. However, the gen-

eral nature of the time dependence of the number of thematic publications 

on the Internet still allows the construction of mathematical models. 

Two characteristic features are observed in the behavior of infor-

mation flows: firstly, an expressive tendency to a constant increase in their 

volumes, and secondly, the complication of the dynamic structure. Obser-

vations of the time dependence of the number of messages in network in-

formation flows convincingly indicate that the mechanisms of their genera-
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tion and distribution are obviously associated with complex nonlinear pro-

cesses of the overall network dynamics. 

Two classes of information flow models are considered traditional: 

linear and exponential. Both classes have a significant limitation - the mon-

otonic nature of the time dependence, i.e. they are not very suitable for 

studying the real dynamics of network information flows over long time 

intervals. 

 

5.2.1. Thematic information flows 

Under the thematic information flow we will understand the se-

quence of messages corresponding to a certain topic. Thus, information 

systems in our understanding are also thematic information flows, but un-

like successive messages in simple information flows, information systems 

are network structures that take into account numerous information connec-

tions. 

In a narrow sense, by thematic information flow we mean the num-

ber of documents that in some sense correspond to a given topic. Let's con-

sider the general picture of the dynamics of thematic information flows, 

limiting ourselves to the mechanisms typical for the dynamic segment of 

the web space. 

Numerous facts indicate that in reality the dynamics of thematic in-

formation flows is determined by a complex of internal non-linear mecha-

nisms that only partially correlate with the objective environment. It is ob-

vious that this dynamics cannot in principle be explained by a single factor 

that is fully responsible for all the variety of observed effects. It is this cir-

cumstance that explains the great relevance of the problem of modeling the 

dynamics of thematic information flows. 

The information flow, measured by the number of messages, is rela-

tively stable. Only the volumes of message arrays corresponding to one or 

another topic, one or another information system change in time. In other 

words, an increase in the number of publications on one topic with a lim-

ited ability to generate them (which is quite true) is accompanied by a de-

crease in publications on other topics [69], so that for each period of time 

we have T : 
 

10

( )

T M

i

i

n t dt NT


 , 
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where ( )in t is the number of publications per unit of time on the topic i ; 

M is the total number of all possible topics, i.e. for local time intervals, 

one can observe the so-called thematic balance [69]. 

The main interest in this formulation is the study of the dynamics of 

a separate thematic flow, which is described by the density ( )in t . 

Theoretically, it can be assumed that the sets of publications associ-

ated with a certain set of topics overlap, i.e., there are publications that can 

be simultaneously assigned to several different topics. In reality, such poly-

thematicity is indeed observed, it is an effect that must be taken into ac-

count, but in the first approximation, we will assume that its contribution 

does not distort the overall picture. 

Each topic also has a number of characteristic properties that allow 

some classification, for example, based on the features of its formation and 

reproduction over time: 

- publications on a "one-time" topic, the time dependence of the 

number of which increases sharply, reaches saturation, and then decreases 

and then asymptotically tends to zero; 

— publications on topics that periodically appear in the general in-

formation flow, and then after a while practically disappear from it; 

- publications on the topic, the time dependence of the number of 

which fluctuates around a certain value and never completely disappears. 

Thus, messages can be divided into similar categories, and each of 

them has its own specific development in time. 

Even more difficult is a synchronous change in the number of mes-

sages from several thematic information flows. Their behavior clearly re-

sembles the processes of interaction between populations in a biocenosis. 

Thus, in a number of cases, an increase in the number of publications on 

one topic is accompanied by a decrease in the number of publications on 

other topics. The general dynamics in this case can be described by a sys-

tem of equations, each of which refers to a separate monothematic flow. 

We emphasize that the general polythematic flows are stationary in terms 

of the number of publications, while the dynamics is mainly determined by 

the ―competitive struggle‖ of individual topics. 

At the same time, in practical terms, a simplified understanding of 

the information flow as some time-dependent quantity is often completely 

satisfactory ( )n t , which is described by the equation 
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( )

( ),
dn t

F n t t
dt

 . 

Numerous literary sources describe many varieties of "competition" 

systems for different modifications of the model, depending on a number of 

assumptions about the actual conditions of the processes. In its simplest 

form, such equations can take the following form: 

 

1

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

mN

i
i i ij i j

j

dm t
p m t r m t m t

dt 

     , 

where mN is the number of topics. 

The above system of equations describes the redistribution of publica-

tions between topics that form a fixed set. But 

in real life, topics (plots) appear and disappear over time, so it is necessary 

to introduce appropriate adjustments into these equations. This can be done 

in different ways, for example, by determining the dependence of the coef-

ficients ip and ijr on time so that each plot has its own maximum activity in 

a certain period of time. 

 

5.2.2. Traditional Information Flow Models 

Linear model 

In some cases, the dynamics of thematic information flows, ex-

pressed by the number of publications for a certain period, their intensity, 

due, for example, to a change in the activity of the topic (its increase or ag-

ing), is linear, i.e. the number of messages at time t can be represented by the 

formula 

 

0 0( ) ( ) ( )y t y t v t t   ,
 

 

where 0t is the starting time of counting ; ( )y t  is the number of messages 

by the time t ;
 
v— the average rate of increase (decrease) in the intensity 

of the thematic information flow. 

Important characteristics of the information flow can be quantified 

by the fluctuation of this flow - the change in the standard deviation ( )t , 

calculated as follows: 
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2

0 0
0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .

n

n i i
i

t y t y t v t t
n




       

 

If this value changes in proportion to the square root of time, then the 

process of changing the number of publications on a chosen topic can be 

considered a process with independent increments. At the same time, links 

with previous thematic publications can be neglected. 

In the case when the standard deviation is proportional to some de-

gree of time: ( ) (1/ 2 1)t t    , then the greater the value of  , 

the higher the correlation between current and previous messages in the 

information flow. 

 

Exponential Model 

In some cases, the process of changing the relevance of the topic (in-

creasing or decreasing the number of thematic messages in the information 

flow per unit of time) is approximated by an exponential dependence, 

which is expressed by the formula 

 0 0( ) ( )exp ( )y t y t t t  , 

where  is the average relative change in the intensity of the thematic in-

formation flow. 

In reality, the relevance of the topic is a discrete value, measured at 

points in time 0 ,..., nt t , which is only approximated by the above depend-

ence. Within the framework of this model, the relation 

 

   

0 0

0 1 1 0 1 1

( ) ( )exp ( )

( )exp ( ) ( )exp ( ) .

i i

i i i i i i

y t y t t t

y t t t t t y t t t



    

  

     
 

Where 

 1

1

( )
exp ( ) .

( )

i
i i

i

y t
t t

y t
 



   

 

Let's introduce the notation: ( )it - relative change in the intensity of 

the thematic information flow at the moment of time it : 
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1( ) ( )i i it t t    . 

 

Taking the logarithm of the above equation, we obtain 

1

( )
( ) ln .

( )

i
i

i

y t
t

y t




  

 

The relative change in intensity at a point in time it is also often cal-

culated in practice as the ratio 

 

1

1 1

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ln .

( ) ( )

i i i
i

i i

y t y t y t
t

y t y t
 

 


   

 

The change in fluctuations of a value ( )it relative to the mean value 

can be estimated from the standard deviation: 

 

2

0

1
( ) ( ( ) ) .

n

n i
i

t t
n

  


   

 

In this case, if ( )t it changes in proportion to the square root of 

time, then we can also speak of a process with independent increments - the 

correlation between individual messages is insignificant. In the case of a 

significant dependence of messages, the relation is fulfilled: ( )t t  , 

where the value  is greater than 1/2, but limited to 1. 

Value  , which exceeds 1/2 indicates the presence of long-term 

memory in the information flow. Such a class of processes is called self-

similar, for which a correlation is provided between the number of messag-

es published at different points in time. 

 

Logistics model 

processes of both increase and decrease in the number of documents 

take place. Therefore, to build a realistic picture, of course, it is necessary 

to apply more flexible models. 

First of all, it is worth saying that documents in the information flow 

in many respects resemble populations of living organisms. They are in a 
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certain sense "born", "die" and give birth to "offspring" (documents con-

taining information that has previously appeared in other documents). In 

modern scientific literature, the concept of a population is often used in a 

broad sense, and therefore its introduction in modeling information flows is 

fully justified. 

In the second half of the 20th century, significant progress was made 

in the construction of various mathematical models of population dynam-

ics, in particular, the logistic model, which turned out to be applicable in 

many branches of science and technology. 

The logistic model [66] can be considered as a generalization of the 

Malthus exponential model, which provides for the proportionality of the 

rate of increase of the function ( )y t at each moment of time to its value: 

 

( )
( )

( )

dy t
ky t

d t
 , 

 

where k is some coefficient. 

In real life, as a rule, dynamic systems have sufficiently effective 

feedbacks that allow you to correct the nature of the processes occurring in 

them, and thereby keep them within certain limits. Information operations, 

correcting these feedbacks at certain periods of the evolutionary process, 

can effectively influence the behavior of the entire system. 

The simplest generalization of the Malthus law, which allows you to 

get away from the unlimited increase of the solution, is the replacement of 

a constant coefficient k by some function of time ( )k t . Naturally, this 

function must be chosen in such a way that the following conditions are 

met: 

— the solution of the equation would have an acceptable behavior; 

- the structure of the function would have a certain meaning from the 

point of view of the phenomenon under study. 

The main idea of the logistic model is that in order to limit the 

growth rate, ( )y t an additional condition is imposed on the function, ac-

cording to which its value should not exceed a certain value. To do this, 

choose ( )k t this type: 

 

( ) [ ( )]k t k N ry t   , 
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where N is the limit value that the function ( )y t cannot exceed ; r is a co-

efficient that describes processes that are negative for a given trend ; k - 

coefficient of proportionality. Moreover, it is assumed that always 0n N . 

Then instead of the first equation we have 

 

0 0

,
( )

( )( ( ))
( )

( ) .

dy t
ky t N ry t

d t

y t y


 






 

 

A model based on the above equation is called a logistic model. Alt-

hough ostensibly simple, such a generalization of Malthus's law is by no 

means primitive. On the contrary, it makes it possible to explicitly include 

extremely important feedback in the description of population dynamics. 

The logistic equation can be considered phenomenological: researchers do 

not need to know how specific mechanisms operate, which, as they in-

crease, ( )y t reduce the rate of its change. 

There are two classes of solutions to the logistic equation, which, de-

pending on the values of the coefficients, describe the increase and decrease 

( )y t . Their typical behavior is shown in Fig. 23. 

The above logistic equation has two equilibrium solutions: ( ) 0y t 

and ( )y t N . From a formal point of view, the first of them is unstable, 

but in practice this is not entirely true. The fact is that the real volumes of 

information flows are expressed in discrete numbers, and if at some point 

( )y t it takes on a value less than one, then it will not be able to increase in 

the future. Therefore, in reality, the solution ( ) 0y t  can also be consid-

ered an equilibrium one. 
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Figure 23. Generalized logistic model 

 

The second solution is ( )y t N equilibrium in any sense. Indeed , 

( )y t N at ( )y t N , respectively, increasing. 

Let us consider the behavior of the dynamics of the thematic infor-

mation flow, the volume of which is determined by the logistic equation. 

On fig. 23 shows the resulting dependence of the information flow volumes 

on time under different initial conditions. At points A and B the rate of 

change in the number of messages tends to zero: these are stationary states. 

Between A And B  the speed is positive (the number of messages increas-

es), and above the point B it is negative (the number of messages decreas-

es). 

The model assumes that subsequently a stationary regime will be es-

tablished B , which looks quite natural: a larger information flow decreas-

es, and a smaller one increases. 

The logistic model satisfactorily describes numerous saturation phe-

nomena. Near A , when the amount of information flow is small, it is very 

close to the Malthusian model. But for sufficiently large, x there is a sharp 

difference from the Malthusian growth: instead of tending x to infinity, the 

number of publications approaches a stationary value B . 

Consider how the logistic model can be applied during the analysis 

of information flows, namely, we will determine the minimum initial num-

ber c of messages (which can, for example, be allocated to start some in-

formation operation). Let x be the volume of the thematic information 

flow. The dynamics of this value is influenced by other topics that reduce 

its distribution, which is described as follows:
2 .x x x c     
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Calculations show that the behavior of the system changes dramati-

cally at a certain critical value c (Fig. 24). 
  

 
 

Figure 24. Two fixed points of the logistic model 

 

The system has two equilibrium states A and B . The state B is sta-

ble: the amount of information flow in this case is slightly less than in a 

non-competitive situation. This volume is renewed at small deviations from 

the equilibrium value B . 

The state A is unstable: if for any reason the volume of the infor-

mation flow drops below the level A , then in the future the number of 

thematic messages will be reduced to nothing in a quite finite time. 

Obviously, in the presence of favorable external conditions (at a cer-

tain density of the resource), the volume of the information flow increases 

freely, which contributes to the logistical age - 

 

niyu. In this case, even more complex models should give results similar to 

those given. At the same time, this means that the main parameters for 

specifying the general model can be determined 

as a result of the analysis of a simplified logistic model. 

Consequently, the logistic model successfully describes the achieve-

ment of a certain equilibrium state by the thematic information flow. 

In the general case, information dynamics can be represented as a 

process caused by the emergence and disappearance of individual topics 

that take place against the background of general trends in the information 
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space. Let's fix a certain topic and assume that 0t  there are 0n back-

ground publications at the moment of time. Due to the fact that (within the 

framework of the adopted model) the relevance of the topic is maintained 

for a period of time  , we can consider separately two time domains: 

0 t   с 0D  and t  с 0D  (within the framework of this model, 

constD  for each domain, the level of relevance of the topic) and, accord-

ingly, the functions ( )u t and ( )v t , which are the solutions for these regions 

and are ―joined‖ at the point  : 

 

( ), 0 ,

( ) ( ), ,

( ) ( ), .

u t t

y t v t t

u t v t t







 


 


 

 

 

The first area corresponds to the process of increasing the number of 

publications in conditions of non-zero relevance of the topic and, possibly, 

the transition to a state of saturation. 

The reaction of the media is never instant: there is always a certain 

delay in time. This aspect is taken into account in the model by introducing 

a delay factor  . 

The corresponding dynamics is described by an equation, which, af-

ter redefining the coefficients and normalizing them for the function, ( )u t

can be represented as 
 

0

( )
( )(1 ( )) ( ),

(0) .

du t
pu t qu t Du t

dt

u n


  


     



 

 

We emphasize that meaningfully the value p determines the normal-

ized probability of the appearance of a publication per unit of time, regard-

less of the relevance of the topic. This factor reflects the background mech-

anisms of information generation (a typical example would be mechanical 

reprinting of materials from prestigious information sources). The value D
characterizes the direct impact of the relevance of this topic. The parameter 

q characterizes the decrease in the growth rate of the number of publica-
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tions and is the inverse value of the asymptotic value of the dependence

( )u t  at 0D  . 

For the second region described by the function ( )v t , respectively, 

we have 
 

( )
( )(1 ( )).

( )

dv t
pv t qv t

d t


 


     

 

In this case, the condition of equality of functions ( )u t and ( )v t at 

the moment should be taken into account t  : 
 

( ) ( ).v u   

 

The above non-linear differential equations are variants of the Ber-

noulli equation: 
 

2'y ay by  , 

 

which is linearized by the standard change 1/ :z y  

 

' 0z bz a   . 

 

The general solution of this equation has the form 

1
( )

( )
z C a x dx

x



  
   

 

with integrating factor 

( ) bxx e  . 

 

Variables C are defined as follows: for the first region from the ini-

tial conditions, and for the second - from the "crosslinking" condition. As a 

result of simple transformations, we find a solution for the first region: 
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 0

( )
1 ( / 1)exp ( )( )

s

s

u
u t

u n p d t 


    
, 

 

where 
su is the asymptotic value u , the value of which determines the sat-

uration region: 
 

s

p D
u

pq


 . 

 

Thus, the model describes a dependence that has an S- like (logistic) 

form (Fig. 25). 

Note that the solution does not depend on the value of 0n , which in-

dicates the insignificance of the initial conditions for information dynamics. 

Whatever the initial number of publications, saturation will be determined 

solely by parameters characterizing the background rate of increase in the 

number of publications, a quantitative measure of relevance, and factors 

negative for the process. 

The curve presented in fig. 25 has an inflection point 

0inf

1
ln( / 1)st u n

p D
  


. 

 

Thus, for the first region we have the so-called  

S- like dependence, and for inf~t t behavior ( )u t approaches _ 

linear dependence and corresponds to the linear model. 
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Figure 25. Increasing function
 

 

Let us now present the expression for ( )u t in the following form: 

 

   0

( ) ,
exp ( ) ( / 1)exp ( )

s

s

u
u t

p D t u n p D 


   

 
 

from which it can be seen that under the condition 
 

0 inf

1
ln( / 1)st u n t

p D
   


 

 

the dependence ( )u t has an exponential character, i.e. for values of t signif-

icantly smaller than inft , the model coincides with the exponential model. 

For the second region, respectively, we have (Fig. 26) 
 

 
2

( )
( ) ,

( ) (1 ( ))exp ( )

v
v t

qv qv p t



  


   
 

 

taking into account the condition of "crosslinking": ( ) ( )v u  . 
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Figure 26. Decrease function 

 

If the dependence ( )u t manages to reach saturation in the time inter-

val t  , then the above equation can be simplified by presenting it as 

follows: 
 

 
( )

( )
(1 exp ( ) )

sv p D
v t

p D p t 




   
, 

 

where 1/sv q is the asymptotic value of the dependence ( )v t . 

As expected, the value sv also does not depend on either the initial 

condition or the condition of "matching" with the function ( )u t on the 

boundary of the regions. As can be seen, the resulting dependence has a 

saturation region su at t  and asymptotics sv , which describes a gradual 

decrease in the number of publications to the background level, i.e. it, at 

least on a qualitative level, agrees with the general considerations about the 

nature of information dynamics obtained on the basis of experimental data. 

In addition, in local areas it is well approximated by linear and exponential 

models. A typical full dependence ( )y t is shown in fig. 27. 

In the case of information flows that are associated with specific top-

ics, it is necessary to describe the dynamics of each of these flows separate-

ly, taking into account that an increase in one of them automatically leads 
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to a decrease in others and vice versa. Therefore, the limit on the number of 

messages on all topics also applies to the totality of all monothematic 

streams. In the case of studying the general information flow, there is a 

phenomenon of ―flowing‖ of publications from some topics that are losing 

relevance to others.  
 

 
 

Figure 27. Generalized graph of dynamics 

thematic information flow 

 

The general dynamics should be described by a system of equations, 

each of which belongs to a separate monothematic flow. We emphasize that 

the general polythematic flows are stationary in terms of the number of 

publications, while the dynamics is mainly determined by the ―competitive 

struggle‖ of individual topics. 

The above system of equations of "competition" in the framework of 

a generalized logistic model can be represented as follows: 
 

 
( )

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )i
i i i i ij i j

j

dy t
p D t y t r y t y t

dt


 
     

 
 . 

 

In these relations, the coefficients ip and iD have the same meaning as be-

fore, and i  are the points at which the corresponding iD  reach maximum 

values. 

5.2.3. Identification of information clusters 

In practice, when searching for news information, the task always 

arises of identifying information clusters (plots) consisting of separate doc-
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uments and ranking them according to some criteria, which should ensure 

not only the identification of the most important topic, but also a ―fan-

shaped‖ multi-aspect coverage of all the most significant aspects. infoplots. 

This problem is solvable in many systems using various approaches and 

algorithms. At the same time, the technological chain remains unchanged: 

building a semantic network from information messages, clustering - iden-

tifying the most interconnected groups, i.e. infoplots, "weighing" (assess-

ment of importance, relevance) and visualization of the most significant of 

them [66]. 

When highlighting story chains to determine the pairwise textual 

proximity of individual documents, as a rule, algorithms for identifying 

such documents are used, which have already become traditional in search 

engines. Thus, the pairwise proximity matrix of documents is processed by 

clustering algorithms such as LSA/LSI , k- means, suffix trees, etc. The se-

lected classes of documents represent information plots. 

For presentation to users, information stories must be ranked. The 

main factors influencing the ranking by importance are the speed of infor-

mation and the size of the story chain. Efficiency is understood as some 

function of the time of publication of all documents in the information sto-

ry, and the size reflects the general interest in a particular topic. In all these 

approaches, the central task is to identify documents related to the same 

story and to identify "non-overlapping" stories. On fig. 28 shows a typical 

approach to identifying infoplots. The last information message (document) 

generated by the generation is compared with the previous ones , the level 

of their similarity is estimated. If the similarity level exceeds a certain 

threshold, then the analyzed document is considered to belong to the infor-

mation plot to which the previously generated document belongs. If there 

are no such documents, a new plot is fixed, which currently consists of one 

document. 
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Figure 28. Typical scheme for identifying news stories 

 

For the resulting display of each individual infoplot, documents se-

lected by textual proximity from various sources, sorted in chronological 

order, are used. At the same time, stories can be digests integrating com-

mon places of documents on the topic, as well as unique information con-

tained in individual documents. In other words, summarizing the plot in 

this case does not come down to collapsing information, but to building an 

extended version, in comparison with any document from the plot chain. 

For example, in the Yandex.News system (http://news.yandex.ru), to 

highlight an information plot, a matrix of pairwise proximity of documents 

is constructed, which is processed by a clustering algorithm with empirical-

ly selected parameters (in particular, the radius of the proximity metric). In 

order to increase the connectivity of large plots, second-level clustering is 

additionally used, which ensures the collection of atomic clusters into larg-

er ones. All messages in the search results are grouped on the site, while the 

ranking of infoplots is based on the Yandex standard ranking principles. It 

is based on the number and rank of news items within news stories, with 

the rank of one news item being defined as its "freshness", taking into ac-

count the priorities for satisfying the search criteria. 
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In the InfoStream system (http://infostream.ua), the thematic similar-

ity of documents is determined on the basis of normalized sequences of the 

most significant terms included in each document [70]. 

Sequences of similar (with a certain coefficient of mutual proximity 

exceeding some empirically established level) documents form chains. In 

this case, each document falls into some chain, in extreme cases, consisting 

only of itself. Then the chains are evaluated in terms of length and efficien-

cy, after which the user is presented with a certain number of the most im-

portant thematic news stories. To represent the story chain, the document 

titles are also evaluated relative to the keywords corresponding to the plot, 

and then the most ―weighty‖ titles are selected from all the titles for display 

(Fig. 29). 

 

 
 

Figure 29. An example of displaying infoplots in the InfoStream system 

 

5.2.4. Emergence of information systems 

In complex systems (and modern information systems, no doubt, 

they are), among many other characteristics, integrity is most clearly mani-

fested, i.e. the presence of such properties that are not inherent in any ele-

ment (in this case, the document) that makes up the system, taken separate-
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ly. The property that is called "emergence" is the result of the emergence of 

special synergistic relationships between the elements of the system. The 

term ―emergence‖ introduced by F. Lewis means that in systems the whole 

is more often than the sum of parts [71], i.e. at each level of complexity, 

new, often unforeseen qualities arise that are not inherent in the constituent 

parts. 

So, if we consider a clock as a system - a device that shows the cur-

rent time, then none of its details will be able to show time. It can't even 

show "part of the time". The ability to show time appears in all parts to-

gether, and after they are in a certain way assembled into a single complex 

and, thereby, enter into a certain interaction with each other. 

The emergence of an information system makes it possible not to be 

limited to the study of its elements and the relationships between them, but 

to perform a holistic analysis of the entire system. Until the end of the 20th 

century, in the analysis of complex systems, including social systems, the 

reductionist approach was mainly used, which explained many properties 

of complex systems by the properties of their elements - "atoms" or "mole-

cules". As a result of the development of system analysis, the emergence of 

the science of the complexity of a technological breakthrough in computing 

capabilities, the situation has changed dramatically. At the moment, such 

areas as the theory of chaos, complex networks, nonlinear and self-

organizing systems have been developed. It turned out that many properties 

of complex systems cannot be derived from a predetermined set of dynamic 

equations. On the contrary, the equations can only be obtained as a result of 

numerical simulations. 

At the same time , it is obvious that it is impossible to develop and 

apply in practice some universal methodology for modeling information 

systems. This is mainly due to the weak formalization of many concepts 

and factors, primarily subjective. In each individual case, one has to trust 

the knowledge and intuition of analysts who are professionally involved in 

the analysis of information processes. 

With objective factors, the situation is different. They are fully ame-

nable to analysis at the statistical level and allow quantitative estimates that 

can be used to make reasonable forecasts. Modern methods of applied sta-

tistics, time series analysis include a large arsenal of detailed and tested 

methods. However, statistics makes it possible to describe only the formal 

aspects of the phenomena being studied, leaving the substantive aspects 

―overboard‖. Therefore, there is a need to expand the set of tools that are 

used in the analysis and modeling of information flows. One of the most 
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promising areas in this regard is mathematical modeling. Today, mathemati-

cal modeling is widely used in many branches of science and technology, 

while the modeling of information systems remains an open problem. 

In the field of information systems, modeling is promising, due to 

some realistic rules for the behavior of individual elements (documents, 

topics), which are refined by some parameters that are changed during 

modeling. In this case, the inverse problem also acquires great value - to 

estimate the value of the model parameters from the real behavior of some 

dependence. Knowledge of the general behavior of sustainable solutions 

makes it possible to predict the development of information systems even 

when there is no exact understanding of the specific mechanisms that de-

termine their dynamics, and such predictions may turn out to be more accu-

rate than those obtained by traditional expert methods. If the decisions turn 

out to be unstable, then important information about the system can also be 

obtained from this, allowing in some cases to predict in which direction the 

dynamics of individual information systems is directed. 

Attempts to model information flows have been made for a long 

time, but they were hampered by computational difficulties, especially 

when it was necessary to describe the dynamics of feedback systems. To-

day, there are a sufficient number of possibilities for efficient computer da-

ta processing, which allows, on the one hand, to prepare sets of input pairs - 

meters based on the analysis of the results of statistical studies, and on the 

other hand, to solve formalized problems with a sufficient degree of accu-

racy and within an acceptable time. All this gives reason to believe that in 

the near future mathematical modeling will become the main tool for ana-

lyzing and managing information flows. 

One application of the concept of emergence to modeling today is 

multi-agent modeling (see Chapter 2). Multi-agent models are widely used 

to analyze decentralized systems, the regularities of the functioning dynam-

ics of which have not been sufficiently studied. These models are used to 

study the general behavior of complex systems, to identify the rules for 

their functioning, taking into account assumptions about the individual be-

havior of its individual components. 

 

5.2.5. Synergistic approach 

Under the influence of the external environment, information sys-

tems can move to unpredictable behavior - chaos. 
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Disordered, unpredictable, random behavior of the system is associ-

ated with non-deterministic chaos, in which it is impossible to derive pat-

terns for determining the future state of the system, knowing its previous 

state. Today, more and more attention of scientists is drawn to deterministic 

chaos, which is generated not by the random behavior of a large number of 

system elements, but by the internal essence of nonlinear processes. The 

behavior of information systems fully corresponds to the definition of de-

terministic chaos. For complex systems, which, of course, are information 

systems, the equations describing their behavior turn out to be so complex 

that they cannot be solved by analytical methods. Therefore, their study is 

usually carried out by means of computer simulation. 

When solving nonlinear problems, the state of the system and the de-

gree of its organization are depicted using the so-called phase space, the 

coordinates in which are the parameters characterizing the system. For ex-

ample, to describe systems in mechanics as phase space coordinates, the 

positions of individual points and their velocities are used. In this case, de-

terministic chaos is displayed as a continuous trajectory, which sometimes 

can gradually fill the entire phase space (any small neighborhood of a point 

in the phase space will be crossed by many phase trajectories). This proper-

ty of deterministic chaos leads to the concept of fractals, the fractal dimen-

sion, for example, the Hausdorff dimension of a trajectory densely covering 

a plane cannot be an integer. Fractional dimension is one of the main fea-

tures of fractals. 

The key concepts of synergetics are "bifurcations" and "attractors". 

The bifurcation point is usually understood as the state of the system, after 

which a certain set of options for its development is permissible. That tra-

jectory, or that set of trajectories, along which the development of the sys-

tem after the bifurcation point is possible, and which differ from others in 

relative stability, are called attractors. In other words, the attractor seems to 

attract to itself a set of trajectories possible after the bifurcation point. The 

properties of bifurcation points and attractors are studied in the theory of 

complex systems, where the laws of development of such systems, transi-

tions from chaos to order and vice versa are established. 

Indeed, bifurcation can lead to chaos. Let us describe an abstract but 

rather convincing example, M. Feigenbaum's cascade of bifurcations, one 

of the typical scenarios for the transition from a simple periodic regime to a 

complex aperiodic regime with an infinite doubling of the period [72]. The 

Feigenbaum sequence has a self-similar, fractal structure - an increase in 
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some area demonstrates the similarity of the selected area with the entire 

structure. 

Feigenbaum analyzed mainly the logistic equation 
2

1n n nX CX CX   (C is an external parameter), from which he deduced 

that under certain restrictions in all such equations there is a transition from 

an equilibrium state to chaos. 

The logistic equation, which, as is known, has two stable solutions, is 

usually treated as a condition of population dynamics and allows the fol-

lowing interpretation: it is assumed that there is a population of individuals 

with a specific number nX in isolation. A year later, offspring appear with 

a specific number 1nX  . The population growth is described by the first 

member of the right side of the equation ( nCX ), where the coefficient C

determines the growth rate and is the determining parameter. The decrease 

in the population size (due to overpopulation, lack of food, etc.) is deter-

mined by the non-linear term (
2

nCX ). The calculation results (Fig. 30) 

show that: 

- at 1C  the population dies out with an increase n ; 

— in the region, 1 3C  the population size approaches a constant 

value 0 1 1/X C  , which is the region of stationary, fixed solutions. 

With a value, 3C  the bifurcation point becomes a repulsive fixed point; 

- bifurcations begin to appear in the range 3 3,57C  - a branch-

ing of each curve into two (indeed, the logistic equation has two stable 

classes of solutions). The population size fluctuates between two values 

that lie in these areas. At first the population increases sharply, the follow-

ing year there is overcrowding, and a year later the number decreases again; 

- at 3,57C  there is an overlap of different areas, and the behavior 

of the system becomes seemingly chaotic. 
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Figure 30. Cascade of bifurcations (Fegenbaum sequence): 

the abscissa axis is the value of the C parameter , the ordinate axis is the value
n

X  

 

Thus, the final state of evolving physical systems is the state of dy-

namic chaos. 

Using the theory of bifurcations, it is possible to predict the nature of 

the behavior that manifests itself during the transition of the system to a 

qualitatively different state, as well as the area of existence of the system 

and evaluate its stability. 

Bifurcations very often arise during the transition of a system from a 

state of apparent stability and equilibrium to chaos. On the basis of chaos, it 

is not only impossible to build or refine a forecast, but also, accordingly, to 

check it. However, this should not indicate the inaccuracy of the theory of 

chaos, confirmed both in mathematical calculations and in life. At present, 

there is no mathematically exact application of chaos theory for the study 

of information flows, however, this theory is already able to provide for the 

transition of system models presented in an analytical form into a chaotic 

state. Obviously, this is indeed one of the most promising areas of applied 

research of information processes. 

In synergetics, it is strictly proved that it is impossible to ―impose‖ 

the desired behavior on the system by any external influences - you can on-

ly choose the best possible trajectory from the potentially laid ones [73]. 
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Therefore, when planning and modeling information systems, one of 

the main tasks is to find the bifurcation points of information processes and 

the formation of fluctuations that determine the choice of the required evo-

lution trajectory (attractor). 

As you know, in mathematics, catastrophes are called spasmodic 

changes that occur as a response of the system to a smooth change in exter-

nal conditions. Information systems can cause processes that are best de-

scribed in terms of catastrophe theory: ―Near bifurcation points, significant 

fluctuations can be observed in systems. Such processes seem to hesitate 

before choosing one of several paths of evolution. A small fluctuation can 

serve as the beginning of evolution in a completely new direction, which 

will dramatically change the entire behavior of the macroscopic system‖ 

[74]. This explains why it is so difficult to prevent a catastrophe when its 

signs are already visible: the speed of its approach at this time increases 

infinitely [75]. 

 

If we consider society as a complex system, then information sys-

tems can be considered as a means of influencing it, as was shown above 

for choosing certain development paths. Thus, models of information sys-

tems are part of more general social models. 

 

5.2.6. Game-theoretic approach 

A characteristic feature of many information systems is the fact that 

their components (actors) are in a state of conflict of interest, and at the 

same time they operate in the absence of complete information about each 

other's intentions. In particular, when analyzing information processes, one 

almost always has to analyze conflict situations in which the interests of 

two or more competing parties pursuing different goals collide. Mathemati-

cal theory, which is devoted to the study of conflict situations, is the theory 

of games. Thus, it seems quite natural to try to apply game theory to the 

study of information systems. In a generalized game (for example, a set of 

information operations of opposing forces can be considered as a game), 

the interests of two or more opponents may collide. In this case, players can 

form coalitions, in which case the game is coalitional. 

The structure of any game is described by three blocks: 

1) admissible sets of moves or strategies of participants; 

2) the goals of the participants; 

3) the type of behavior and awareness of the participants. 
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In game theory, games are classified as cooperative (cooperative) 

and non-cooperative. 

In cooperative games, participants can form groups, taking on some 

obligations to other players and coordinating their actions. In this they dif-

fer from non-cooperative games in which everyone is obliged to play for 

themselves. 

Of the two types of games, non-cooperative ones describe situations 

in great detail and produce more accurate results. Cooperatives consider the 

process of the game as a whole. 

Below we will focus on non-cooperative games. Formally, a troika is 

called a kind of operational game , ,i iI X H  , where I is the set of 

participants in the game; iX is the set of participant strategies , i I ; iH is 

the participant's payoff function, i I , defined on the set of situations 

(concrete implementations of the strategies of all participants in the game), 

mapping it to the set of real numbers. 

The non-cooperative game assumes the following order of play: 

1. Players, simultaneously and independently of each other, choose 

their strategies from the set. iX The strategy vector 1 2( , ,..., )nx x x x of all 

players represents the situation in the game. 

2. Each participant receives a payoff determined by the value of the 

function ( )iH x ; this stops the interaction between the players. 

Game analysis is the ability to predict the solution of the game - the 

set of possible moves and their results. Important concepts in game theory 

are also the optimal strategy, the price of the game, and the average payoff. 

In particular, the strategies 
*P of the first and 

*Q second players are called 

optimal, and the number V is called the cost of the game, if the following 

inequalities hold for any strategies P of the first and Q second players 

[76]: 

 
* *( , ) ( , ),M P Q V M P Q   

 

where is ( , )M P Q  the mathematical expectation of the payoff of the first 

player who chooses the strategy P , provided that the second player choos-

es the strategy Q . 
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In many problems from game theory, uncertainty is caused not by the 

opposition of the opponent, but by the lack of awareness of the player about 

the conditions in which the parties operate, for example, about information 

operations against him, information influences. Such games are usually 

called "games with nature", in the solution of which the so-called risk ma-

trices are used. Within the framework of this approach, the actions of an 

intelligent ratoinal decision-maker are determined by its awareness of the 

state of the environment and the views of opponents. In this case, infor-

mation about the environment transmitted to the agent, as well as about the 

ideas of opponents, can be an element of information impact. 

The information transmitted to the agent for informational impact 

can be [77]: 

- "dry" facts; 

- logical conclusions, analytical judgments based on a certain set of 

facts; 

- Emotionally colored statements. 

As data, a forecast can also be transmitted to the agent, depending on 

an indefinite parameter and the actions of the agent itself. Each agent, on 

the basis of an "active forecast", can "restore" information about the envi-

ronment and use it when making decisions (for example, when calculating 

equilibrium actions). 

When solving problems under conditions of uncertainty, when the 

probabilities of individual particular outcomes are unknown, difficulties 

arise in mathematical modeling. Therefore, decision theory, in particular, 

recommends applying an approach based on the well-known Bayes theo-

rem. The optimization strategy in such cases is based on the Bayesian deci-

sion theory. In this case, the loss function accepted in game theory is con-

sidered as a generalization of the error probability. Accordingly, it is sup-

posed to choose a solution that minimizes the loss function. The Bayesian 

approach to assessing probabilistic relationships plays a crucial role in the 

theory of decision making under conditions of uncertainty in the conse-

quences of these decisions or in the face of opposition from nature or com-

petition. Under these conditions, the key is the control strategy based on the 

a posteriori (postexperimental) probability of the event. A prerequisite for 

the correctness of this approach is the constant training of the system. The 

control strategy is first built on the basis of certain ideas about the probabil-

ity of events, and as the system functions, the control correction is imple-

mented - the use of accumulated experience by recalculating strategy op-

tions taking into account the changed probabilities. 
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Note that the application of game theory has two different aspects: 

firstly, it can be used to optimize the decision-making mechanisms of the 

opposing sides, and secondly, to develop the principles of their organiza-

tion. In particular, in the second case, the question of stability becomes ex-

tremely relevant. 

game (by which we describe the electoral process) in the sense of Nash. 

Formally, the Nash equilibrium is defined as follows [78]. In cases where 

each player builds his expectations about the partner's behavior based on 

the past experience of similar games, a game solution that is stable in some 

sense is called the equilibrium of this population. Then the Nash equilibri-

um becomes of particular importance - a profile of strategies from which it 

is not profitable for anyone to deviate if the partners do not deviate, i.e. A 

game is said to be stable in the sense of Nash if neither player can increase 

his payoff solely as a result of his own actions. Nash equilibrium (NE) is a 

point from which it is not profitable for any player to leave during the cur-

rent moves of partners, and strict Nash equilibrium (SNE) is a point from 

which it is unprofitable to leave. When each player i I chooses a strategy 

ix from the strategy vector 1 2( , ,..., )nx x x x , the player i receives a pay-

off ( )iH x . At the same time, the payoff of the i -th participant in the game 

depends on the entire profile of strategies: not only on the strategy chosen 

by the player himself i , but also on other people's strategies. The vector of 

strategies *x is a Nash equilibrium if no player benefits from changing his 

strategy, i.e. for any i condition is true: 
 

( *) ( , *)i i i iH x H x x . 

 

Here , *i ix x , is a vector composed of all coordinates of the vector *x ex-

cept i -th , which corresponds to the value ix . 

A game can have a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies or in mixed 

strategies (i.e. choosing a pure strategy stochastically at a fixed frequency). 

Nash proved that if mixed strategies are allowed , then in every game of n 

players there will be at least one Nash equilibrium. 

When analyzing social processes, situations of asymmetric condi-

tions for different players are often considered. In such cases, it makes 

sense to consider the Stackelberg equilibrium [79], which, in contrast to 
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symmetric conditions, implies different principles for the formation of ex-

pectations of different players. 

The first player (leader) is guided by the optimal responses of part-

ners, knowing their preferences, and the rest play, as in the case of the Nash 

equilibrium, only reacting to his move and to each other's moves. The 

Stackelberg equilibrium can arise, for example, when one of the players 

makes his choice before the others and knows their goals. Or when he is 

alone, and there are enough followers of the same type so that each of them 

cannot calculate the overall consequences of his move. 

Consider a special case of the Stackelberg model - the struggle of 

two information systems for the electoral preferences of people. Let there 

be two parties, one of which is the "leader" and the other is the "pursuer". 

Let campaign costs be a linear function of the total electorate Q : 

 

( ) .P Q a bQ   

 

We also assume that the costs of each of the two parties (advertising, 

information systems, local information operations, etc.) per supporter are 

constant and equal to 1c and , respectively 2c . Then the conditional "profit" 

of the first batch will be determined by the formula 
 

1 1 2 1 1 1( )P Q Q Q c Q     , 

 

and the number of votes of the second 
 

2 1 2 2 2 2( ) .P Q Q Q c Q      

 

In accordance with the Stackelberg model, the first party - the leader 

- at the first step achieves the number of its supporters 1Q . After that, the 

second party, the persecutor , analyzes the actions of the leader and 

achieves the number of supporters 2Q . The goal of both parties is to max-

imize the conditional profit. 

The Nash equilibrium in this game is determined by backward induc-

tion. Consider the penultimate stage of the game - the course of the second 

game. At this stage, the second party knows the optimal number of sup-

porters of the first party 1Q *. Then the problem of determining the optimal 
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number of its supporters 2Q * is reduced to solving the problem of finding 

the maximum point of the profit function of the second party. Maximizing 

the function 2 with respect to the variable 2Q , for a given 1Q , we find 

that the optimal number of supporters of the second party is (we assume 

that 1c = 2c = c ): 

 
*

* 1
2

( )

2

a bQ c
Q

b

 
 . 

 

This is the best response of the pursuing party to the leader's choice 

of 1Q *. The leading party can maximize its profit function given the form 

of the function 2Q *. The maximum point of a function 1 with respect to a 

variable 1Q when substituting 2Q * is defined as follows: 

 

*

1

( )

2

a c
Q

b


 . 

 

Substituting this into the expression for 2Q *, we get 

 

*

2

( )

4

a c
Q

b


 . 

 

Thus, at equilibrium, the leading party must acquire twice as many 

supporters as the pursuing party. 

It should be borne in mind that game theory models, to a lesser ex-

tent than many of the others considered, can be used for accurate calcula-

tions and forecasts. Rather, here we can talk about a well-founded method-

ology that can significantly increase the effectiveness of the actions of par-

ticipants in social processes. These models are essentially sets of recom-

mendations that provide measurable benefits to those who use them. 

 

5.2.7. extreme approaches 

Extreme approaches to modeling the behavior of complex systems 

are widely used in the natural sciences, most recently at the intersection of 
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ecology and biology [80], where they are successfully used to study popu-

lation dynamics—the development of individual populations. 

Research conducted in this area, almost without technical changes, 

can be used to study human communities, social processes, the dynamics of 

electoral populations, in particular, under the influence of information op-

erations. 

In accordance with extreme approaches to modeling, only those 

states of systems are realized that correspond to the extrema of some objec-

tive function (described by equations) under certain boundary conditions. 

The most subtle issue in this case is the principles of compiling equations, 

which in the case of the study of information operations (as well as in other 

areas) are based on the experience of experts, analogies, incomplete empir-

ical patterns.  

When modeling information systems, approaches based on the lo-

gistic equations of population growth [81], obtained as a result of solving 

optimization problems, the principles of the stationary state of open sys-

tems [82], the principles of maximum population diversity [83], the maxi-

mum generalized entropy [84], the maximum of the Malthusian parameter 

[85] and many others. 

Let's take a closer look at some of the existing approaches. 

 

Principle of Survival 

When studying the dynamics of information systems, the principle of 

survival (preservation of the components of the information system and 

their functional significance) can be used as an optimality criterion, using 

the mathematical apparatus proposed in [86]. 

It is assumed that the dynamics of the information system is ade-

quately described by a system of equations, the parameters of which are 

some social conditions, as well as the structural and functional parameters 

of all information systems. Allocate s -th information system and some 

structural or functional parameter 
ks

 of this system. It can be assumed that 

the information system consists of two subsystems that differ in the value 

of some phenotypic parameter (characteristics inherent in the components 

at a certain stage of development). Let 
(1)

sx , 
(2)

sx . 
(1)

ks
 .

(2)

ks
  — the number 

of components and the functional parameters of the two subsystems. 

Modeling the system, in which appropriate changes have been made, 

taking into account the differences in this functional parameter for the 
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component s -th population, makes it possible to analyze the asymptotic 

properties of the size of subsystems. One of the possible behaviors is the 

displacement by the second subsystem of the first, when the parameter 
(1)

ks


has an advantage over 
(2)

ks
 in a given information situation, i.e.: 

 
(1) (2)lim 0,lim 0.s s

t t
x x

 
   

 

From the point of view of displacement by the second subsystem, 
*

ks
 the optimal value of the parameter is such 

(1)

ks
 that for any parameter 

value different from this, the 
(2) *

k ks s  above conditions are satisfied for 

any initial states of the system. In some cases, the information system may 

not have such an optimal parameter value, i.e. the system can stably exist at 

any value of the parameter 
ks

 , which belongs to the area corresponding to 

the condition for the stable existence of the information system, even if the 

value is not equal to the optimal one. The optimal value is established as a 

result of the competition of individuals with different values of the consid-

ered functional parameter. It is due to this competition that the components 

of systems with non-optimal values of the parameter 
*

k ks s  ―leave‖ the 

information system [87]. 
Using the selection criterion, in the case under consideration, it is 

necessary to take into account the limitations arising from the information 

patterns of the process. For further modeling, the simplest requirement of 

the maximum relative rate of increase in the size of the information system 

can be used as an optimality criterion : 

ln
max.

d x
k

dt
   

Such a criterion can be applied to determine the optimal values of 

structural and functional parameters, if the relative rate of increase in the 

number of information system components is presented as a function of 

these parameters. 

 

The principle of maximum surprise 

One way to study the dynamics of biological populations is to study 

"Darwinian systems" that describe the dynamics of natural selection. Con-
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sider how it can be used to model information systems. In the work of E.V. 

Evdokimov [88] presented a method for describing Darwinian systems 

(DS) according to Eigen. Such systems are open, consisting of units of var-

ious types self-copying with a small number of errors, using for their re-

production the free energy of nutrient components coming from outside. In 

the case of information systems, information impacts, including infor-

mation operations, can be considered as such an external energy impact. 

With this approach, the constancy of the total number of system elements 

(the size of the information system) can be a limitation. To describe the DS, 

the differential equation is used 
 

( )
w

i i i i i ij j i

j i

x x AQ u x F


    , 

 

which simplifies to the following expression: 
 

( ( ) )i i iy y s D  , 

 

Where , 1,2,..., ( const)i j w w   is the number of populations in the 

system; 
1 2{ , ,..., }ms s s s — concentrations of "nutritional components" 

(volumes of impacts); ( )i s is the specific rate of increase i in the th popu-

lation; D is the flow rate in the system. Depending on the restrictions im-

posed, a distinction is made between DWs with a permanent organization, 

in which the sum 
1

w

i

i

y


 and concentration s are constant, and DWs with a 

constant flow, characterized by the condition constD  . 

To solve the problem of the incompleteness of the above equations 

and the inaccessibility of information at the microlevel, it is proposed to 

use the postulate [88], which consists in the fact that ―the process of evolu-

tion of the DS proceeds in the least unexpected way‖ (the principle of min-

imal unexpectedness of the course of evolution). 

The surprise function of the evolution of a DS with constant organi-

zation is used as the objective function: 

 

0 0( ( ) / ) ( ) log( ( ) / )i i i i iI P t P P t P t P , 
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where ( ) ( , )i iP t P t    is the probability that t a population randomly 

selected at the moment ( 1,2,..., )i i w has the Malthusian parameter 
i , 

0 0 0

1

( ) | /
w

i i t i k

k

P P t y y



   , the values 0ky are set experimentally. 

In this case, the variational problem is formulated as follows: 

 

 

0

1

0

( ( ) / ) min;

( ( ) / ) 0.

w

i i

i

i i

I P t P
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The solution was obtained by the method of indefinite Lagrange mul-

tipliers: 

 

0

0

1

( )
i

k
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i
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, 

 

moreover, it is proved that it corresponds to the solution of the  

above system of equations for iy . Giving the Lagrange multiplier 

0 0

1

log i

w
t

i

i

P e




  information sense, one can get Fisher's "basic theorem 

of natural selection": 
 

2ˆd

dt



 . 

 

In addition, it is proved that the multiplier 0 is proportional to the 

"energy consumption" of the population. 

Thus, based on the heuristic principle of minimal unexpectedness of 

the evolutionary process, the results describing the dynamics of selection in 

Darwinian systems are obtained, which are completely identical to the 
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equations derived from the kinetics of reproduction and competition, and 

the Lagrange multipliers used to solve the variational problem are quite 

meaningful and have a predictive value. value. 
 

Malthus parameter maximum principle 

Let the information space consist of w information systems. The in-

formation space can be described by the numbers of its constituent infor-

mation systems ix . Let 
1

w

i

i

x x


 be the total number of information space 

elements. Let's assume that during some local time interval i - th infor-

mation system is characterized by the Malthusian parameter ( )i t from the 

equation / .i i idx dt x Let /i ip x x - the relative share of i - th infor-

mation system in the information space. Then the set 1 2{ , ,..., }wp p p p is 

called the structure of the information space; value ˆ ( , )p  is the aver-

age Malthusian parameter ( 1 1 2 2( , ) ... w wp p p p       ), and the 

dynamics of the development of the size of the information space is de-

scribed by the equation ˆ/dx dt x . 

This approach is based on the principle of maximum average Mal-

thusian parameter, i.e. that the community of interacting information sys-

tems evolves in such a way that its average Malthusian parameter always 

increases, reaching its maximum in stable equilibrium. In [87], the struc-

tures are divided into probable and improbable, and the conditions are de-

termined under which, in the process of adaptation, all populations are 

eliminated from the community, except for one or none of the populations 

leaves the community (in our case, the information space). 

5.3. Nonlinear Dynamic Models 

It is known that if the state of the system does not change in time, it 

is called static, otherwise - dynamic. It is clear that in terms of studying in-

formation systems, it is precisely dynamic systems that are of primary in-

terest: first of all, we are interested in the ongoing changes, and static sys-

tems do not generate any changes. In turn, dynamical systems are divided 

into two classes: linear and nonlinear. Linear systems are called systems, 

the characteristics of which depend on the change in the states of these sys-
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tems. Conversely, the characteristics of nonlinear systems depend on such 

changes. 

Very often, non-linear social systems manifest themselves, first of 

all, as a disproportionate response to external influences. It is well known 

that such systems can endure severe shocks with amazing ease and without 

consequences, and at the same time instantly ―go over the top‖ from an in-

significant event or influence. It is information operations (the tool and ob-

ject of which are information systems) that can be considered as such an 

influence or impact. 

Models used in relation to non-linear systems are also called non-

linear, since a model is also a system, and, of course, it can be non-linear. 

The nonlinearity of the model can be formally expressed in the structure of 

the equations used, and their solution in some cases can be quite feasible, at 

least in numerical form. 

The main emphasis in the construction of non-linear competitive 

models of information processes is currently placed on analysis of funda-

mental internal interactions of dynamic systems based on logistic models. 

Modeling of development dynamics based on differential logistic equations 

is widely used to model a wide variety of both natural and informational 

processes. 

Naturally, before applying mathematical models, it is necessary to 

substantiate their adequacy. For this, well-known techniques are used, in 

particular, retrospective analysis. 

Most often, differential equations are used to model complex systems 

that describe the dynamics of changes in the states of such systems. As a 

rule, this is a system of first-order equations having the form [89] 

 

 / ,i idx dt f X a , 

 

where  1,..., nX X X is the vector of variables characterizing the state of 

the social system ; a is the vector of system parameters ; t - time. 

The solutions of the reduced system of equations are usually repre-

sented as trajectories in the phase space. If we fix the values of all parame-

ters, i.e. choose a point in the parametric space, then the solutions of the 

reduced system of differential equations will depend only on the initial 

conditions. However, for a qualitative approach, it is not so much particular 
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solutions that are important, but the most complete description of the be-

havior of the system in the entire dynamic space [90]. 

This general picture will predominantly depend on the values to 

which the solutions aim at t  or at t  . The most important as-

ymptotic solutions of this type for the subject area under consideration are 

stationary points and limit cycles. In this case, of greatest interest is a spe-

cial type of system stability: stability with respect to changes in system pa-

rameters. A system whose general dynamic character does not change with 

small changes in parameters is called rough or ―hard‖ (eng. - hard). Other-

wise, the systems are called "soft". 

The first step in investigating the above system of differential equa-

tions is to determine the stationary points, i.e. solution of the system of 

equations: 

 

 , 0if X a  . 

 

The second step of research is to determine the nature of singular 

points. To do this, we pass to new variables - deviations from the coordi-

nates of a stationary point: 
 

0.i i iu x x   

 

Near the stationary point, the right-hand sides of the initial equations 

of the system can be expanded into a Taylor series: 
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0 0
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f f
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Because near
0

ix  performed: 1,iu   then in many cases we can re-

strict ourselves to the study of a linear system: 
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In qualitative theory, this study is reduced to determining the eigen-

values of the coefficient matrix ija , i.e. to the solution of the equation 

 

0.ij ija     

 

In the case when all eigenvalues i are different and have non-zero 

real parts ( Re i ), there is a "rough" stationary point. If all Re i are non-

zero, then the following theorems are used: 

1. If all Re 0i  , then the stationary point is asymptotically stable. 

2. If at least one Re 0i  , then the stationary point is unstable. 

The question of the stability of a stationary point can also be solved 

on the basis of the Hurwitz criterion, without direct calculation of the ei-

genvalues. For this, the characteristic equation is rewritten in the form 
1 2 3

0 0 1 1 ... 0,n n n na b a b           

where 0a =1. 

The Hurwitz matrix is a matrix of n -th order: 
 

0 1 2 1

0 1 2 1

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 3

...

...

0 ...
.

0 ...

0 0 ...

. . . . .

n

n

n

n

n

b b b b

a a a a

b b b
H

a a a

b b











  

 

The minors of the matrix H (from the first to the n -th order) are 

called the Hurwitz determinants. The Hurwitz criterion is as follows: in or-

der for all Re 0i  , a necessary and sufficient condition is the positivity 

of all Hurwitz determinants. As a result, a general study of the nature of the 

singular points of the original system can be based on reducing its matrix to 

the Jordan form. 

In the simplest case, for a second-order system, the initial equation 

can be written as 
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2 0,     

Where 11 22, 11 22 12 21.a a a a a a       

Then 
 

2

1,2

1
4 .

2 2


      

 

In this simplest example, we confine ourselves to considering only 

coarse stationary points. If none of the parameters ,  is equal to zero, 

then the qualitative picture of the phase space in the vicinity of the station-

ary point depends only on the linear terms and the stationary point is 

coarse. There are three rough equilibrium positions: 

1. Stationary point of the "node" type (Fig. 31, a): eigenvalues i are 

real, of the same sign,

2

0 , 0.
4


     At 0  the node is stable, at 

0  - unstable. 

2. Stationary point of the "saddle" type (Fig. 31, b): eigenvalues i

are real, different signs, 0, 0.    

3. Stationary point of the "focus" type (Fig. 31, c): complex eigen-

values i ,

2

, 0.
4


    At 0  — stable focus, motion near the sta-

tionary point has the character of damped oscillations. At 0  the focus 

is unstable, oscillations of increasing amplitude occur. 

 

 
A 

 
b 

 
V 

 

Figure 31. Phase portraits of coarse singular points 
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An analysis of phase trajectories makes it possible to draw a conclu-

sion about the nature of the evolution of the system, to determine the areas 

of its deterministic behavior and the areas of bifurcations (i.e., the areas of 

parameter values at which instability occurs and the form of solutions to the 

equation describing the behavior of the system changes). 

Complex systems often have several stable states (attractors), in one 

of which they sooner or later find themselves. In these cases, the paths of 

evolution are not discrete: only a certain set of paths corresponding to at-

tractors is possible (Fig. 32). At the same time, transitions from one attrac-

tor to another cannot occur spontaneously, for this it is necessary to change 

the external conditions or properties of the system. In particular, infor-

mation operations are used for this in social systems. 

 

 
 

Figure 32. An example of a fragment of the phase space of a dynamic system (a 

plane cut along two coordinates X 1 and X 2 (A 1 and A 2 are attractors, 

 S 1 and S 2 are the corresponding areas of attraction of attractors) 

 

It is known from synergetics that the transition of a system from one 

state to another goes through a phase of chaos when the structure-forming 

processes are weakened. In information systems, chaos provides the system 

with an initial set of options for further development - attractors. During 

periods of chaos, crises, when opportunities arise 
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multivariant development, information operations acquire a decisive role. 

During these periods, social and information systems are most vulnerable 

to information influences that can play a decisive role in the further devel-

opment of events [89], the choice of one or another attractor. 

Thus, it can be stated that at different stages of evolution, infor-

mation systems have different sensitivity and vulnerability to external in-

fluences - information operations that become most dangerous during peri-

ods of chaos - crises. In these cases, even not too intense information im-

pacts can set the direction of the system development and affect the nature 

of its subsequent evolution. Of course, as well as for the effective conduct 

of information operations, it is necessary to know the structure of the avail-

able attractors, as well as to master a set of techniques for transferring the 

system from one attractor to another. 

Consider specific nonlinear models of information systems dynam-

ics, starting with the simplest growth model ( x kx ), which was proposed 

by Malthus to calculate the dynamics of the population of the Earth. This 

model leads, as shown above, to an exponential increase in the population 

x over time; it can be applied, for example, to the development of infor-

mation systems at an early stage. The solution of the above equation, as is 

known, is the exponential. 

Obviously, no real process, neither physical nor informational, can 

develop according to the exponential law for an unlimited time. Indeed, 

starting from a certain moment, the dependence too quickly tends to infini-

ty, which, for obvious reasons, is not realized in nature. Therefore, we have 

to admit that sooner or later, and sooner rather than later, some catastrophe 

will occur, which will change the nature of the dependence and return it 

within the limits of the permissible range of values. 

In more or less stable systems, there is always an element of self-

consistency, due to which, over significant time intervals, the dependence 

of the dynamics of their development is described by more complex equa-

tions containing feedback. Therefore, the nature of the dependence changes 

over time, and the changes occur in a non-trivial way. This results in the 

following typical cases: 

- dependence reaches saturation , and the system goes into a static 

(or, possibly, homeostatic) state; 

- the dependence has a local maximum, followed by a decrease (in-

cluding to zero); 
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- an oscillatory mode is established (usually damped, but self-

oscillating is also possible). 

In real life, as a rule, dynamic systems have fairly effective feed-

backs that allow you to correct the nature of the processes occurring in 

them and thereby keep them within certain limits. Information operations, 

correcting these feedbacks at certain periods of the evolutionary process, 

can quite effectively influence the behavior of the entire system. 

As in the case of information flows, a widely used generalization of 

Malthus's law, known as the logistic model, is used. 

 

5.4. Interaction of information systems 

The logistic equation describes the dynamics of one information sys-

tem interacting only with the surrounding information space. In the theory 

of population dynamics, a classification of various forms of such interac-

tion between populations has been developed [91–93 ] , in our case, infor-

mation systems. 

The main information systems include the following: 

- neutralism (lack of direct influence of populations on each other); 

- competition (mutual suppression of populations); 

- ammensalism (unilateral suppression of one population); 

- predation (destruction by individuals of one population of individu-

als of another); 

- symbiosis (productive coexistence of populations). 

In the dynamics of interacting populations, two categories of influ-

ences are distinguished, which differ in their temporal nature: 

- phase (single); 

- parametric (constant). 

The logistic model makes it possible to quite satisfactorily describe 

the dynamics M  interacting populations. In the general case, this is done 

using the system of equations already given for the case of information 

flows, but with a slightly different meaning of the parameters: 
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The type of process described by this system of equations is deter-

mined by the value and sign of the coefficients ip and ijq . It should also be 

taken into account that in each equation, the diagonal terms ( ) ( )i jn t n t de-

scribe intraspecific interactions, while the cross terms describe ( ) ( )i jn t n t in-

terspecific ones. 

In other words, the diagonal terms describe the impact of the external 

environment on the population, including the depletion of available re-

sources, and the cross terms describe the impact of one population on an-

other (positive values correspond to a favorable effect, negative values cor-

respond to an unfavorable one). The coefficients ip have the meaning of 

the growth rates of the respective populations in the absence of interaction. 

An important point is also the behavior of the population for given 

values of the parameters and in the absence of interaction (for example, its 

growth is limited by itself). 

The above system of equations, in principle, can describe a wide 

range of dependencies, and this, in a certain sense, is a problem, since, if 

desired, anything can be ―pulled out‖ from its solutions. Therefore, working 

with it requires a balanced and responsible attitude. 

However, decisions that characterize real processes usually refer to 

one of the following modes: 

- stationary; 

- self-oscillating; 

— quasi-stochastic. 

 

As a rule, these regimes manifest themselves to the full extent on 

sufficiently large (not necessarily infinite) time intervals. But the transient 

processes that precede the establishment of a certain regime are exclusively 

polymorphic, their behavior can largely determine the subsequent dynam-

ics. It is these processes that can be considered as the main object of infor-

mation operations in the case of planning social procedures. 

Below are the results of modeling the frequency characteristics of 

some information processes within the logistic model. The undoubted ad-

vantage of this model is that it combines the simplicity of the initial formu-

lations with the flexibility in setting tasks. 

The above description of population dynamics within the framework 

of the logistic model was first formulated for biological systems, but has 
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now been extended to other areas of research, including information pro-

cesses. 

The given system of logistic equations allows one to describe the dy-

namics of any number of populations, both interacting with each other and 

those in isolation. But to understand its basic patterns, it is enough to limit 

ourselves to a small number of them. Even the study of the behavior of two 

interacting populations makes it possible to trace the general patterns of 

their dynamics, at least qualitative ones. Practice shows that this is quite 

enough for reasonable forecasts. 

Below we study the dynamics of three information systems, of which 

two are considered basic in the sense that their behavior should illustrate 

the points of interest to us, and the third (additional) is introduced to 

demonstrate the role that the general information context can play in this 

case. At the same time, three main options for the interaction of infor-

mation systems with systems are studied: competition, predation, and sym-

biosis. 

Since the analytical solutions of the above system of equations, in 

cases where they can be constructed, turn out to be cumbersome and diffi-

cult to analyze, numerical methods are initially used, especially since the 

graphical form of presenting the results in this case is the most convenient 

and illustrative. Since we are interested in the qualitative behavior of de-

pendencies, the results below will be presented in conventional units. 

 

5.4.1. Dynamics of the "Competition" type 

Competition is a form of interaction between populations, in which 

they mutually suppress each other (in the simplified model under consid-

eration, due to the limited common resource base). The main feature of 

competition is that competing populations do not directly affect each other. 

Interaction is carried out indirectly - by ousting each other from the area of 

limited resources. In this case, complete suppression of one of the popula-

tions is possible, as a result of which it disappears. It is competitive rela-

tions that pose a real danger to information systems, and it is they that are 

most characteristic of the main participants in information processes that 

are in information confrontation. 
Depending on the conditions in which the interacting information 

systems are located, and the values of the parameters determining the dy-

namics, both various equilibrium states of the system and the mechanisms 

for achieving them are possible. 
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Studies of the stability of systems, populations in particular, to exter-

nal influences are carried out on the basis of competition modeling, to 

which a large number of works are devoted. In particular, in [94], a system 

of non-linear differential equations is presented that describes the change in 

the balance of forces of the opposing sides as a result of competitive strug-

gle. 

In this model, it was shown that the nature of the evolution and self-

organization of systems depends to a decisive extent on the following cir-

cumstances (conditions): 

— stationarity of the system functioning; 

— closedness or openness of the system; 

— resource provision of the system. 

Below are the most characteristic, in our opinion, cases of the dy-

namics of information systems in competitive relations. Competition corre-

sponds to the above system of logistic equations with positive values of the 

coefficients ijq . 

 

Equilibrium coexistence without external influences 

We will assume that the interaction between the two main forces, on 

the one hand, and the third force, on the other, is mainly reduced to the mu-

tual limitation of the resource base. The main rivalry takes place between 

the main forces. 

With sufficiently small values of the coefficients ijq describing the 

influence of one competing information system on another; at sufficiently 

large values of their growth rates , each system reaches an equilibrium state 

and stabilizes in it. Depending on the values of other parameters and the 

initial size, the information system in the process of reaching this state can 

either increase or decrease. 

As we see from fig. 33, both main information systems reach an 

equilibrium value, but at the same time, the graph of one of them increases, 

while the other decreases. 
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Figure 33. Equilibrium coexistence of information systems 1 and 2 

in their own niches 

 

It may seem that the above results are obvious, but if we consider 

that we are talking about competitive relations, this is by no means the case. 

It turns out that both competing information systems may find themselves 

in an equilibrium state, from which they themselves will not be able to get 

out under any circumstances. 

 

Complete suppression of one information system by another 

With a significant increase, ijq the number of one of the information 

systems is reduced to zero (Fig. 34). If the values of the coefficients 12q and

21q  are close, then the situation becomes unstable in the sense that whether 

the information system is suppressed or not depends on small deviations in 

the values of other parameters. 

 
Figure 34. Complete suppression of one information system 2 by information sys-

tem 1 (here t is time, n (t) is the size of the information system) 

 

The suppression of one of the competing information systems by an-

other is a scenario that is most often perceived as natural and logical. 
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Therefore, the results presented as such are not of particular interest. An-

other thing is interesting : under the chosen conditions, the winning infor-

mation system has not exhausted the ―freed up resources‖. Its increase is 

insignificant compared to the losses of the losing information system. 

Thus, victory in competition does not mean automatic support from 

the information resources of the competing party. 

 

Equilibrium coexistence through a third force 

In previous cases, the direct influence of the third force on the main 

ones was neglected. However, if the third force in one way or another 

―feeds‖ one of the main forces, i.e. is an information operation of the first 

information system relative to the second, then their dynamics can change 

dramatically (Fig. 35). For example, a coexistence scenario is possible. 

The equilibrium coexistence of competing main information systems, 

which arises due to the positive impact on one of them of an additional in-

formation system, reflects such an extremely important situation as the im-

pact on interacting information systems of a new context, which can be 

both positive and negative. In both cases, such an influence can effectively 

compensate for strong and weaknesses of the main competitors, leading to 

seemingly unexpected scenarios. 
 

 
 

Figure 35. Equilibrium coexistence of information systems 1 and 2 

by a third force 
 

One of the key issues is the stability of solutions with respect to the 

numerical values of the parameters. In a number of cases, the behavior, in-

cluding the qualitative one, of the solutions of the above system of equa-

tions depends very strongly on them. Let us illustrate this by the example of 

the dependence of solutions on the growth rate (Fig. 36).  
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Figure 36. Dependence of the size of information systems 1 and 2 

on their growth rate 
 

The graphs presented differ in minor changes in the coefficient 2p . 

As we can see, in this case the behavior of the reduced curves differ not 

only quantitatively, but also qualitatively. This is more clearly shown in 

the phase portraits (Fig. 37), corresponding to information systems, the 

behavior of which is reflected in Fig. 3. 36. 

Thus, the dynamics of information systems can significantly depend 

on small changes in their growth rate. This means that an information sys-

tem can outperform the competition due to a small advantage in this fea-

ture. 

 

 
A 

 
b 

 

Figure 37. Phase portraits of size dependencies 

information systems 1 (a) and 2 (b) on the rate of their growth 
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We note the non-trivial behavior of the first dependence: at first, the 

second information system dominates, and the first one is suppressed, but 

then they change places. Thus, when two information systems compete in 

the presence of a third, situations are possible when one of them, which at 

first was the undisputed leader, is eventually forced out to the periphery. 

 

5.4.2. Dynamics of "Predation" type 

Absorption dynamics 

Predation is often viewed as a form of competition in which the 

components of one information system directly absorb the components of 

another. In contrast to the case of ordinary competition, here the relation-

ship of information systems is asymmetric: one plays the role of a predator, 

the other is a victim, and they cannot be swapped. 

Predator-prey relations by themselves never lead  

to the suppression of one information system by another: predators cannot 

reproduce their population without prey - their food (as 

literally and figuratively). The reduction in the population of prey, in turn, 

causes a reduction in the population of predators, since some of them are 

left without means of subsistence. But the reduction in the number of pred-

ators leads to a decrease in the external impact on the prey, and they begin 

to recover. Therefore, this case is characterized by various oscillatory re-

gimes. 

Naturally, the influence of a third force can significantly change the 

typical picture. This type of interaction of information systems is the most 

complex and, at the same time, the most interesting. The main reason is that 

the mechanisms of the second group play the main role here. 

Indeed, in the case of interaction between biological species, a de-

crease in the number of prey, starting from a certain moment, causes a de-

crease in the number of predators, since this reduces their resource base 

(available volumes of food). In information systems, at the level of their 

sizes, nothing similar happens. On the contrary, the components of one in-

formation system, "eaten" by another, mechanically increase the number of 

predators, and without any restrictions. An information system that has ab-

sorbed the rest becomes an information monopoly for a certain time. There-

fore, the mechanisms of the first group by themselves in this case can only 

lead to trivial effects of mechanical expansion of one force at the expense 

of others. 
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With the mechanisms of the second group, the situation is much 

more complicated. Often the weight of one information system is based on 

the exploitation of the resources of another. For example, the propaganda of 

competing forces can be built on opposites that exclude each other, but at 

the same time give meaning to each other. In such cases, to maintain activi-

ty, an adversary is needed, with whom it would make sense to argue. The 

real "information weight" is determined by superiority in this controversy. 

Another example is the use of the "image of the enemy". 

It is also possible to systematically exploit one information system of 

meaningful developments created by another. 

Under such scenarios, it is quite possible to speak of a predator - prey 

relationship between information systems. Let us analyze several situations 

characteristic of predation relations. Predation corresponds to the above 

system of equations with negative values of the coefficients ip and ijq for 

the predator and positive values for the prey. 

 

Impact of the information operation 

If the third force (information system) has a weak effect on the main 

information systems (does not participate in the consumption of the corre-

sponding resources), then we have the usual picture of predation (Fig. 38). 

There are typical fluctuations in the size of both information systems, 

and fading. In sufficiently large time intervals, both dependences tend to a 

state of some equilibrium, but the oscillation amplitude never becomes 

equal to zero. 
 

 
 

Figure 38. Weak influence of the third force 

for information systems 1 and 2 
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Depending on the values of the parameters, the curves can have dif-

ferent phase ratios, which sometimes leads to interesting effects, which are 

the subject of a separate study. 

For reasons of clarity, let us assume that the initial numbers of both 

basic information systems are equal. The oscillatory regime characteristic 

of the victim-relationship in the behavior of the dynamics of information 

systems has indeed been observed in a number of analytical studies. 

The next two relationships show us how the dynamics of predator 

and prey can be influenced by a third force (Fig. 39). The given solutions 

differ from each other by the value of the coefficient 13q . It is equal to -1 in 

the first case (positive impact on the first of the main information systems) 

and 1 in the second (negative impact on it).  
 

 
 

Figure 39. The influence of a third force on information systems 1 and 2 

 

With a positive impact of the third force, significant changes in the 

nature of oscillatory processes are also observed, in particular, their fre-

quency increases, but at the same time, the decay time is reduced (external 

stabilizing effect). It is also important that information systems can repeat-

edly change places in size. From the point of view of an outside observer, 

such a process may look strange and disturbing, but it quickly normalizes 

and passes into a (quasi) equilibrium state. 

 

5.4.3. Dynamics of the "Symbiosis" type 

The symbiosis of information systems occurs when, for some reason, 

they either do not interfere with each other, or support each other. In this 
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case, most often there is no need for additional information operations, and 

the intervention of a third force turns out to be ineffective. 

In some cases, populations (information systems in symbiotic rela-

tionships) have a positive effect on each other, helping to survive in a tough 

struggle with other systems. However, one should not think that symbiosis 

always represents a peaceful and blissful coexistence. In reality, relation-

ships can be rigid and even antagonistic. It's just that such information sys-

tems may not have a real opportunity to influence each other through in-

formation mechanisms. 

Symbiosis is perhaps the least interesting both in theoretical and ap-

plied terms. Indeed, the dynamics of information systems that are in a sym-

biotic relationship is not much different from the dynamics of non-

interacting systems. However, the very fact that interacting systems can be 

in such a state is important. However, for the sake of completeness, it is 

included in the overall picture. 

Symbiosis assumes that for all information systems participating in 

it, the coefficients ip are positive, and ijq negative. 

We also note that information systems between which there are sym-

biosis relations quickly and almost simultaneously reach their equilibrium 

states. Thus, this type of system interaction can be called the most static. 

 

5.5. Time series analysis 

The basis for successful modeling of information processes and fore-

casting their results is taking into account the relationship of events with 

the information space, in particular , with its most dynamic and modern 

part - the information resources of the web space. The task of studying the 

properties of the information space and information systems is multifacet-

ed, it involves the active use of methods for analyzing complex dependen-

cies, time series, which allow a deeper understanding of the specifics of a 

particular subject area. 

Let us consider the possibilities of modern analytical tools on the ex-

ample of the study of thematic information flows of web publications col-

lected from the Internet by the InfoStream system [95]. 

As a request to the InfoStream web resource monitoring system, ex-

pressing the topics of the studied information array related to the develop-

ment of crisis phenomena in Ukraine in 2008 [96], the following expression 

was chosen: 
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(Parliament ~ Riz)|(Political~Crisis)|(Finance~Crisis)|(Economic~Crisis) 

 

Information flows coming from more than a thousand Ukrainian 

network information resources were studied, among which the leaders in 

the number of publications relevant to the request were such authoritative 

sources as Ukrinform, UNIAN, RBC-Ukraine , Radio Liberty, Korrespond-

ent.net, Glavred, etc. The retrospective period of the study was the entire 

year of 2008, i.e. 366 days. During this period, the InfoStream system cov-

ered over 12 million network documents. As a result of a search on request, 

which took into account all the main aspects of the crisis phenomena, 

57245 relevant documents were found. Based on the processing of these 

data, quite complete pictures of experimental data were obtained - time se-

ries for a given period. On fig. 40 shows a graph of changes in the number 

of relevant thematic publications by day in 2008.  

 

 
 

Figure 40. Dynamics of the number of thematic publications 

by days of 2008 (total 57245 publications) 

 

The above graph allows you to see weekly fluctuations in the volume 

of publications (on weekends, for example, significantly fewer documents 

are published online than on weekdays). It can also be seen from the graph 

that on approximately the 250th day of the year, the total number of mes-

sages on crisis issues increased sharply (the parliamentary crisis intensi-

fied). 
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5.5.1. Correlation analysis 

One of the main methods of modern analysis of measurement series 

is correlation analysis. Let us dwell in more detail on the formalism of cor-

relation analysis. 

If we designate
tX  member of a series of measurements (for exam-

ple, the number of emails received per day , 1, ...,t t N ), then the au-

tocorrelation function for this series X with a "measurement window" in k
days is defined as follows: 
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where m is the mean value of the series X . Autocorrelation coefficients 

for series of measurements X  long N  with a measurement window equal 

to k , are calculated by the formula  
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 , 

where is ( )F k  the autocorrelation function; 
2 - dispersion. 

An important property of the autocorrelation function is the ability to 

identify harmonic components, as well as the self-similarity of the original 

process. It is known that this function has the property that if there is a hid-

den periodic component in a series of measurements, then its value tends 

asymptotically to the square of the mean value of this series. In addition, 

the autocorrelation function of the periodic series is also periodic, contains 

the fundamental frequency and harmonics. If a series of measurements X
is the sum of some meaningful component N and a sinusoidal signal S , 

then the autocorrelation function of the series X includes an explicitly ex-

pressed periodic component [97]. 

The graphical representation of the autocorrelation coefficient for a 

number of observations corresponding to the dynamics of the thematic in-

formation flow of web publications considered above indicates the invari-

ance of the correlation properties by day of the week (Fig. 41), and the 

trend indicates the possible self-similarity of the original time series. 
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Figure 41. Autocorrelation coefficients of a series of observations R (k)  

(y-axis) depending on k (abscissa) 

 

5.5.2. Wavelet analysis 

The basis of wavelet analysis [98, 99] is the wavelet transform, 

which is a special type of linear transformation whose basis functions 

(wavelets) have specific properties. A wavelet (small wave) is a function 

that is concentrated in a small neighborhood of a certain point and decreas-

es sharply to zero as it moves away from it both in the time and frequency 

domains. There are various wavelets with different properties. At the same 

time, all wavelets have the form of short wave packets with zero integral 

value, localized on the time axis, which are invariant to shift and scaling. 

Two operations can be applied to any wavelet: 

- shift, i.e. moving the area of its localization in time;  

- scaling (stretching or shrinking). 

The main idea of the wavelet transform is that the non-stationary 

time series is divided into separate intervals (the so-called observation win-

dows), and on each of them the scalar product (a value that characterizes 

the degree of closeness of two patterns) of the studied data is calculated 

with different shifts of some wavelet on different scales. The wavelet trans-

form generates a set of coefficients that represent the original series. They 

are functions of two variables: time and frequency, so they form a surface 

in three-dimensional space. These coefficients show how the behavior of 

the process at a given point is similar to a wavelet on a given scale. The 
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closer the type of the analyzed dependence in the vicinity of a given point 

to the wavelet type, the greater the absolute value of the corresponding co-

efficient. Negative coefficients show that the dependence is similar to the 

"mirror reflection" of the wavelet. The use of these operations, taking into 

account the locality property of the wavelet in the time-frequency domain, 

makes it possible to analyze data on different scales and accurately deter-

mine the places of their characteristic features in time. 

Wavelet technology makes it possible to detect single and irregular 

"bursts", sharp changes in the values of k quantitative indicators in different 

periods of time, in particular, the volume of thematic publications in the web 

space. In this case, moments of the occurrence of cycles, as well as moments 

when periods of regular dynamics are followed by chaotic oscillations, can 

be detected. 

The considered time series can be approximated by a curve, which, 

in turn, can be represented as a sum of harmonic oscillations of different 

frequencies and amplitudes. In this case, oscillations that have a low fre-

quency are responsible for slow, smooth, large-scale changes in the values 

of the original series, and high-frequency ones are responsible for short, 

small-scale changes. The stronger the value described by this regularity 

changes at a given scale, the greater the amplitude of the component of the 

corresponding frequency. Thus, the time series under study can be consid-

ered in the time-frequency domain, i.e. in the field of research, patterns that 

describe the process depending on both time and frequency. 

A continuous wavelet transform for a function ( )f t is built using 

continuous scaling and translations of the selected wavelet ( )t with arbi-

trary values of the scale factor a and the shift parameter b : 

      *1
, ( ), ( )

t b
W a b f t t f t dt

aa
 





 
   

 
 . 

The obtained coefficients are presented in graphical form as a map of 

the transformation coefficients, or a scalogram. On the scalogram, the 

wavelet shift (time axis) is plotted along one axis, and the scales (scale ax-

is) are plotted along the other axis, after which the points of the resulting 

scheme are colored depending on the values of the corresponding coeffi-

cients (the larger the coefficient, the brighter the colors of the image). On 

the scalogram, all the characteristic features of the original series are visi-

ble: the scale and intensity of periodic changes, the direction and value of 

trends, the presence, location and duration of local features. 
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For example, it is known that the combination of several different 

fluctuations can have such a complex shape that it does not allow the ana-

lyst to identify them. The periodic changes that occur for the values of the 

wavelet transform coefficients on a certain continuous set of frequencies 

look like a chain of "hills" with vertices located at the points (along the 

time axis) where these changes reach the greatest values. 

Another important indicator is a pronounced trend in the dynamics of 

the time series (trend), regardless of periodic fluctuations. The presence of 

a trend may not be obvious by simply looking at the time series, for exam-

ple, if the trend is combined with periodic fluctuations. The trend is reflect-

ed on the scalogram as a smooth change in brightness along the time axis 

simultaneously on all scales. If the trend is increasing, then the brightness 

will increase, if it is decreasing, it will decrease. 

Another important factor to consider when analyzing time series is 

local features, i.e. possible sharp, spasmodic changes in the characteristics 

of the original series. Local features presented on the wavelet transform 

scalogram as lines of a sharp brightness drop that emanate from a point cor-

respond to the time of the jump. Local features can be both random and 

systematic, while "masking" periodic dependencies or a short-term trend. 

An analysis of local features makes it possible to recover information about 

the dynamics of the initial process and, in some cases, to predict such situa-

tions. 
Thus, each of the main dynamics factors has its own characteristic 

reflection on the scalogram, and all analytical information is presented in a 

visual and convenient form for studying. Due to the visual presentation of 

the results in the form of a scalogram, sometimes one glance is enough to 

see the most significant factors on it [100, 101]. 

On fig. 42 shows a scalogram - the result of a continuous wavelet 

analysis (Gaussian wavelet) of the time series corresponding to the process 

considered above. 
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Figure 42. The result of wavelet analysis (continuous wavelet transform): top - 

wavelet scalegram; 

below - lines of local maxima (skeleton) 

 

The above example shows that wavelet analysis can detect not only 

obvious anomalies in the series under study, but also critical values that are 

hidden behind relatively small absolute values of the elements of the series. 

For example, on the skeleton, the highest values were noted not only on the 

250th day, but implicit extrema were also shown (on the 25th and 75th 

days). 

Certainly, financial and economic factors have a direct impact on so-

cial processes. On fig. 43 shows the dynamics of changes in the exchange 

rate of selling US dollar cash in Ukrainian banks during 2008. On fig. 44 

shows an example of applying wavelet analysis to this series. The shift of 

the last line of local trends on this scalogram in comparison with the previ-

ous one (see Fig. 42) indicates that the cash rate is a derivative of general 

crisis phenomena. 
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Figure 43. Dynamics of changes in the exchange rate of the cash US dollar 

in hryvnia during 2008 г. 

 

 
 

Figure 44. The result of the wavelet analysis of the series corresponding to the 

course cash US dollar: above - wavelet scalegram; 

below - lines of local maxima (skeleton) 

 

5.5.3. Fractal Analysis: R/S Analysis 

The theory of fractals [102] is widely used as an approach to the 

study of observational series, which makes it possible to obtain important 

characteristics of the corresponding processes without going into a detailed 

analysis of their internal structure. 
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Self-similarity analysis of time series can be considered as a technol-

ogy designed to carry out analytical studies with forecasting elements, suit-

able for extrapolating the obtained dependencies. 

The most important characteristic of series with chaotic behavior is 

the fractal dimension, which in many cases can be calculated using the so-

called /R S analysis. More precisely, it is not the fractal dimension itself 

that is calculated, but the Hurst exponent, which is related to it by a simple 

relation. /R S - the analysis is based on the analysis of the normalized scat-

ter - the ratio of the scatter of the values of the series under study R to the 

standard deviation S [103]. 

To study the fractal characteristics of time series ( )F n , 1,...,n N , 

composed of the number of messages belonging to them , we studied the 

value /R S , where R is the so-called range: 
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For a fairly wide class of series, the dependence /R S has an expo-

nential trend, i.e. we can talk about the relationship 
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Where H  is the Hurst exponent, which, under certain additional conditions, 

is associated with the Hausdorff (fractal) dimension D  wait with the formu-

la: 2D H  . 
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The main condition under which the Hurst exponent is associated 

with the fractal dimension in accordance with the above formula was de-

termined by E. Feder: ―... cells are considered, the sizes of which are small 

compared to both the duration of the process and the range of function 

change; therefore, the relationship is valid when the structure of the curve 

describing the fractal function is examined with high resolution, i.e. in the 

local limit. Another important condition is the self-affinity of the function. 

Without going into details, we note that, for example, for information 

flows, this property is interpreted as self-similarity resulting from the pro-

cesses of their formation. At the same time, not all information flows have 

these properties, but only those that are characterized by sufficient power 

and iteration during formation. 

On fig. 45 presented values /R S  for a number of publications by 

day in 2008, which corresponds to the above query. Obviously, the nature 

of the normalized range changes dramatically around the 250th day of the 

year approximately at the time when the first serious statements were made 

at the highest level about the financial and economic crisis, i.e. we actually 

have two different rows - from 1 to 250 and from 251 to 366. As you can 

see, the normalized range curve for the second row (Fig. 46) is satisfactori-

ly approximated by a straight line on a double logarithmic scale. The slope 

of this straight line corresponds to the Hurst exponent. 

Numerical values H  characterize different types of correlation dy-

namics (persistence). At 0,5H   there is an uncorrelated behavior of the 

values of the series, and the values 0,5 1H  correspond to the level of 

autocorrelation of the series. As you can see, the Hurst exponent for the 

studied information flow in Fig. 46 corresponds to a value of ~0.89, which 

confirms the assumption about the self-similarity and iterative processes in 

the information space. Publications, citations, hypertext and contextual 

links, etc. generate self-similarity, the presence of a high level of statistical 

correlation in information flows over long time intervals. 
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Figure 45. Normalized scatter index (y-axis) for all 

observation period of the series under study (abscissa) 

 

 
 

Figure 46. Normalized scatter exponent 

on a logarithmic scale for the last 120 days of the year 

 

5.5.4. Deviation from a linear trend 

The DFA (Detrended fluctuation analysus) method is also most often 

used to identify the statistical self-similarity of signals [104]. 

This method is a variant of the analysis of variance of one-

dimensional random walks and allows you to explore the effects of long-

term correlations in the series that are being studied. Within the framework 
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of the DFA algorithm, the root-mean-square error of the linear approxima-

tion is analyzed depending on the size of the approximation region (obser-

vation window). Let there be a number of measurements , 1,...,tx t N . 

Let us denote the average value of this series of measurements: 

1

1 N

k

k

x x
N 

  . An accumulation series is constructed from the initial se-

ries: 
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Then the series tX is divided into time windows of length , a linear 

approximation L ( ,j LL ) is constructed using the values , ,k j LX of c ,j LX in-

side each window (in turn, ,j LX a subset tX of , 1,...,j J , /J N L is 

the number of observation windows), and the deviation of the points of the 

accumulation series from the linear approximation is calculated: 
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where , ,k j LL is the value of the local linear approximation at the point 

( 1)t j L k   . 

Here , ,| |k j L , is the absolute deviation of the element , ,k j LX from 

the local linear approximation. 

Next, the average value is calculated 
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after which, in the case ( )F L L where  is a certain constant, conclu-

sions are drawn about the presence of statistical self-similarity and the na-

ture of the behavior of the series of measurements under study. 
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This method was applied to a series of publication count values ob-

tained from the above query. On fig. 47 shows the dependence of the rms 

approximation error on the length of the approximation segments in a double 

logarithmic scale. 

 

 
 

Figure 47. The dependence of the mean square error 

linear approximation D on the observation window length k 

 

Affinity Dependency ( )D k  to linear once again confirms the pres-

ence of local scaling in the second half of 2008. 

 

5.5.5. Visualization Based ΔL - Analysis 

In order to visualize and analyze time series associated with publica-

tions in the information space of the Internet, a new method of analysis of 

variance has been developed to analyze and visualize the state of time se-

ries of the intensity of publications on a specific topic [105]. 

The tasks of identifying and visualizing trends, identifying harmonic 

components, trends, local features of time series, noise filtering are today 

solved by methods of fractal, wavelet and Fourier analysis. 

As in the DFA method, consider the behavior of the deviation of the 

accumulation series points from the linear approximation (but in this case 

the absolute value) , ,| |k j L . The construction of the corresponding dia-
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grams of values , ,| |k j L , which actually depend on two parameters - L and 

( 1)t j L k   , is called L - a visualization method. Such a visualiza-

tion in the form of a "relief" diagram is of particular interest for studying 

the features of processes that correspond to the original series of measure-

ments. 

L -method is quite effective for identifying the harmonic compo-

nents of the series under study. On fig. 48 shows L - a diagram of a series 

that corresponds to a sinusoid ( ( )y i    

= sin( / 7),i 1,...,366i  ). The application of L the -method to a series 

composed of the number of publications collected by the InfoStream sys-

tem from the Internet without taking into account thematic division has a 

pronounced harmonic component (the total number of publications depends 

on the day of the week), which can be seen in Fig. 49. In addition, this chart 

shows deviations from the overall trend in publications over the holidays. 

 

 
 

Figure 48. L -sine wave diagram 

 
 

Figure 49. L -diagram of a series of the number of publications collected 

daily by InfoStream system in 2008 

 

The "relief diagrams" obtained as a result of the L - method (lighter 

tones correspond to large values of , ,| |k j L ) resemble scalograms obtained 
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as a result of continuous wavelet transforms. It should be noted that the 

dark bands in the center of many areas of light shading indicate the "stabili-

zation" of large values of the considered series at a high level. 

L - the method is applied to real time series, for example, those that 

reflect the intensity of publications of this topic on the Internet. On fig. 50 

is L a diagram for the time series considered above from the number of 

messages published every other day on a selected topic on the Internet 

throughout the year.  
 

 
Figure 50. L -time series diagram of intensity 

thematic publications (abscissa axis - days of the year, 

the y-axis is the size of the measurement window) 

 

On fig. 51 shows L a diagram of the cash exchange rate of the dol-

lar in hryvnia during 2008. Even more clearly than in the case of wavelet 

analysis, one can make sure that the most significant deviations in the dia-

gram in this case occur with a certain time delay compared to the diagram 

of publications on crisis topics. 
 

 
Figure 51. L -time series diagram of cash rates 

 US dollar in hryvnia (abscissa axis - days of the year, 

the y-axis is the size of the measurement window) 

The proposed method for visualizing absolute deviations L - dia-

grams, as well as the method of wavelet transforms, allows (and, as shown 
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in the example, no worse) to detect single and irregular "bursts", sharp 

changes in the values of quantitative indicators in different periods of time. 

It should be noted that the wavelet transform method can be applied 

using a variety of wavelets. In the case of applying L the - method, it is 

not necessary to solve the difficult task of choosing and justifying the ap-

plication of the corresponding wavelet; unlike the methods of fractal analy-

sis, the proposed approach does not require significant volumes of meas-

urement points. This method is quite simple in software implementation 

and is based on such a powerful theoretical basis as DFA, and is quite ef-

fective in the analysis of time series in such areas as economics and sociol-

ogy. 

 

5.5.6. Multifractal analysis 

The most general description of the nature of self-similar objects  

is given by the theory of multifractals, which makes it possible to embrace 

an infinite hierarchy of dimensions and to distinguish homogeneous objects 

from inhomogeneous ones. The concept of multifractal formalism [106–

108] is an effective tool for studying and quantitatively describing a wide 

variety of complex systems. 

In accordance with this formalism, the carrier of a multifractal meas-

ure is a set L — the union of fractal subsets L , i.e. multifractal can be un-

derstood as some kind of union of different homogeneous fractal subsets

L  initial set L , each of which has its own value of the fractal dimension. 

To characterize a multifractal set, the so-called multifractal spectrum 

function ( )f  (multifractal singularity spectrum) is used, to which the 

term ―fractal dimension‖ is fully applicable. The value ( )f  is equal to the 

Hausdorff dimension of a homogeneous fractal subset L of the original set 

L , which makes a dominant contribution to some partition function. 

Shown in fig. 52 dependencies refer to the analysis of a numerical 

series of message intensities that reflect the problems of using anti-virus 

software (the dynamics of publications in Internet news of messages on a 

given topic), as well as a series received on a refined topic (the original re-

quest was expanded with the word "Toroyan"). 

By appropriate calculations, it was shown that the series correspond-

ing to the dynamics of the appearance of publications in the cases consid-

ered have a multifractal nature. At the same time, the corresponding de-
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pendences ( )f  that correspond to the series under study (Fig. 53) have 

different curvature parameters. This fact, which is typical for the ratio of 

topics and subtopics, indicates, on the one hand, that the series that corre-

sponds to the subtopic is less stable than the series corresponding to the en-

tire topic, and on the other hand, that the considered subtopic is not repre-

sentative for analysis. stream of publications on general topics. 

 
 

Figure Fig. 52. Diagrams of the intensity of publications on the main (thin con-

necting line) and refined topics (thick line): abscissa axis - 

ordinal numbers of days, the y-axis is the number of publications 
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Figure 53. Comparison of multifractal spectra of the studied series by 

 main topic ( ) and clarified (*) from Singularity Index  
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6. VITALITY INFORMATION OPERATIONS 

 

6.1. The concept of "information operations" 

information operations has become popular , primarily because infor-

mation technology plays an ever-increasing role in military operations. At the 

same time, information operations are defined as "actions aimed at influenc-

ing the enemy's information and information systems and protecting one's 

own information and information systems" [109]. Information operations are 

seen as combining the basic capabilities of electronic warfare, computer net-

work operations, psychological operations, military operations and security 

operations in order to influence, destroy, distort information necessary for the 

enemy to make decisions, as well as protect one's own information. 

Information operations cover a whole range of processes carried out 

in a variety of areas. At the same time, it should be noted that information 

operations are an essential and traditional component of combat operations. 

Despite the fact that the formal definition in the documents of the US De-

partment of Defense is focused on the military aspects of information oper-

ations, it is quite applicable to almost any area of life. 

Below we will consider such information operations that are imple-

mented using information systems. The survivability of these information 

systems largely determines the survivability of information operations, 

which are implemented in the form of information impacts on people's con-

sciousness. Information is a reflection of the meaning invested in it, there-

fore today information has turned from an abstract term into an object, pur-

pose and means of information operations, has become a critical concept in 

security issues. Former US Secretary of Defense William Cohen March 18 

1999 г. stated that "the ability of the army to use information to dominate 

future battles will give the United States a new key to victory for many 

years, if not for several generations" [110]. 

When modeling and conducting information operations, it is neces-

sary to take into account the value of information for decision makers. The 

value of information includes its timeliness, accuracy and "analyticity". 

From a practical point of view, the value of information can also be defined 

as its relevance or applicability, suitability for use. The applicability of in-

formation refers to ensuring that decision makers have access to ready-to-

use information. The ISO 9241 standard (ISO stands for International 

Standards Organization) defines applicability in terms of efficiency and 

satisfaction of the needs of a specified set of users to solve a specified set of 
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tasks in a specific environment. In practice, most of the useful information 

comes to decision makers from information and analytical systems that 

provide orientation in the situation and support in making decisions. Ac-

cording to the US War Department's Information Operations Field Manual 

(FM 100-6), "situational orientation means a combination of a clear under-

standing of the disposition of friendly and enemy forces with an assessment 

of the situation and intentions on the part of the command." 

Information operations are carried out in a certain social environ-

ment, therefore, for their successful implementation, it is necessary to adapt 

to this environment, to overcome a certain barrier of not very strong atten-

tion to information impact. This barrier arises due to the so-called immune 

system of the environment, which may not miss information impacts if it is 

powerful enough and/or has already learned to defend itself from such im-

pacts. Preparatory actions for conducting information operations may in-

clude the creation of an "immunodeficiency" of the social environment by 

influencing through the information space, for example, with the help of 

materials in the media. Very often, information influences use the mecha-

nisms of "viral marketing", for example, in the form of rumors, when sen-

sationally presented disinformation spreads at great speed. It is the immune 

system that counteracts such information operations. Very often , with the 

immune system of society , the state is identified, designed to ensure the 

security of this society , i.e. _ in the presence of a strong state apparatus, 

the probability of success of antisocial information operations is 

venously decreases. The reader knows perfectly well how such informa-

tional processes were counteracted in totalitarian states. In a democratic 

society , of course, totalitarian methods are not applicable. In this case, 

immunity is achieved through "learning", i.e. a democratic society must go 

through many informational attacks, influences, influences of stereotypes in 

order to develop the necessary immunity. 

The level of readiness for information operations today is considered 

a key success factor for any social procedure, campaign. 

A special purpose in carrying out information operations is the in-

formation and analytical systems of the subject of influence. By influencing 

such systems, decision makers in the opposing camp can be forced to draw 

inappropriate conclusions, and the required social process will change tra-

jectory in the direction desired by the influencing party (Figure 54). 

In this case, direct information impacts may include the placement in 

the information space of documents compromising the opposite side, adver-
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tising (including hidden) of one's advantages, distorted data about the ex-

ternal environment , distorted information about intentions , etc.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the same time, information operations have the following main 

features: 

- information operations is an interdisciplinary set of methods and 

technologies in such areas as computer science, sociology, psychology, in-

ternational relations, communications, military science; 

- there are still no standards for conducting information operations; 

- not only defense departments, but also many government and 

commercial organizations are interested in the development of information 

operations technologies; 

- the task of forming a scientific approach to information operations 

is urgent and relevant. 

When conducting information operations, it is essential to identify 

the content (knowledge) invested in information, taking into account a wide 

variety of aspects - social, political, religious, historical, economic, psycho-

logical, mental, cultural, inherent in various strata of society. Therefore, at 

present it makes sense to consider information operations more broadly, as 

operations based on knowledge (English - Know-ledge Operations) [111]. 

 

6.2. Information operations as social procedures 

Social procedures and processes tend to be difficult to evaluate and 

model because their outcomes are psychological and sociological rather 

than physical. It is this fact that also determines the problematic nature of 

predicting the results of modeling information operations. In addition, ex-

Figure. 54. 54. Impact on the infor-

mation and analytical system of the 

enemy: 

Inf - information space; 

IAS - information and analytical 

system; 

  A - system subscriber (decision 

maker); 

  IO - information impacts 
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perimentation with information influences in the framework of information 

operations is more complex and dangerous than in the simulation of physical 

processes. Actions to be effective in influencing adversary decision-making 

processes sometimes need to be taken for a long time before they take effect. 

One of the main components of information operations is social in-

fluence, covering the whole variety of influence processes. Significant 

changes in people's beliefs or attitudes towards some problem or phenome-

non are expected to lead to a change in behavior associated with that prob-

lem. 

In 1948, Lasswell [112] developed a communication transmission 

model consisting of five components: 

- source - a person who influences or convinces other persons; 

- message - with the help of which the source tries to convince the 

target; 

- target - a person whom the source is trying to influence; 

- channel — message delivery method; 

- impact - the reaction of the target to the message. 

Although Lasswell was primarily interested in mass communication, 

his information transfer model can be applied to interpersonal communica-

tion such as the Shannon-Weaver and Osgood-Schramm circular models, 

which involve feedback loops in the communication process, stating that 

communication is a circular rather than a linear process [113, 114]. 

Modeling the objective factors of social influence requires interdisci-

plinary approaches related to computer science, marketing, political sci-

ence, and social psychology. The most famous models of the formation of 

public opinion and social influence are based on the theory of Latane 

(Latane) dynamic social impact [115, 116], developed by such authors as 

Nowak, Szamrej, Latane [117], Lewenstein, Nowak and Latane [118], 

Kacperski and Holyst [119], Sobkowicz [120, 121]. 

Trying to substantiate the mechanism of the social influence of mes-

sages, Latain [115] emphasized the importance of three features of the 

source-target relationship: 

- power - social power, probability or level of influence on individu-

als; 

- immediacy - physical or psychological distance between individu-

als; 

- number of sources - the number of sources tending to the goal. 
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The current state of information operations modeling is characterized 

by a number of open problems, the main of which relate to understanding 

the concepts of information influence and impact. 

The universal characteristics of objects are their state and the possi-

bility of influencing other objects. The realization of the possibility of in-

fluence requires certain conditions, which are usually called its influence. 

At the same time, an object that can exercise its will is called a subject, and 

control is usually called an impact in relation to the object of influence, ap-

plied for a specific purpose. 

When an individual is the target of influence from one or more 

sources, dynamic social impact theory states that the level of social influ-

ence on an individual can be represented by the following equation, which 

is the basis of the so-called person -centered model [122]: 
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Where iI  - the magnitude (quantity) of social pressure exerted on the indi-

vidual i , ( iI   ). iO  represents the individual's opinion (± 1) on 

the current issue, where +1 and -1 represent support or objection to the is-

sue, respectively. iS  represents the power of the individual i or influence (

0iS  ),  is the individual's resistance to change ( 0  ), ,i jd
is the dis-

tance between individuals i And j  ( , 1i jd  ),  is the distance reduction 

indicator ( 2  ), N is the total number of agents (individuals that make 

up the community). Meaning  , the tendency to hold one's own mind or 

resist change, determines that individuals within the model may require 

more or less social pressure to change their minds. Larger levels of value 

 correspond to the effect of increasing distance between source and tar-

get, which affects the amount of social pressure on the target. 

On the basis of the terms introduced, the concept of the "information 

field of an object" is formulated [123 ] , and its characteristics are de-

scribed. This makes it possible to define the information impact as an im-

pact on the information field of the object. Exploring the information fields 

of objects and subjects of social systems, one can determine informational 

influences and controls. At the same time, information can be considered 
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both as an object and as a means of influence. The use of information as a 

means of influence requires in the management process to prepare data, 

produce relevant information, and only then implement the created infor-

mation in the form of impact (influence). 

 

6.3. Information influence 

One of the main methods of conducting information operations is the 

information influence exerted for the purpose of information management. 

In this case, information management is understood as a control mechanism 

when the control action is implicit, indirect informational in nature and the 

control object is given a certain information picture, under the influence of 

which it forms its line of behavior. Thus, information management is a 

method of influence that encourages people to behave in an orderly man-

ner, to perform the required actions. 

In accordance with [123, 124], it is expedient to decompose the pro-

cess of information influence of one object on others into the following 

stages: 

— generation by the source of influence of data, information ele-

ments and information sets; 

— transmission of information by a source of influence; 

— receiving information by the recipient; 

— generation of a set of data, information elements and new sets of 

the object of influence; 

- appropriate active actions of the object of influence. 

Information impacts on elements of systems can be classified accord-

ing to such features as sources of occurrence, duration of exposure, nature 

of occurrence, etc. 

To select specific ways to implement information management, it is 

necessary to specify the tasks solved with the help of information impact, 

analyze the process of forming information operations and develop criteria 

for their evaluation. Information management is considered as a process 

covering the following three interrelated areas: 

— management of data exchange between the real world and the vir-

tual world of the subject of influence; 

— management of the virtual world of subjects of influence, deci-

sion-making mechanisms; 

— managing the process of transforming decisions into actions by 

the subject of influence in the real world. 
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Information impact can be of two main types: 

1. Change in the required direction of the data that the information 

and analytical system of the object of influence uses when making deci-

sions. 

2. Direct influence on the decision-making process of the target, for 

example, on decision-making procedures or individual decision makers. 

The most important for information operations is the environment, 

the state of the objects of information impact, their mutual influence. In 

particular, if some electoral field is chosen as the objects of information 

operations, then it is important to take into account all electoral populations 

included in this field, which represent supporters (or opponents) of certain 

political forces. Despite the fact that some models will be considered in the 

future, in which the homogeneity of the environment is explicitly postulat-

ed, in the general case, in relation to information operations, the environ-

ment may consist of areas:  

- dominant perception; 

- hypersensitivity; 

- indifference to the relevant informational influences. 
 

6.4. Stages of information operations 

Let us dwell separately on the stages of information operations. Ob-

viously, there is no single "standard" plan for conducting both offensive 

and defensive information operations. One can only consider an approxi-

mate sequence of actions obtained by generalizing some already imple-

mented information operations during their implementation. 

In practice, an information operation as a process of information in-

fluence on mass consciousness is usually implemented as follows: as a re-

sult of preliminary intelligence, a plan is developed for the next stage - op-

erational control and appropriate operational intelligence measures are out-

lined, which are an approximate model of the solution, after which opera-

tional control of the enemy is implemented. At the stage of operational in-

telligence, the level of deviation of the original model from reality is de-

termined, and if it is insignificant, then the original plan is implemented. 

Otherwise, a new plan of operational command and control of the enemy is 

being built. The cycle is then repeated until operational intelligence con-

firms the model. In this case, the final decision is made with a certain oper-

ational risk. 
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Thus, the process of information impact covers such main stages 

[125] (Fig. 55) as preliminary reconnaissance (PI) (identification of the cur-

rent situation, enemy state (Op), determination of control tendencies), ene-

my control (M) (information impact on the enemy in order to convey to 

him information corresponding to 

our plan), operational intelligence 

(OI) (checking the results of reflex-

ive control), operational control 

(OM) - the actions of our own forces 

to achieve the required goal. 

When planning or modeling 

social processes, in particular infor-

mation operations, it is always nec-

essary to take into account that the 

general behavior of social systems 

cannot be determined using only re-

fined mathematical methods. 

sky models. This is the  

main 

at once due to the fact that such pro-

cesses are largely dependent on so-

cio-psychological factors. 

There are two main types of information operations - offensive and 

defensive. However, in practice, most information operations are mixed. In 

addition, most information operations procedures are both offensive and 

defensive. Each of the types of information operations, including the above 

main stages, implies some features and clarifications. 

A feature of offensive information operations (information attacks) is 

that the objects of influence of such operations are determined and planning 

is based on sufficiently accurate information about these objects. An infor-

mation attack most often requires finding or creating an informational oc-

casion (for defensive informational operations, the reason may be the ene-

my’s information attack itself), the promotion of this occasion, i.e. propa-

ganda (as opposed to counter-propaganda measures in defensive infor-

mation operations), as well as the need to take measures to prevent infor-

mation counteraction. 

Thus, the plan of a typical information operation includes such stages 

as evaluation, planning, execution, and the final phase, which coincide at 

Figure 55. Main stages of infor-

mation operations 



6.4. Stages of information operations 

the top level for both types of information operations. Let's give a more de-

tailed list of components of information operations. 

In offensive information operations, the following main phases can 

be distinguished: 

1. Assessment of the need for an operation: 

1) definition of the goal, forecast of achievability, degree of influ-

ence; 

2) collection of information. 

2. Planning. 

3. Execution of information impact: 

1) finding or creating an information occasion; 

2) promotion of an informational occasion (propaganda); 

3) operational intelligence; 

4) impact assessment; 

5) an obstacle to information counteraction; 

6) correction of information impact. 

4. Final phase: 

 

1) an analysis of efficiency; 

2) the use of positive results of information impact; 

3) counteraction to negative results. 

Typical defensive information information covers the following main 

stages: 

1. Rating:  

1) analysis of possible vulnerabilities (goals); 

 2) collection of information about possible transactions; 

3) identification of possible "customers" of information impacts: 

– determination of areas of common interest of the object and poten-

tial “customers”; 

- ranking potential customers according to their interests. 

2. Planning: 

1) strategic planning of a defensive operation (explicit or implicit): 

- definition of criteria for information impacts; 

- modeling of information impacts taking into account: object links; 

impact dynamics; "special" (critical) points of influence; 

— forecasting the next steps; 

— calculation of consequences. 

2) tactical planning of counter-operations. 

3. Execution - a reflection of the information impact: 
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1) identification and ―smoothing‖ of an information occasion; 

2) counter-propaganda; 

3) operational intelligence; 

4) assessment of the information environment; 

5) adjustment of information counteraction. 

4. Final phase: 

1) performance analysis; 

2) the use of positive results of information impact; 

3) counteraction to negative results. 

The operational management of information operations using infor-

mation and analytical systems can be illustrated using the diagram shown 

in fig. 56. 

In accordance with the 

above diagram, information from 

the real world (R) enters the in-

formation space, in particular, to 

the media (I) or directly to experts 

(E), also through the media. From 

experts or directly from the infor-

mation space (for example, using 

content monitoring tools), infor-

mation enters the information and 

analytical system (IAS). The in-

formation-analytical system trans-

mits data to decision makers (P) 

that determine the measures of in-

formation impact on the infor-

mation space and directly on real 

world objects (people, environ-

ment, computer systems, etc.). 

 

6.5. Simulation Features information operations 

Modeling can be seen as one of the ways to solve problems that arise 

in the real world, in particular, when planning and conducting information 

operations. Most often, simulation is used in cases where experiments with 

real objects are impossible or too costly. Modeling covers mapping a real 

problem into an abstract world, learning, analyzing and optimizing the 

model , and mapping the optimal solution back to the real world. 

Figure 56. Diagram of operational 

management using information and 

analytical systems 



6.5. Features of modeling information operations 

When modeling, there are two alternative approaches - analytical and 

simulation modeling. Ideal analytical models allow a rigorous analytical 

solution, or at least a statement, for example, in the form of systems of dif-

ferential equations. However, analytical solutions are not always achieva-

ble. Therefore, especially in recent times, and especially in solving prob-

lems from the field of social dynamics, simulation modeling methods are 

increasingly being used (English - Simulation Modeling). Simulation is a 

more powerful and almost indispensable tool for analyzing social proce-

dures. The simulation model can be viewed as a set of rules that determine 

the future state of the system based on the current one. In this case, the 

modeling process consists in observing the evolution of the given rules of 

the system in time, and, accordingly, assessing the adequacy of the model, 

when possible. 

The most promising direction of modeling information operations is 

the mathematical description of the self-organization of the environment for 

the perception and dissemination of information, taking into account the 

current conditions. Self-organizing environments, for which there is no cen-

tral control mechanism, and development occurs due to many local interac-

tions, are studied by the theory of complex systems. This theory covers 

such branches of knowledge as nonlinear physics, thermodynamics of 

nonequilibrium processes, and the theory of dynamical systems. The inter-

actions between individual elements of complex systems determine the oc-

currence of complex behavior in the absence of centralized control. To 

study such behavior, the most modern methods are used, covered by the 

interdisciplinary basis of modern methodology - the concept of complexity. 

Currently, the theoretical and technological foundations of this concept in-

clude the theory of deterministic chaos and complex networks, synergetics, 

fractal and wave (wavelet) analysis, multi-agent modeling, the theory of 

self-organized criticality (studying the dynamic development to a critical 

state, characterized by strong space-time fluctuations, without external con-

trol [126]), the theory of percolation (English - Percolation - flow), etc. 

procedures (information operations , of course , belong to those) involves 

conducting you - numerical experiments, since most often there are signifi-

cant limitations that make it difficult to conduct "field" natural experiments. 

When modeling information operations, a computational experiment 

makes it possible to reduce the operations of clarifying constraints, select-

ing initial data, choosing the rules for the functioning of model compo-

nents, etc. In this case, it becomes possible to take into account cases that 

are difficult to implement in practice, using real data only to identify the 
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parameters of the mathematical model. At the same time, mathematical 

modeling has its limitations; the real world turns out to be difficult to mod-

el with a sufficient level of detail and accuracy, i.e. more or less reliable 

mathematical models are so complex and multi-parametric that they cannot 

be analyzed and evaluated by exact methods. 

It is possible to work out mathematical models when planning infor-

mation operations only in the process of modeling specific procedures, con-

stantly comparing them with reality. 

The expressed purpose of the information operations assessment 

methodology is to provide a timely and accurate analysis of possible dis-

crepancies between the planned operation and the actual impact. When sig-

nificant differences are found that affect the probabilities of success of the 

operation, the analytical system should report this to decision makers in 

order to correct current plans and decisions. At the same time, when plan-

ning information operations, it is impossible to act by trial and error, there-

fore, it is necessary to develop methods that allow generalizing retrospec-

tive data and, on their basis, to check the adequacy of models. 

Successful information operations models are based on synergistic 

approaches. Indeed, society is a complex system, each component of which 

is characterized by many features, has many degrees of freedom. At the 

same time, an important property of this system is self-organization, which 

is the result of the interaction of such components as randomness, repeti-

tion, positive and negative feedback [127]. 

A feature of the mathematical modeling of information operations 

should be considered the comparative simplicity of interpretation 

results. Such concepts as ―the size of the electorate‖, ―political weight‖, 

etc., are perceived on an intuitive level - not even without getting to know 

the exact (as far as they are possible here) definitions. And this makes it 

possible to make such an analysis of current situations a subject of wide 

discussion. 

Due to the fact that some solutions are unstable with respect to their 

parameters, the values of such parameters must be determined with high 

accuracy. This requires a set of methods based not only on the processing 

of large volumes of statistical data, but also on versatile sociological re-

search. 

At present, the statement of the problem, which consists in using 

mathematical models to predict possible scenarios of the dynamics of social 

processes at a qualitative level, looks realistic. In this formulation, dynam-

ics modeling occupies, as it were, an intermediate level between what is 
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stated here and accurate forecasting. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to 

choose the values of the parameters that would, in some reasonable approx-

imation, correspond to the situation under study, and in most cases the use 

of relative values turns out to be productive. So, of course, one cannot ob-

tain reliable data on the future development of events, but, most likely, one 

can form a more or less adequate picture of what can happen and how. And 

this is not enough. 

In order to be successful in this case, individual information impacts 

must be considered as parts of a single information operation, in the same 

way that shelling or air attacks can be considered as coordinated parts of a 

military operation. 

 

6.6. Monitoring and analysis 
information operations 

The modern information space is a unique opportunity to obtain any 

information on a chosen issue, subject to the availability of appropriate 

tools, the use of which allows you to analyze the relationship of possible 

events or events that are already taking place, with the information activity 

of a certain range of information sources. On the other hand, in a retrospec-

tive analysis of any process or phenomenon, certain characteristics of its 

development are of interest, namely: 

- quantitative dynamics inherent in a process or phenomenon, for ex-

ample, the number of events per unit of time, or the number of messages 

related to it; 

- determination of critical, threshold points that correspond to the 

quantitative dynamics of the phenomenon; 

- determination of manifestations at critical points, for example, 

identification of the main plots of publications in the media regarding the 

selected process or phenomenon; 

- after identifying the main manifestations of the phenomenon at crit-

ical points, these manifestations are ranked, and the dynamics of the devel-

opment of individual specific manifestations before and after certain critical 

points is studied; 

- statistical, correlation and fractal analysis of the general dynamics 

and dynamics of individual manifestations is carried out, on the basis of 

which attempts are made to predict the development of the phenomenon 

and its individual manifestations. 
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To study the relationship between real events and publications about 

them on the Internet, the authors used the InfoStream system, which pro-

vides integration and monitoring of network information resources. 

The number of web publications per day on any topic, and especially 

the changes (dynamics) of this value, sometimes allow even small experts 

in the subject area to draw more or less accurate conclusions. 

You can get data on such dynamics, for example, by visiting the sites 

of news integrators daily (news.yandex.ru, webground.su, uaport.net). Of 

course, users of professional monitoring systems such as Integrum or Info-

Stream are in a better position. It is on the basis of the latter system that 

amazing statistics were obtained on the number of web publications on the 

subject of influenza epidemics in different periods. 

For example, in fig. Figure 57 shows the dynamics of publications in 

RUNet on the request "bird flu" for the period from mid-2005 to the end of 

the first half of 2008, obtained using the InfoStream system. Of course, 

small fluctuations in the number of web publications associated with the 

weekly cycle can be smoothed out, but still in Fig. 57 three large peak areas 

are visible, with maxima coming - lasting for December-January for three 

years. It can be seen how from year to year the topic (even in critical sea-

sons) has lost its relevance. So, there is a periodicity, a decrease in rele-

vance, a bell- shaped form of dynamics in critical seasons. 

 

 
 

Figure 57. Dynamics of web publications for the query "bird flu" 
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The dynamics of web publications for the query ―swine flu‖ looks 

completely different (Fig. 58). The data was obtained from the moment the 

first messages on this topic appeared in RUNote (second quarter of 2009) 

until October 2010. 

Two sudden peaks can be seen in April 2009 and the end of October 

2010. Then the number of web publications decreases sharply - almost in a 

hyperbolic dependence. The first peak is associated with the first manifesta-

tions of the A / H1N1 virus in the world and the release of huge funds 

around the world (primarily in the United States) to fight it, the other - with 

the autumn manifestations in all countries of the world, but primarily in 

Russia and Ukraine. The absolute peak values were more than 3 times high-

er than the peak values of avian influenza. 

Official statistics have already told us that the last epidemic was suc-

cessfully dealt with, the death rate from A/H1N1 turned out to be lower 

than from ordinary seasonal influenza. On the face 

 

bursts of web publishing activity that dissipate very quickly. Obviously, 

reports of swine flu were initially sensational, but then there was no natural 

information feed. If there had been the Internet in the Middle Ages, then the 

information about the waves of the plague would probably have had exactly 

the same character... But the consequences then were different. Indeed, a 

very convenient platform for supporters of the idea of conspiracy theories 

and global conspiracies. 
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Figure 58. Dynamics of web publications for the query "swine flu" 

 

As we can see, the lack of natural information feed is expressed in a 

sharp surge in the number of publications, and then also in a rather sharp 

(hyperbolic or even exponential) decline. Often information operations are 

accompanied by exactly this behavior of the dynamics of web publications. 

Let us give an example of one such information operation carried out 

at the end of October 2009 by the mobile operator Tele2 from Latvia. It 

was about a hoax about the fall of a meteorite in the city of Mazsalats. A 

graph of the dynamics of publications on this topic, obtained using the In-

foStream system, is shown in Fig. 59. 
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Figure 59. Dynamics of web publications by topic 

the appearance of a meteorite in Mazsalac 

 

The first publications on October 25 were devoted to the very fact of 

the appearance of the "meteorite" and attempts to explain its cosmic origin 

(Fig. 60). 
 

 
 

Figure 60. Publications at the beginning of the studied news story 

 

Apparently, contrary to the expectations of the hoaxers, their expo-

sure received the greatest response in the web space, the information opera-

tion went out of control. control of their authors (Fig. 61). 
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Figure 61. Publications during the "peak" period of the life of the news story 

 

And, finally, the tail of the information plot is completely devoted to 

the measures of punishment for hoaxers (Fig. 62). 
 

 
 

Figure 62. Completion of the life cycle of a news story 

 

The subject of the next studied information flow was determined by 

a request to the InfoStream system regarding ―military operations‖ in the 

information space of the country: 

(information ~ in oyn & ukrai) | (іnformats~vіyn & ukraї). 
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Documents relevant to the given request can be presented in two lan-

guages (Ukrainian and Russian), contain phrases such as "Information 

War", or "Information War", and also contain the name of our country. The 

above queries correspond to the concept of "information wars", which is 

most often used in the web environment as a functional synonym for "in-

formation operations". The retrospective period of the study represented the 

entire year 2008. As a result of the search for the broadest query, 6196 doc-

uments were found. Based on the processing of these data, a complete pic-

ture of the experimental data was obtained - time series for a given period. 

On fig. 63 shows a graph of the number of publications on demand by day 

in 2008.  

The presented schedule takes into account weekly fluctuations (on 

weekends, for example, significantly fewer documents are published on the 

Internet than on weekdays). 

 

 
 

Figure 63. Dynamics of the number of publications on demand by day in 2008 

(together 6196 publications) 

 

For a more visual display of trends, such graphs are smoothed using 

the ―moving average‖ method with an observation window of 7 days. On 

fig. 64 shows a smoothed graph corresponding to the above dynamics. In 

particular, it can be seen that around the 220th day of the year, the total 

number of messages on the subject of information wars increased dramati-

cally. 
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Figure 64. Smoothed graph of the number of publications by day in 2008 

 

On fig. Figures 65-67 show the content of messages summarized by 

the InfoStream system, which refer to some peak values of the intensity of 

publications during 2008. 

The task of studying the statistical properties of network documen-

tary arrays [65] is multifaceted and allows the active use of modern meth-

ods, including fractal analysis methods [128–130], which allow a deeper 

understanding of the specifics of the subject area. 
 

 
Figure 65. A fragment of the main stories for April 17, 2008 

(dominant theme – performance Prime Minister of Ukraine in Strasbourg) 
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Figure 66. A fragment of the main stories for August 14, 2008 

(the dominant topic is the Russian-Georgian military conflict) 

 

 
 

Figure 67. A fragment of the main stories for November 14, 2008 

(the dominant theme is a Russian film "The Art of Betrayal" 
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On fig. 68 presents ratios /R S  for a number of publications by day 

in 2008, corresponding to the above query. The slope of this straight line 

corresponds to the Hurst exponent. 

As can be seen, the Hurst value for the studied information flows 

corresponds to ~0.81, which confirms the assumption of self-similarity and 

iteration of processes in the information space. This means that resonant 

publications are repeatedly duplicated, retold, and discussed. This also 

means that the general information tension remains at a high level, as soon 

as the ―trail‖ of one story on the topic of information operations disappears, 

it is replaced by a new story, most often, as trends show, more intense. 

 

 
Figure 68. Normalized range indicator 

on a logarithmic scale for the entire observation period 

    

The most common tools for mathematical modeling and evaluation 

of observation series also include wavelet analysis [100, 101]. Each of the 

main factors of the dynamics of the initial process has its own characteristic 

reflection on the scalogram, while all analytical information is presented in 

a visual and easy-to-study form. On fig. The scalogram shown in Figure 69 

is the result of a continuous wavelet analysis (Haar wavelet) of a time series 

that corresponds to the process under study. 

On the skeleton for most frequencies, not only the 220th day, but al-

so implicit extremes (105th, 130th, 200th days, etc.) are noted. which influ-
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ence public thought and, ultimately, the information security of both busi-

ness and the state. 

 

 
A 

 
b 

 

Figure 69. The result of wavelet analysis (continuous wavelet transform): a - 

wavelet scalegram; b - lines of local maxima (skeleton) 

 

A common network information attack in the web environment today 

is carried out as follows: as a rule, a website is created and operates for 

some time (let's call it the "original source"), while it publishes quite cor-

rect information. At hour X, a document appears on his page, usually com-

promising information on the object of attack, reliable or falsified. Then 

there is the so-called ―laundering of information‖. The document is reprint-

ed by Internet publications of two types - those interested in the attack and 

those who simply do not have enough information to fill their information 

field. In the case of claims, all reprint publications refer to the "original 

source" and, as a last resort, at the request / demand of the object of attack, 

remove information from their websites. The primary source, if necessary, 

also removes information or is completely eliminated (after which it turns 

out that it is registered on the Internet to a non-existent person). At the 
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same time, the information has already spread, the task of the original 

source has been completed, the attack has started. 

Everyone is aware of the information campaign directed against 

Prominvestbank, which began at the end of September 2008 г. With the 

help of the content monitoring system InfoStream (http://infostream.ua), 

which scans all the main information websites of Ukraine in real time, the 

dynamics of publications on the websites of messages that mentioned 

"Prominvestbank" for three months was determined - September, October 

and November (Fig. 70). This dynamics testifies to a small number of pub-

lications in the first half of September, but then a number of publications 

began to compromise the chairman of the board V. Matvienko, which 

caused a relatively small response. 

 

 
 

Figure 70. Dynamics of publications on the topic "Prominvestbank" 

for three months 2008 г. 

 

As it turned out later, these publications were only "artificial prepara-

tion". On September 26, the first reports of a possible bank failure appeared 

(Figure 71), the number of which was quite consistent with an avalanche 

process, limited only by the number of websites capable of publishing such 

information. However, this process reached a stable-average level by De-

cember 2008 г. 
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Figure 71. One of the first alarm messages 

 

It cannot be argued that only an information attack via the Internet 

led the bank to a sad state, but it was the first alarming messages that un-

dermined the confidence of many depositors and forced them to massively 

withdraw their savings from the bank. On September 30, it was reported 

that in order to save the bank, the NBU decided to allocate UAH 5 billion 

in refinancing to Prominvestbank, and on December 5, it was reported that 

Prominvestbank had a new owner (Fig. 72). After that, the volume of pub-

lications about Prominvestbank significantly decreased, which testifies not 

so much to its recovery, but to the systemic crisis of the banking system of 

Ukraine, which ―dropped‖ many other credit and banking institutions. 
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Figure 72. Messages that completed extreme dynamics 

intensity of publications on the topic "Prominvestbank" 

Literally a week after the events described above, another public 

landmark information attack took place in Ukraine, this time on the insur-

ance market. It was a real information operation against NJSIC "Oranta". In 

this case, the primary source of compromising material was not a website, 

but an informational message sent by e-mail to thousands of Internet users. 

As a result of the use of special techniques, it diverged from the designation 

of the address of the press service of the object of attack. So, on December 

10, 2008, around 11:30 am, an informational message was sent in the form 

of spam , stating that the Oranta insurance company was declaring bank-
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ruptcy. According to preliminary data, the information was scattered to 

1000 addresses, naturally, the data got to competitors and the media. The 

message said that from December 31, 2008, the company ceases to fulfill 

its obligations to customers. 

In connection with the incident, NJSIC "Oranta" appealed to law en-

forcement agencies with a request to investigate this incident and punish 

those responsible. What happened with Oranta was very reminiscent of the 

situation with Prominvestbank, numerous experts agreed with this. After 

all, both the banking business and the insurance business are based on the 

trust of customers, which is most easily undermined by information attacks. 

According to Oleg Spilka, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of NJSIC 

"Oranta", "This event was deliberately prepared in order to discredit the 

insurance company and undermine its reputation." Without going into de-

tails of the possible targets of the attack (change of owners, struggle for a 

blocking stake, destruction of the company, etc.), with the help of a retro-

spective analysis, we will follow the dynamics of publications on the Inter-

net that mentioned NJSIC "Oranta". 

On fig. 73 shows the daily dynamics of the number of relevant publi-

cations. This chart, among other things, clearly shows the decline in the 

intensity of publications on this topic in early December 2008 г, which can 

be perceived as some "calm before the storm". 

For the analysis of time series in the framework of the study of the 

authors, L the - method was used. On fig. 74 shows the scalogram of the 

dynamics of the process under consideration using the ( L -method) for 

the second half of 2008. Despite separate peaks on the 16th and 55th days 

of the quarter, the extremum that falls exactly on December 10-12 is of the 

greatest interest. 
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Figure 73. Intensity of publications on the Internet on the topic "Oranta" 

 

 
 

Figure 74. L -diagram of a number of publications on the topic "Oranta" 

 

More detailed statistics of publications on the topic "Oranta" for De-

cember 2008 was obtained through the user interface of the InfoStream 

content monitoring system (Fig. 75). 

Let's follow the progress of the information operation, considering 

the messages published at different time intervals. 

On fig. 76 shows a list of publications on the topic "Oranta" during 

the first hours of the attack. According to Oleg Spilka, within two hours 

from the beginning of the attack, all the mail servers of NJSIC "Oranta" 

were disabled, so the denial on the network was delayed. 
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Figure 75. Detail diagram intensity of publications on the topic "Oranta" 

 

At 12:31 pm, a strange ―updated‖ message appears on the Economic 

News website with a paradoxical last sentence (Fig. 77). 

Further, the management of NJSIC "Oranta" published the first deni-

als on the Internet, slowly blaming competitors for what had happened , 

and then nevertheless recognizing the attack as targeted and beneficial to 

third parties. 
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On fig. 78 shows a list of publications devoted to the refutation of the 

bankruptcy report for the next day (December 11), as well as the most ac-

tive sources that published these reports. Of undoubted interest of analysts 

is the comparison of the sources shown in fig. 76 and 78. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 76. The first hours of the attack. The most "operational" sources 

 

The further decline in publications on the topic of NJSIC "Oranta" 

and its return to the normal "average" level indicates that the company, 

with its careful and precise actions, was able to successfully resist the in-

formation operation. 
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Figure 77. Refutation? 

 

 
 

Figure 78. Rebuttal messages 
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The considered practical examples made it possible to develop some 

general methodology for conducting a defensive information operation us-

ing a web resource content monitoring system. Suppose the object of an 

aggressive information operation is the company "ABV". The following 12 

countermeasures are suggested: 

1. Collection of information with publications in "foreign" (not relat-

ed to "ABV", unaffiliated) media about the company. 

2. Construction of a graph - the dynamics of the appearance of mes-

sages about the company "ABV" in the online media. 

3. Analysis of dynamics with a retrospective of 6–12 months using 

the methods of time series analysis. After that, the content of publications is 

analyzed at threshold points, the moments, duration, frequency of impact 

are determined, and the binding of the moments of impact to other events 

from the area of interest of the object. 

4. Determining the sources that publish the largest number of nega-

tive (publications with a negative tone) about the company "ABV". 

5. Determination of the "primary sources" of publications in the media 

- those sources that were the first to publish negative information. 

6. Identification of probable "customers" - owners or persons influ-

encing the publishing policy of individual media. 

7. Determining the areas of common interest of the ABV company 

and potential "customers" (by identifying common information characteris-

tics - intersections of the "information portraits" of the InfoStream system 

built for the facility and the "customer"), ranking potential "customers" ac-

cording to their interests. 

8. Determining the criteria for information impacts based on the most 

rated interests. 

9. Modeling information impacts, for which the ―customer‖ connec-

tions are found - the persons and organizations most associated with it, the 

dynamics of the impact from the customer is analyzed and a forecast of this 

dynamics is built, the content of publications is analyzed at the threshold 

points of the dynamics curve - critical impact points are determined. 

10. Further impact steps are predicted by analyzing similar publish-

ing trends for other companies in the InfoStream retrospective database. 

11. Taking into account the realities and publications from the retro-

spective database, the likely consequences are assessed. 

12. Informational (and not only) opposition is being organized. Ex-

amples of publications in the context of resistance are in the retrospective 

database. 
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It is content monitoring systems that are best suited for the opera-

tional analysis of the information situation for three reasons. Firstly, they 

provide efficiency that search engines cannot provide (the time for indexing 

network content even by the best of them ranges from several days to sev-

eral weeks); secondly, specialized content monitoring systems provide 

completeness both in terms of sources and presentation of source materials, 

while conventional news aggregators do not always provide the necessary 

completeness; and thirdly, content monitoring systems contain the neces-

sary analytical tools that can provide the user with information about the 

intensity of publications on a given topic in the required period of time. 

In terms of prevention of information operations, one should careful-

ly monitor the dynamics of publications about the target company, if possi-

ble, taking into account the tone of these publications, use available analyt-

ical tools, for example, wavelet analysis. At the same time, one should be 

guided by possible models of information attacks, for example, if this mod-

el covers the phases: ―background publications‖ - ―calm‖ - ―artillery prepa-

ration‖ - ―calm‖ - ―attack‖ (Fig. 79), then already for the first three compo-

nents it is possible to predict future events with a high probability. 

The above plan is obviously the ideal one, focused solely on web re-

source content monitoring data. 

At the same time, the pattern found by the authors found its contin-

uation and mathematical justification [131]. The above phases of infor-

mation attacks, displayed as local and global maxima on the time series, 

made it possible to construct a template to which the Kunchenko polyno-

mials were applied [132]. 

In the above model, the extrema correspond to the phases of "at-

tempt" and "attack". In this case, the second maximum will be greater than 

the first. The difference between these maximums can be very significant, 

the ―attack‖ phase will correspond to the interval with the highest density 

of messages published throughout the day. 
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Figure 79. Typical behavior of series of intensity of thematic publications 

 

The selected patterns of behavior of the intensity series of thematic 

publications can be considered as patterns (samples) of functional depend-

ence. These templates can be taken as a single basic element of some linear 

space, i.e. as a generating element e for modeling using Kunchenko poly-

nomials. 

Whereas a linear combination of linearly independent transfor-

mations 1 2( ), ( ),..., ( )nf e f e f e of the corresponding generating element can 

be constructed by an nP approximation polynomial n of -th order to a part 

of the output signal ( )sf e : 
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where the coefficients kc are determined from the condition of ensuring the 

minimum distance between the polynomial under construction and the sig-

nal. As shown in [133], in this case 
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and other coefficients kc are defined as a solution to the system of linear 

equations: 
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where the centered correlates ,i kF are also calculated using the appropriate 

transformations: 
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A numerical characteristic that can be used in the quality criteria for 

matching a signal with a selected template, i.e. as a measure of the approx-

imation of the Kunchenko polynomial nP to the signal ( )sf e , can be con-

sidered the efficiency coefficient nd : 
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The considered method of recognizing certain patterns by construct-

ing a space with a generating element and searching for the coefficients of 

the corresponding Kunchenko polynomial can be used in any problem area 

in which certain characteristic patterns can be identified a priori in the time 

series. 
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Thus, having built typical models of the behavior of the series and 

the intensity of thematic publications during information operations and 

comparing the patterns obtained on their basis, it is possible to use the 

method based on Kunchenko polynomials to determine (and prevent) a 

possible information attack. The work [131] also substantiated the pro-

spects of using this approach in the study of models in the field of statistics 

and sociology. 

Naturally, in practice, focusing only on a single type of sources and 

mathematical models can lead to a lack of information necessary for deci-

sion-making, inaccuracies, and sometimes misinformation. Only the use of 

complex systems based on the use of numerous sources, databases, mathe-

matical models, along with the above capabilities of content monitoring 

systems, can guarantee effective information support when countering in-

formation operations. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The concept of the survivability of an information system implies its 

ability to perform its functions (informing, influencing, influencing) in a 

timely manner under the influence of destabilizing factors. In the case of 

information systems, such factors can be the elimination of individual ele-

ments from the information space, the loss of their relevance, the loss of 

documents. Attracting the attention of the audience to other topics, the gen-

eration and development of new information stories can also reduce the rel-

evance of the current information impact. At the same time, from a practi-

cal point of view, the origin of the destructive information process plays a 

much smaller role than its consequences. 

Information systems can be both targeted and non-targeted. It is tar-

geted systems that can be generated in the course of active advertising 

campaigns as distractions, informing and other elements of information op-

erations [3]. At the same time, survivability, which manifests itself as the 

ability of targeted information systems to perform their main information 

functions over a given time interval without failures, determines the stabil-

ity threshold beyond which, without restoring components and functions, 

an information system can lose its relevance and the possibility of infor-

mation impact. Because of this and many other factors, the persistence of 

information systems is essential to information security. 

 





 

 

GLOSSARY 

 

Adaptability is the property of a system to adapt to changing condi-

tions of the internal and external environment by using various adaptation 

mechanisms. 

Assortativeness  - in the theory of complex networks, a term denot-

ing the predominant connection of network nodes with a high degree of 

connectivity with each other (the so-called "club of the rich"). 

Attractor (from English. attract) - a compact subset of the phase 

space of a dynamical system, all trajectories from some neighborhood of 

which tend to it with time tending to infinity. So, the simplest variants of 

the attractor are an attractive fixed point (for example, in the problem of a 

pendulum with friction against air) and a periodic trajectory (example - 

self-excited oscillations in a circuit with positive feedback). 

Wavelets are mathematical functions that allow you to analyze dif-

ferent frequency components of data. Wavelets are local in time and fre-

quency, all functions of one family of wavelets are derived from one using 

its shifts and stretches along the time axis. All wavelet transforms of any 

function consider it in terms of oscillations localized in time and frequency. 

Deterministic chaos is a phenomenon in which the behavior of a 

non-linear system appears to be random despite being governed by deter-

ministic laws. The reason for the emergence of deterministic chaos is the 

instability of the system with respect to the initial conditions and parame-

ters: a change in the initial condition leads to significant changes in the dy-

namics of the system. 

Vitality is the ability of a system to adapt to new, changed and, as a 

rule, unforeseen situations, to withstand harmful influences, while fulfilling 

its target function, due to a corresponding change in the structure and be-

havior of the system. The property of survivability allows a complex sys-

tem to remain intact in extreme conditions for it, to adapt to them, changing 

behavior, structure, and often the purpose of functioning. Depending on the 

class of systems, their complexity, the degree of organization - 

 

lowness, as well as on the chosen level of analysis, the property of viability 

can be assessed as stability, reliability, adaptability, fault tolerance. 

Simulation modeling is a research method in which the system un-

der study is replaced by a model that describes the real system with suffi-

cient accuracy. Experiments are carried out with this model in order to ob-

tain information about the real system. Simulation modeling is a special 
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case of mathematical modeling. There is a class of objects for which, for 

various reasons, analytical models have not been developed, or methods for 

solving relative to the obtained model have not been developed. In this 

case, the mathematical model is replaced by an imitator or simulation mod-

el - a logical-mathematical description of the object. 

Individual-centric modeling  - one of the methods of computer 

modeling of complex systems - populations. The individual-oriented model 

describes the mechanisms of interaction of individuals (software agents) 

with the environment and intrapopulation interactions at the level of indi-

vidual software agents. 

Information impact is the impact on the mass consciousness similar 

to how the psychological impact affects the individual consciousness. In-

formation impact as a control process is the excitation (inhibition) in the 

controlled system of such processes that stimulate the choice desired for the 

influencing party. This method of influencing the enemy does not imply 

direct disabling of part of the elements of his system, but is the transfer to 

the enemy of such information that will prompt him to choose the solution 

necessary for the influencing party. 

Information war - a set of measures for informational influence on 

the mass consciousness to change people's behavior and impose on them 

goals that are not among their interests, as well as protection from such in-

fluences. Purposeful actions taken to achieve information superiority by 

damaging information, information processes and information systems of 

the enemy while protecting one's own information, information processes 

and information systems [133]. 

Information operations (Info Ops, IO) - information impact on the 

mass consciousness (both hostile and friendly), the impact on the infor-

mation available to the enemy and necessary for him to make decisions, as 

well as on information and analytical systems of the enemy, including ac-

tions aimed at the physical defeat of information and analytical systems, 

disabling the means of computer and telecommunications infrastructure. 

Information space  - 1) a set of information resources, technologies 

for their maintenance and use, information and telecommunication systems 

that form an information infrastructure; 2) a set of related elements (docu-

ments) that form information systems - clusters of related documents. 

Information systems - in the context of this work - documentary or 

content systems - a set of content-related elements of the information space 

connected to the network. As special cases of information systems, one can 

consider, for example, thematic collections of documents, websites devoted 
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to a certain issue, or information clusters (plots) - arrays of information 

messages published on various websites dedicated to one topic or one 

event. 

Information management is the process of developing and applying 

control actions that are implicit, indirect, informational in nature. The con-

trol object is provided with a certain information picture, guided by which, 

he chooses the line of his behavior, as it seems to him, on his own, i.e. in-

formation management is a method of influence that encourages people to 

behave in an orderly manner, to perform the actions required of them. 

An artificial society is a computer model of a society consisting of 

agents (software analogues of individuals) acting according to certain rules, 

including interacting with each other. 

A cellular automaton is a set of cells that form a certain periodic lat-

tice with given transition rules that determine which determine the state of 

the cell at the next moment of time through the state of the cells located at a 

distance no more than a certain distance from it, at the current moment of 

time. As a rule, automata are considered, where the state is determined by 

the cell itself and its nearest neighbors. 

Content - the content of information resources; any content content 

of information resources (for example, websites) - texts, graphics, multi-

media. 

Content analysis is a method of obtaining conclusions by analyzing 

the content of textual information. Most often it is implemented as a sys-

tematic numerical processing, evaluation and interpretation of the form and 

content of an information source. 

Content monitoring is a systematic, continuous scanning and con-

tent analysis of information resources. 

The clustering coefficient is a value that corresponds to the level of 

connectivity of nodes in the network. This value shows how many nearest 

neighbors of a given node are nearest neighbors to each other and is equal 

to the ratio of the real number of edges that connect the nearest neighbors 

of this node to the maximum possible. 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a theory and method for extract-

ing context-dependent meanings of words using statistical processing of 

large sets of text data. Latent semantic analysis is based on the idea that the 

totality of all contexts in which a term occurs and does not occur sets a plu-

rality of restrictions, which to a large extent make it possible to determine 

the similarity of the semantic meanings of terms among themselves. As ini-
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tial information, LSA uses the terms/documents matrix, which contains the 

weights of terms in documents. 

The logistic equation is an equation that originally appeared when 

considering the population growth model. The initial assumptions for deriv-

ing the equation when considering population dynamics are as follows: the 

population reproduction rate is proportional to its current size, other things 

being equal; population reproduction rate is proportional to the amount of 

available resources, all other conditions being equal 

lovia. The second term of the equation reflects competition for resources, 

which limits population growth. The exact solution of the logistic equation 

is the logistic function, the S -curve. 

Mathematical modeling is the process of building and studying 

mathematical models - mathematical representations of reality. 

Multi-agent simulation (Agent-based Modeling) - modeling based 

on (based on) the use of agents. Computer models in which agents are 

atomic elements. 

Modeling - the study of objects of knowledge on their models; build-

ing and studying models of real-life objects, processes or phenomena in 

order to obtain explanations of these phenomena, as well as to predict phe-

nomena that are of interest to the researcher. Modeling can be viewed as 

the process of creating, applying, using a model. The main functions of the 

model are the simplification of obtaining information about the properties 

of an object, the transfer of information and knowledge, the management of 

objects and processes, their optimization, forecasting, and diagnostics. 

Reliability is a complex property of the system, which consists in its 

ability to perform (under certain operating conditions) the specified func-

tions, while maintaining its main characteristics within certain limits. The 

most common of the reliability indicators, which are usually probabilistic 

in nature, are the probabilities of failure-free operation, mean time between 

failures, availability, etc. 

Feedback - the impact of the results of the functioning of the system 

on the nature of this functioning. 

Fault tolerance is the property of a system to remain operational in 

the event of failure of one or more components. 

The behavior of the system is the action of the system in time. 

Noise immunity is the property of systems to resist the action of in-

terference (disturbances). 

Natural Computing  - a direction within the framework of the con-

cept of multi-agent modeling, combining mathematical methods that con-
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tain decision-making principles similar to mechanisms implemented in na-

ture. For example, mimicking the self-organization of an ant colony (or 

termite colonies) forms the basis of the so-called ant colony optimization 

algorithms, one of the promising methods of natural computing. 

Psychological impact - impact on the psyche of individuals, which 

can be carried out by various means: information, military, economic, polit-

ical. Psychological impact is divided into the following types: formational -

psychological, psychogenic, psychoanalytic, neurolinguistic, psychotronic, 

psychotropic. 

Reductionism (from lat. - Reductio) - a methodological principle ac-

cording to which complex phenomena can be fully explained using the laws 

inherent in simpler phenomena (for example, sociological phenomena are 

explained by biological or economic laws). 

Synergetics (from the Greek συν - jointly and εργος - acting) is an 

interdisciplinary area of scientific research, the task of which is to study 

natural phenomena and processes based on the principles of self-

organization of systems (consisting of subsystems) ; "... a science that stud-

ies the processes of self-organization and the emergence, maintenance, sta-

bility and decay of structures of the most diverse nature...". 

System (from other - Greek σύστημα - combination) - a set of inter-

connected elements, isolated from the environment and interacting with it 

as a whole. 

A system of cellular automata is a set of mathematical objects that 

represent a homogeneous grid, each cell of which (cellular automaton) can 

be in one of the possible states. Cell states are synchronously updated at 

each simulation step in accordance with certain transition rules; in the gen-

eral case, there can be an infinite number of such rules , which corresponds 

to the number of subsets of a countable set. 

The system effect is the irreducibility of a system to the sum of the 

properties of its components. 

Scaling (from the English. Scaling) - scale invariance, self-similarity. 

This property is used, in particular, to represent a function of two variables 

as a function of one. 

A scalogram is a map of transformation coefficients. 

Skeleton are the lines of local extrema of the scalogram surface. 

A complex system is a system consisting of many interacting com-

ponents (subsystems), as a result of which a complex system acquires new 

properties that are absent at the subsystem level and cannot be reduced to 

the properties of the subsystem level. 
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Complex network - a network (graph) with non-trivial topological 

features that are not characteristic of simple networks, such as lattices or 

random graphs. The study of complex networks is a field of scientific re-

search that has emerged from the study of real world networks such as 

computer and social networks. 

Structure (from lat. - structura - structure) - a relatively stable fixa-

tion of connections between the elements of the system. In natural science, 

structure is the internal structure of something, hidden by the external form 

of the object. The structure is associated with the orderliness of relations 

that connect the elements of the system. Structures are simple, complex, 

hierarchical. 

Text corpus  - an array of texts collected in accordance with certain 

principles, marked up according to a certain standard and provided with a 

specialized search engine. In some cases, the text corpus of the first order is 

called arbitrary arrays, united by some common feature. The development, 

creation and use of text (linguistic) corpora is handled by a special section 

of linguistics - corpus linguistics. 

Thematic information flow is a sequence of messages correspond-

ing to a specific topical query. 

Term  - a word or a constant phrase. In mathematical logic, the con-

cept of "term" is widely used as a "symbolic expression". 

The bifurcation point is a critical state of the system, at which the 

system becomes unstable with respect to fluctuations and uncertainty aris-

es: whether the state of the system will become chaotic or whether it will 

move to a new, more differentiated and higher level of order. 

The stability of the system is the ability of the system to return to its 

initial state after the end of the influence that brought the system out of this 

state. The active preservation by a system of certain characteristics, regard-

less of whether they play any role in the overall system. 

Vulnerability is a parameter that characterizes the possibility of 

causing damage to the described system of any nature by one or another 

external means or factors. 

The phase plane is a coordinate plane in which any two variables 

(phase coordinates) are plotted along the coordinate axes, which uniquely 

determine the state of the second-order system. The phase plane is a special 

case of the phase space, which can have a large dimension. In the physics 

of oscillations, the value of the parameter x is plotted on the abscissa of the 

phase plane , and the first derivative of x with respect to time is plotted on 

the ordinate. 
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Phase space is the set of all states of the system at a fixed point in 

time. Each possible state of the system corresponds to a point in the phase 

space. The essence of the concept of phase space lies in the fact that the 

state of an arbitrarily complex system is represented in it by one single 

point, and the evolution of this system is represented by the displacement 

of this point. 

Fractal (from lat. Fractus - crushable, consisting of fragments) - in-

finitely itself about a similar (exactly or approximately) object (plural), 

each part of which is repeated when zooming out. Another definition is a 

geometric object whose Hausdorff–Besikovich dimension is non-integer. 

The following definition is also possible: a fractal is a self-similar set of 

non-integer dimension. 

Fractal analysis is a modeling method using the theory of fractals, 

which consists in studying the fractal dimension and other fractal properties 

of signals, data sets, objects. 

Purposeful behavior of the system - the desire of the system to 

achieve the goal of functioning. 

Integrity is the relative independence of the system from the envi-

ronment and other similar systems. 

Information integrity is a term in computer science and telecom-

munications theory that means that the data is complete; the condition that 

the data has not been modified by any operation on it, be it transmission, 

storage, or presentation. 

The goal of the system is a state that is preferable for the system, i.e. 

some final state to which the system tends due to its structural organization. 

The evolution of the system is the change in the structure of the sys-

tem over time. 

Element (from Lat. - elementum - element) - a further indecomposa-

ble (in a given system with a given method of consideration and analysis) 

component. 

Emergence in systems theory - the presence of any system of special 

properties that are not inherent in its subsystems and blocks, as well as the 

sum of elements that are not connected by special system-forming links; 

irreducibility of system properties to the sum of properties of its compo-

nents; synonym - "systemic effect". 
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